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Summary

In the work presented in this thesis, thin-film solar cells based on Cu(In,Ga)Se$_2$ (CIGS) absorbers have been studied. Although the technical development of these solar cells has already reached a level sufficiently mature to enter into pilot and mass production, many questions remain unsolved, various phenomena can not be explained, and even more questions and phenomena arise from the further development of CIGS solar cells. The present thesis is dedicated to give answers and reasons for at least some of those questions and phenomena.

Since the $p$-$n$ heterojunction in CIGS thin-film solar cells is formed at the interface between the $p$-type CIGS absorber and the $n$-type buffer layer (or at least close to this interface), the buffer/CIGS interface is also most important for the performance of a CIGS solar cell. The present thesis thus concentrates mainly on the study of CIGS/buffer interfaces in order to reveal their structural and chemical properties, to learn more about the effects of various parameters on interdiffusion at these interfaces and on the growth of the corresponding layers.

In order to study both, structural and chemical properties, of interfaces within one instrument, transmission electron microscopy and its related techniques provide powerful tools. The possibility to image areas of interest down to the angstrom scale and to perform chemical measurements with a similarly high accuracy provides the means for a careful investigation of all kinds of structural and chemical features, such as lattice match, orientation relationships or diffusion of elements. By the help of these analyses, possible causes for the behavior of the solar-cell performance under variation of divers parameters and treatments - the substrate temperature and the presence of Na during the buffer-layer growth, and also the annealing in air of complete cells - were given. Cells with CdS buffer layers grown by chemical bath (CBD) and by physical vapor deposition (PVD) as well as cells with In$_x$S$_y$ buffer layers grown by atomic layer deposition (ALD), by co-evaporation from the elements, by compound evaporation from In$_2$S$_3$ powder and by sputtering were studied. In addition, the possibility to apply MoSe$_2$ as a buffer layer between CIGS and a transparent conductive oxide (TCO) back contact was explored, and various parameters of the MoSe$_2$ growth were varied in order to optimize the MoSe$_2$
properties for a tunnelling quasi-ohmic contact.

As-grown CIGS solar cells with CBD-CdS buffers always show a higher efficiency than those with PVD-CdS buffers. It was shown that PVD-CdS layers exhibit much higher densities of structural defects at the CIGS/PVD-CdS interface than CBD-CdS at the CIGS/CBD-CdS interface, owing to a larger lattice mismatch at the CIGS/PVD-CdS interface. These defects may affect on the photovoltaic performance. For PVD-CdS, the interface to CIGS is quite abrupt, whereas on the CIGS side of the CBD-CdS/CIGS interface, Cu depletion and Cd enrichment have occurred. In addition, Cu diffuses to a large extent into CdS. Cu increases the photoconductivity of CdS, and Cd can occupy Cu vacancies in the CIGS layer near to the CIGS/CdS interface. This Cu-depleted and Cd-enriched near-interface region may enhance the band alignment between CIGS and CBD-CdS. The absence of such a region in as-grown solar cells with PVD-CdS buffer layers is a possible reason for their lower efficiencies compared with CBD-CdS-buffered solar cells.

CIGS solar cells with In$_x$S$_y$ buffer layers produced by ALD and sputtering show increasing efficiencies with increasing In$_x$S$_y$ deposition temperature up to about 230 °C. Interfaces between CIGS and these In$_x$S$_y$ buffers deposited at temperatures ranging from about 60 to 230 °C were studied. Results from energy-dispersive x-ray spectrometry (EDX) exhibit interdiffusion of Cu, Ga and In across In$_x$S$_y$/CIGS interfaces. The Cu depletion and In enrichment found on the CIGS side of these interfaces may indicate the presence of an intermediate Cu-depleted Cu-(In,Ga)-Se layer between CIGS and In$_x$S$_y$ (similar as at the CBD-CdS/CIGS interface). The width of this layer apparently increases with increasing temperature, as the Cu depletion and In enrichment are more enhanced at elevated temperature. Such an intermediate, Cu-depleted Cu-(In,Ga)-Se layer may considerably improve the band alignment between CIGS and In$_x$S$_y$ and thus the solar-cell performance.

For complete solar cells with In$_x$S$_y$ buffers evaporated from In$_2$S$_3$ powder, air-annealing at 200 °C for several minutes leads to an enhanced Cu diffusion from CIGS into In$_x$S$_y$ and to a significant Cu depletion on the CIGS side of the interface. Air-annealing may reduce the anion defects and induces the formation of a compositionally graded In$_x$S$_y$/CIGS interface. A Cu-depleted and In-rich Cu-(In,Ga)-Se layer on the CIGS side of the interface may form, induced by the air-annealing, improving the band alignment between CIGS and In$_x$S$_y$ and thus the solar-cell performance.

For substrate temperatures above about 250 °C, the deposition of In$_x$S$_y$ on CIGS by any technique led to the formation of CuIn$_5$S$_8$. Its impact on the band alignment is not yet clear. However, the intrinsically large densities of vacancies and
planar defects - probably stacking faults and twins - of this layer may affect recombination of the generated charges, and thus reduce considerably the efficiency of the solar cell.

Na was shown to affect the growth of ALD-In$_2$S$_3$ buffers on CIGS considerably. Quantum efficiency spectra revealed smaller carrier collection and short-circuit current densities for Na free solar cells. As shown by EDX, Cu and Ga diffusion from CIGS into In$_2$S$_3$ are clearly enhanced in these cells. These results indicate that both, Cu and Na, diffuse into the In$_2$S$_3$ layer, occupying In sites and vacancies. Probably, the enhanced Cu diffusion from CIGS into In$_2$S$_3$ for Na free solar cells deteriorates the electrical and optical properties of the CIGS/In$_2$S$_3$ interface and of the In$_2$S$_3$ buffer layer, which lowers the overall performance of the solar cells.

The formation of MoSe$_2$ by selenization of polycrystalline Mo layers and Mo single crystals was studied in dependence of the substrate temperature, the Mo crystal orientation and the Na concentration. For all MoSe$_2$ layers, a hexagonal crystal structure was found. It was shown that a MoSe$_2$ layer formed at 450 °C has a c-axis oriented preferably perpendicular to the Mo surface, whereas at 580 °C, the c-axis is oriented preferably parallel to the Mo surface. The smaller MoSe$_2$ layer thickness at 450 °C can be explained by a Se diffusion through MoSe$_2$ impeded by a c-axis orientation perpendicular to the Mo surface. For the MoSe$_2$ growth at 450 and 580 °C, Na appears to induce a c-axis orientation perpendicular to the Mo surface. The orientation of the Mo substrate has no influence on the preferred orientation of MoSe$_2$. Both, the MoSe$_2$ layer thickness and the Mo grain size, are affected by the oxygen concentration in Mo prior to the selenization.
Zusammenfassung

Im Rahmen der vorliegenden Doktorarbeit wurden auf Cu(In,Ga)Se$_2$ (CIGS)-Absorber basierende Dünnlichtsolarzellen untersucht. Obwohl die Entwicklung dieser Zellen bereits so weit fortgeschritten ist, dass mit der Pilot- und Massenproduktion begonnen werden konnte, sind immer noch viele Fragen unbeantwortet, viele Phänomene können nicht erklärt werden, und immer mehr Fragen und Phänomene tauchen bei der weiter andauernden Entwicklung der CIGS-Solarzellen auf.

Da der $p$-$n$-Heteroübergang in CIGS-Dünnlichtsolarzellen an der Grenzfläche (oder zumindest in deren Nähe) zwischen dem $p$-leitenden CIGS-Absorber und der $n$-leitenden Pufferschicht gebildet wird, ist diese Grenzfläche auch die wichtigste in diesen Zellen. In der vorliegenden Doktorarbeit wird deshalb hauptsächlich von der Untersuchung an CIGS/Puffer-Grenzflächen berichtet, deren strukturelle und chemische Eigenschaften es zu ermitteln gilt, um mehr über die Einflüsse verschiedener Parameter auf Interdiffusionsprozesse an diesen Grenzflächen und auf das Wachstumsverhalten der entsprechenden Schichten zu lernen.

Um sowohl die strukturellen als auch die chemischen Eigenschaften von Grenzflächen in CIGS-Solarzellen innerhalb nur einer Messapparatur zu untersuchen, stellen die Transmissionselektronenmikroskopie und ihre zugehörigen Messtechniken leistungsfähige Instrumente dar. Die Möglichkeit, interessante Gebiete einer Probe bis in den Angström-Bereich abzubilden und chemische Messungen mit einer ähnlich hohen räumlichen Auflösung durchzuführen, erlaubt eine sehr genaue Untersuchung von vielen verschiedenen strukturellen und chemischen Merkmalen wie zum Beispiel Gitteranpassung, Orientierungsbeziehungen und Diffusion von Elementen.

Mit Hilfe dieser Analysen war es möglich, Ursachen für das Leistungsverhalten der CIGS-Solarzellen unter Variation von verschiedenen Herstellungsparametern und -behandlungen (der Substrattemperatur und das Vorhandensein von Na während des Pufferschichtwachstums, sowie das Tempern von fertiggestellten Zellen) anzuzeigen. Es wurden CIGS-Solarzellen mit CdS-Pufferschichten untersucht, die entweder durch Abscheidung im chemischen Bad (chemical bath deposition, CBD)
Zusammenfassung (Summary in German)

oder durch Verdampfen von CdS-Pulver (physical vapor deposition, PVD) hergestellt wurden, und auch Zellen mit In$_x$S$_y$-Pufferschichten, welche mittels Atomlagendeposition (atomic layer deposition, ALD), Verdampfen von In- und S-Pulver, Verdampfen von In$_2$S$_3$-Pulver oder Sputtering produziert wurden. Zusätzlich wurde die Möglichkeit ausgewertet, MoSe$_2$ als Pufferschicht zwischen CIGS und einem Rückkontakt einzusetzen, der durch ein transparentes, leitfähiges Oxid (transparent conductive oxide, TCO) gebildet wird. Zahlreiche Parameter des MoSe$_2$-Wachstums wurden variiert, um die Eigenschaften der MoSe$_2$-Schicht als quasiohmischen Tunnelkontakt zu optimieren.


Das Tempern an Luft von fertiggestellten Solarzellen mit In$_2$S$_3$-Pufferschichten, welche durch Verdampfen von In$_2$S$_3$-Pulver hergestellt wurden, führt zu einer verstärkten Cu-Diffusion vom CIGS ins In$_2$S$_3$ und zu einer signifikanten Cu-Verarmung auf der CIGS-Seite der Grenzfläche. Dieser Temperschritt könnte Anionendefekte verringern und ruft eine von der Zusammensetzung her abgestufte Grenzfläche hervor. Es könnte sich eine Cu-verarmte und In-angereicherte Cu-(In,Ga)-Se-Schicht auf der CIGS-Seite der Grenzfläche ausbilden, welche die Energiebandanpassung zwischen CIGS und In$_2$S$_3$ verbessert und somit die Leistung der Solarzellen.

Für Substrattemperaturen über etwa 250 °C führte die Abscheidung von In$_2$S$_3$ auf CIGS, unabhängig von der Herstellungstechnik des In$_2$S$_3$, zur Bildung von CuIn$_5$S$_8$. Der Einfluss dieser Schicht auf die Energiebandanpassung zwischen CIGS und Pufferschicht ist noch nicht geklärt, jedoch können die hohen Dichten an intrinsischen Leerstellen und die strukturellen Defekte der CuIn$_5$S$_8$-Schicht die Rekombination von erzeugten Ladungen beeinflussen, und somit zu der gemessenen, verschlechterten Leistung der Solarzelle beitragen.

Es wurde gezeigt, dass Na das Wachstum von ALD-In$_2$S$_3$-Pufferschichten massgeblich beeinflusst. Quanteneffizienzspektren zeigen eine verminderte Ladungsträgersammlung und Kurzschlussstromdichten für Na-freie Solarzellen. Wie durch EDX gezeigt wurde, sind die Cu- und auch die Ga-Diffusion vom CIGS ins In$_2$S$_3$ für diese Zellen deutlich erhöht. Diese Resultate deuten an, dass Cu und Na beide von der CIGS- in die In$_2$S$_3$-Schicht diffundieren und dort Leerstellen und In-Gitterplätze besetzen. Wahrscheinlich verschlechtert die erhöhte Cu-Diffusion vom CIGS ins In$_2$S$_3$ für Na-freie Solarzellen die elektrischen und optischen Eigenschaften der CIGS/In$_2$S$_3$-Grenzfläche und auch die der In$_2$S$_3$-Schicht, was die Leistung der Solarzelle insgesamt herabsetzt.

Zusammenfassung (Summary in German)

Orientierung der MoSe$_2$-Schicht. Die Sauerstoffkonzentration in den Proben beeinflusst die MoSe$_2$-Schichtdicke und auch die Mo-Korngrösse massgeblich.
Chapter 1

Introduction

1.1 Research and development in photovoltaics

The starting point of the research and development of solar cells was set by the discovery of the photovoltaic effect by the French experimental physicist Aléxandre Edmond Becquerel in 1839 [1]. Together with his father, he found that the current between two metal plates immersed into hydrochloric acid shows a higher value when these plates are exposed to outdoor sun light than if they are kept in the laboratory. Over the following years, more materials exposing photovoltaic effects were revealed, e.g., selenium, and the first ”solar cell” was produced in 1877 by W.G. Adams and R.E. Day [2], who studied junctions formed by selenium plates and platinum wires. This ”solar cell” as well as others presented until the 1950s showed conversion efficiencies of well below 1%, thus, these cells could not have been used as efficient sources of electrical energy.

The first solar cells yielding efficiencies of about 6% [3] were developed in 1954 by D.M. Chapin, C.S. Fuller and G.L. Pearson at the Bell Laboratories, USA, based on silicon wafers from crystals produced by the Czochralski process. Such ”solar batteries”, as they were called in these days, were used as power supplies for rural telephone lines by the Bell Telephone System company in Georgia, USA, substituting regular batteries (Fig. 1.1). However, these novel cells were still rather expensive compared with other electrical energy sources. If there had not been a need for independent electrical power sources for space applications, the research and development of solar cells would have never been performed as rapidly as it has been during the last 50 years. Urged by the competition between Russia and the United States about the dominance in space, various satellite programs were conducted, and first satellites were successfully launched into earth orbit in 1957. Since then, it would not have been possible to realize countless satellite and space
programs without the continuing development and application of solar cells. The knowledge gained in these programs was the basis of the research and development of photovoltaic devices for terrestrial applications.

Over the last decades, the number of solar cells produced as energy source for terrestrial and space applications has constantly increased. The consolidated world production of photovoltaic cells summed up to only 500 kW total electric power in 1977, but it increased to about 9.3 MW in 1982 and reached 1146 MW in 2004 [4]. It is forecast that this exponential growth of the solar-cell market will continue for the coming decades, taking into account a further strongly increasing demand for electrical power.

The efficiencies of commercial photovoltaic modules are constantly increasing, leading to a decreased cost-per-watt ratio. Also, while solar cells in the 1980s and 1990s were uneconomical due to their much longer energy pay-back time (i.e., the time needed for a module to deliver the same amount of energy as was required for its fabrication and installation), the solar modules of today show much shorter energy pay-back times of down to two or three years [5] with an expected life time of up to 25-30 years. For thin-film solar cells, the energy pay-back time is expected to even drop to less than one year within the next decade [5].

In conclusion, photovoltaic cells exhibit an energy source with continuously improving technology and thus perpetually growing importance. The energy these cells provide may be obtained locally and present independence from any external
energy supplier.

## 1.2 Cu(In,Ga)Se$_2$ thin-film solar cells

Solar cells available today are based on various materials and are produced by a number of techniques. Prominent examples are cells based on crystalline Si or III-V semiconductors, those produced by thin-film techniques, or those belonging to the group of dye-sensitized or organic solar cells. All of these different types of photovoltaic cells have different advantages and disadvantages, which will not be addressed here. In the present thesis, Cu(In, Ga)Se$_2$ (CIGS) thin-film solar cells have been investigated. Of all thin-film solar cells, CIGS devices have yielded highest efficiencies to date of up to 19.5% [6]. These cells consist of a stack of thin-film layers deposited on, e.g., soda-lime glass (SLG) substrate. The p-n junction of the solar cell is formed by the p-type CIGS absorber and an n-type semiconductor window layer, e.g., CdS, In$_2$S$_3$ or ZnSe. To facilitate the charge transport from the p-n junction, a back (e.g., Mo) and a front contact layer (e.g., a i-ZnO/ZnO:Al bilayer) are applied. Normally, a Ni-Al grid is deposited on top of the i-ZnO/ZnO:Al window layer to increase the charge collection. This CIGS solar cell in the so-called "substrate configuration" is illuminated from the ZnO side, thus, the ZnO is also referred to as "window layer". A bright-field transmission electron micrograph of the SLG/Mo/CIGS/In$_2$S$_3$/i-ZnO/ZnO:Al cross-section is shown in Fig. 1.2.

Cu(In, Ga)Se$_2$ is an alloy of CuInSe$_2$ (CIS) and CuGaSe$_2$ (CGS). In the beginning of the 1970s, research and development had been concentrated on thin-film solar cells based on CIS absorbers [7, 8, 9]. This absorber material has been attractive owing to its very high absorption coefficients of about $10^5$ cm$^{-1}$ over most of the visible solar spectrum [10]; thus, absorber thicknesses of about 2 µm are sufficient, which offers a low-cost perspective for industrial production (in contrast, crystalline Si solar cells need by a 100 times thicker absorbers owing to the lower absorption coefficient of Si).

However, the optimal absorber band-gap energy for terrestrial solar energy conversion using single junction solar cells had been established to be in the range of 1.3 to 1.5 eV [11, 12, 13], substantially greater than the 1.04 eV value of CuInSe$_2$ [14]. Hence, considerable effort has been invested in the band-gap engineering of CIS by alloying it with CGS [15], which has a band-gap energy of 1.69 eV [16]. Moreover, in current production of high-efficiency CIGS solar cells, the CIGS absorber does not show a homogeneous composition, but reveals a gradient in the Ga content as a function of depth in the CIGS films. The Ga content (the ratio
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Figure 1.2: Bright-field transmission electron micrograph of the SLG/Mo/CIGS/In$_2$S$_3$/i-ZnO/ZnO:Al cross-section

Ga/(Ga+In) ranges approximately from 20 to 35 at.% for all samples studied in the present work) increases towards the back of the film (for CIGS films grown by the 3-stage process, introduced in section 2.1, there is enhanced Ga concentration also at the surface of the CIGS layer). As the band gap increases with higher Ga contents, the gradient in Ga corresponds to a grading of the band gap [17]. It was shown by Dullweber et al. [18] that the open-circuit voltage increase - compared with non-graded CIS cells (band-gap energy 1.04 eV) - is directly related to the increased band-gap energy at the back surface, probably owing to a reduced back contact recombination (a possible reason for this increase of the open-circuit voltage may also be an enhanced Cu concentration in the near-surface region of the CIGS layer, which leads to an enhanced built-in potential).

According to available quasi-binary phase diagrams of the Cu$_2$Se-In$_2$Se$_3$ system (e.g., [19, 20]), Cu concentrations of about 22-24 at.% are necessary in order to form CuInSe$_2$ (and CuGaSe$_2$), i.e., the CIGS alloy is non-stoichiometric. Its $p$-type semiconductivity results from Cu vacancies. With Cu concentrations ranging between 22 and 24 at.% and for growth temperatures between 450 and 580 °C,
the crystal structure of CIS and CGS is normally that of tetragonal chalcopyrite (CuFeS$_2$), which is based on the cubic zincblende structure (Fig. 1.3). The CuInSe$_2$ and CuGaSe$_2$ phases with chalcopyrite crystal structure are referred to as α-CIS and α-CGS. In general, CuInSe$_2$ films may contain impurities of CuIn$_3$Se$_5$ or CuIn$_5$Se$_8$ for Cu-poor layers and impurities of Cu$_x$Se ($x<2$) for Cu-rich layers.

A particular feature of this type of solar cells is their excellent stability under terrestrial and space conditions, as confirmed by proton and electron irradiation [22, 23, 24]. Especially for space applications, a weight reduction of the solar modules is desired. Therefore, CIGS solar cells are also produced on flexible substrates such as polymer or metal foils. The most efficient CIGS solar cell on polyimide, $\eta=14.1\%$ [25], has to date been produced in the Thin-Film Physics Group at ETH Zurich.
A broader overview of CIS and CIGS solar cells can be found in various review articles [26, 27, 28, 29].

1.3 Buffer layers in Cu(In,Ga)Se$_2$ thin-film solar cells

CIGS thin-film solar cells may be formed by combining the $p$-type CIGS absorber with a wide-band, $n$-type, semiconducting window layer (the cell is illuminated from the window side). First CIS cells were produced with a CdS window layer of several micrometers thickness (e.g., [9]). Since CdS has a band-gap energy of only 2.4-2.5 eV [30] and thus absorbs a large part of the solar spectrum (all photons with energies larger than 2.4-2.5 eV), CdS had soon after been replaced by a Cd$_{1-x}$Zn$_x$S alloy (e.g., [15]). By adjusting the value $x$, it was possible to vary the band-gap energy from 2.5 eV to 3.7 eV (the band-gap energy of ZnS, [31]). Eventually, the CdS window has been reduced to a 50 nm thin buffer layer between CIS (in order to minimize the absorption) and a transparent conducting ZnO window layer ([32, 33]). ZnO has a band-gap energy of about 3.4-3.5 eV [34], thus reducing the absorption above the solar spectrum to a minimum. In current high-efficiency CIGS solar cells, the ZnO window consists of a i-ZnO/ZnO:Al bilayer. The doping of ZnO by Al leads to a very high $n$-doping ($10^{20}$ cm$^{-3}$). It is not yet clear what the role of the i-ZnO layer is; e.g., it may help to reduce the Al diffusion into CdS and CIGS and act as an adjustable local series resistance [35].

The term “buffer layer” refers to the role of this layer as adjusting element between absorber and window layer; this adjustment can be divided into:

- electronic adjustments, i.e., band alignments of conduction and valence bands
- structural adjustments, i.e., lattice matching
- chemical adjustments, i.e., reducing or enhancing interdiffusion processes

Also, the buffer layer helps to protect the CIGS surface from ion damage during the i-ZnO/ZnO:Al sputtering. Out of these items, the electronic adjustments are most important, since they are responsible for an optimal junction formation between the $p$-type and the $n$-type semiconductors. There are several reports on the importance of band alignments in CIGS solar cells; e.g., Minemoto et al. [36] showed that adjusting the conduction band offset between window and CIGS layers by an appropriate choice of the window layer is essential to decrease the majority carrier recombination via the window/CIGS interface. A typical equilibrium energy-band diagram of a ZnO:Al/i-ZnO/CdS/CIGS/Mo stack is shown in Fig. [14] indicating the positions of the conduction band, the valence-band and the Fermi energy for
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each layer. An analysis of this equilibrium energy-band diagram along with a re-
view of the understanding of electronic properties of CIGS solar cells can be found in Ref. [37].

CIS and CIGS solar cells have yielded highest efficiencies with CdS buffer lay-
ers deposited by chemical bath deposition (CBD). Omitting the buffer layer always resulted in lower efficiencies (e.g., [39]). Also, as-grown CIGS cells with CdS

buffers deposited by physical vapor deposition (PVD) have always shown signifi-
cantly lower efficiencies than cells with CBD-CdS buffers [40, 41]. Obviously, it is not the material CdS alone which leads to highest efficiencies. There are several models proposed to explain the influence of the chemical bath on the p-n junction

Figure 1.4: Typical equilibrium energy-band diagram of a ZnO:Al/i-
ZnO/CdS/CIGS/Mo stack. $E_{CB}$ is the conduction-band, $E_{VB}$ the valence-band, and $E_F$ the Fermi energy (based on Ref. [38]).
formation. All of these models deal with possible surface modifications by the ingredients of the chemical bath and the resulting structural, chemical and electronic changes at the CBD-CdS/CIGS interface. The role of the CBD-CdS buffer in the p-n junction formation will be treated in chapter 4.

Apart from CdS, alternative buffer-layer materials have also currently been investigated. Even though highest efficiencies have been achieved using CBD-CdS, there are several reasons for a desired substitution of CdS as buffer layer material and CBD as deposition method:

- the relatively small band-gap energy of 2.4-2.5 eV for CdS, i.e., the undesired absorption of high-energy photons in the buffer layer

- environmental aspects using a Cd (i.e., heavy metal) compound in an electronic device and expected market cautions

- the CBD process is not compatible with the in-line vacuum deposition of the CIGS absorber and the transparent conducting oxide front contact layers (ZnO:Al/i-ZnO)

- CBD solution disposal and waste recycling could be a matter of concern in industrial manufacturing

It has to be pointed out that regardless of toxicity, compatibility or waste aspects, manufacturers of CIGS solar cells still preferably apply CBD-CdS buffers - simply because these buffers result in highest efficiencies. Out of numerous alternative materials, especially Zn- and In-based buffers deposited by various techniques have yielded promising results in CIGS solar cells. In the present thesis, In$_2$S$_3$ buffers and their interfaces to CIGS have been studied. These buffer layers may be deposited by atomic-layer deposition (ALD), co-evaporation from the elements, compound-evaporation from In$_2$S$_3$ powder and sputtering. These techniques will be introduced in section 2.2.

1.4 Back-contact materials for Cu(In,Ga)Se$_2$ thin-film solar cells

Various metal contacts to p-type CIS were examined by Matson et al. concluding that only Au and Ni ensure an ohmic contact. Orgassa et al. fabricated CIGS solar cells with different back-contact materials and found that W and Mo contacts provide the best CIGS/back contact interface passivation. Nowadays, Mo grown by sputtering or electron-beam evaporation is the most commonly used back
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Early results by Russell et al. [44] suggested that Mo back contacts for CIS form a Schottky-type barrier. But recently, Shafarman et al. [45] who analyzed the Mo/CIS interface separately from the cell, showed the contact to be ohmic, probably because of the formation of a MoSe₂ layer between Mo and CIS [46]. Its influence on the ohmic contact behavior at the CIGS/Mo interface makes the MoSe₂ formation an important issue. MoSe₂ may be considered a buffer layer between Mo and CIS (or CIGS) which leads to a better energy-band alignment and thus to an improved electrical contact [47].

MoSe₂ is regularly found in a hexagonal phase (Fig. 1.5), which consists of Se-Mo-Se sheaths oriented perpendicular to the c-axis. From this anisotropic crystal structure, possible applications arise for MoSe₂, e.g., as lubricant [48]. Mechanical and electrical properties of the 2H-MoSe₂ crystal structure will be further addressed in detail in chapter 7.

Even if widely used as back-contact material in CIGS solar cells, Mo easily oxidizes [49], and the oxide is water-soluble. This leads to a long-term degradation of the solar cell performance. Thus, there is a need to study other back-contact concepts. E.g., a very thin, intentionally grown layer of MoSe₂ may be applied to act as a buffer layer on, e.g., a transparent conducting oxide (TCO) back contact, prior to the CIGS deposition, so that a tunnel junction is formed, which facilitates
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a quasi-ohmic contact to the CIGS absorber. Recently, it has been reported (e.g., [50]) that solar cells on a TCO back contact with an intentionally grown MoSe$_2$ intermediate layer show a better photovoltaic performance than without the MoSe$_2$ intermediate layer.

A profound understanding of the reaction kinetics of the MoSe$_2$ formation is vital for the development of low resistance electrical back contacts for high efficiency CIGS solar cells, since the thickness and the crystallographic orientation of MoSe$_2$ determine the adhesion and electrical properties of the CIGS-Mo interface. Thus, in chapter 7 of the present thesis, an overview on the formation of MoSe$_2$ and results from characterization of MoSe$_2$ layers grown on Mo substrates under variation of diverse parameters will be given.

1.5 The role of Na in Cu(In,Ga)Se$_2$ thin-film solar cells

In ZnO:Al/i-ZnO/CdS/CIGS/Mo solar cells deposited on soda-lime glass (SLG), Na diffuses from the SLG into the Mo and CIGS layers during the absorber growth at elevated temperatures. The diffusion of Na through the Mo back contact appears to be primarily determined by the microstructure of the Mo layer and Mo oxide phases, present at grain boundaries [51, 52]. Hedström et al. [53] were the first to find Na diffusing from the SLG substrate into CIS, causing improved solar-cell efficiency. These authors studied the influence of “contaminants” on the CIS growth and concluded that Na may have a considerable impact on the preferred orientation of CIS. Although thereafter numerous groups have investigated the effects of Na on CIGS solar cells, no comprehensive interpretation of the structural and electronic effects of Na has been achieved up to now.

The most obvious electronic effect of Na incorporation into CIGS films is a decrease in resistivity by as much as two orders of magnitude (e.g., [54]). Contreras et al. [55] proposed a model where Cu vacancies in the CIGS lattice are preferably occupied by Na. This process may reduce the number of In$_{Cu}$ defect states, thus, the hole concentration in the absorber may be increased. According to Rudmann [56], Na-induced cell efficiency improvements are dominated by electronic effects which may induce structural effects. Since the solubility of Na in CIGS single crystals is very low, Na resides in CIGS thin films at grain boundaries. This author assumes that Na improves the quality of CIGS films by passivating grain boundaries and surfaces.
While the effects of Na on the Mo and CIGS growth have been investigated extensively, results about the influence of Na on the buffer-layer growth are scarce. Early results by Henry et al. [57] suggest that Na acts as shallow acceptor in CdS crystals. Studying CBD-CdS/CIGS interfaces by means of x-ray emission spectrometry and photoelectron spectrometry, Heske et al. [58] found that Na is incorporated and localized at these interfaces. According to these authors, Na may be responsible for an altered electronic structure of the heterojunction. For co-evaporated In$_2$S$_3$ buffers, Barreau et al. [59] showed that Na leads to a significant increase of the band-gap energy and also to an increase in the conductivity of these layers. Sterner et al. [60] reported that the conduction band offset at the ALD-In$_2$S$_3$/CIGS interface is larger for Na-free devices, indicating an unfavorable band alignment at the heterojunction.

The issue of Na will be addressed concerning the effects of Na on ALD-In$_2$S$_3$/CIGS interfaces, and on the growth of MoSe$_2$ in chapters 5 and 7.

### 1.6 Studies of interfaces in Cu(In,Ga)Se$_2$ thin-film solar cells

The complete knowledge about the processes taking place at the interfaces of CIGS thin-film solar cells would allow any electrical parameter of these cells to be predicted, and thus would help to design solar cells of enhanced performance. E.g., recombination of generated charges at the $p$-$n$ junction reduce the number of the collected charges, leading to a reduced current density. However, it is rather difficult to access the complete knowledge about these processes.

Since the $p$-$n$ heterojunction in CIGS thin-film solar cells is formed at the interface between the $p$-type CIGS absorber and the $n$-type buffer layer (or at least close to this interface), the buffer/CIGS interface is also most important in these cells. The present thesis thus concentrates mainly on the study of CIGS/buffer interfaces in order to reveal their structural and chemical properties, to learn more about interdiffusion properties and the effects on the growth of the according layers.

In general, studies of interfaces in CIGS thin-film solar cells may be divided into electronic, structural and chemical characterization. Since there is no technique which is able to reveal all occurring processes in the solar cells on its own, several methods have to be combined in order to study these interfaces and interpret the phenomena found. Among those techniques applied to reveal electronic properties of interfaces in CIGS thin-film solar cells are scanning tunnelling (STM, e.g., [61]).
and scanning Kelvin probe microscopy (SKPM, e.g., \cite{62}), ultraviolet (UPS) and x-ray photoelectron spectrometry (XPS) (e.g., \cite{63}), photoluminescence (PL, e.g., \cite{64}), cathodoluminescence (CL) and electron beam induced current (EBIC) measurements (e.g., \cite{65}). Capacitance-voltage or other capacitance-related techniques contribute as well to a better insight into electronic features at interfaces such as the effect of defect states (e.g., \cite{66}).

In addition to these electrical characterization methods, several techniques for structural (e.g., x-ray diffraction) and chemical characterization (e.g., Auger electron, AES, x-ray photoelectron, XPS, or secondary ion-mass spectrometry, SIMS) may be applied. In order to reveal both, structural and chemical properties, of interfaces in CIGS thin-film solar cells within one machine, transmission electron microscopy (TEM) and its related techniques provide powerful tools. The possibility to image areas of interest down to the angstrom scale and to perform chemical measurements with a similarly high accuracy provides the means for a careful investigation of all kinds of structural and chemical features. Therefore, TEM and its related techniques are also most important characterization methods applied within the frame of the present thesis. All these techniques will be introduced in chapter 3.

1.7 Objectives and outline of the present thesis

Although the technical development of CIGS thin-film solar cells has already reached a level sufficiently mature to enter into pilot and mass production of these cells (as demonstrated by, e.g., the companies Würth Solar, Marbach, Germany, and Shell Solar, Munich, Germany), many questions remain unsolved, various phenomena can not be explained, and even more questions and phenomena arise from the still further development of CIGS solar cells. Unfortunately, the CIGS solar-cell system is very complex and therefore difficult to study. Altogether, there are not less than 10 elements involved, which are not always restricted to their regular positions in the layers but may interdiffuse across the interfaces and along grain boundaries. It is also inconvenient that many of the alloys formed during the deposition of the layers show an inhomogeneous composition and a considerable density of impurities.

During the course of the present thesis, study the structural and chemical properties of buffer layers grown by various techniques were characterized, and also their interfaces to CIGS were analyzed, mainly by means of TEM and its related characterization techniques, in order to give answers to at least some of the open questions arisen from their research and development. It was possible to give
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reasons for the behavior of the solar-cell performance under variation of divers parameters during the buffer-layer growth, e.g., the substrate temperature and the presence of Na. Cells with CdS buffer layers grown by CBD and by PVD as well as cells with In$_x$S$_y$ buffer layers grown by ALD, by co-evaporation from the elements, by compound evaporation from In$_2$S$_3$ powder and by sputtering were studied. In addition, the possibility to apply MoSe$_2$ as a buffer layer between CIGS and a TCO back contact was exploited, and various parameters of the MoSe$_2$ growth were varied in order to optimize the MoSe$_2$ properties for a tunnelling quasi-ohmic contact.

The open questions mentioned above are summarized in the following:

- Why do CIGS solar cells with CBD-CdS buffers show an enhanced solar-cell performance as compared with PVD-CdS-buffered cells?

- Why is the optimum substrate temperature during the ALD-In$_2$S$_3$ deposition about 210-220 °C, and why do ALD-In$_2$S$_3$ cells with Na show a better solar-cell performance than those without Na?

- Why is the optimum substrate temperature during the sputtering of In$_x$S$_y$ buffers about 210-220 °C, and what have the In$_x$S$_y$/CIGS interfaces of these cells in common with those of the ALD-In$_2$S$_3$ samples?

- What is the effect of air-annealing of the complete CIGS solar-cell with PVD-In$_x$S$_y$ buffer?

- Why do CIGS solar cells with In$_2$S$_3$ or more generally In$_x$S$_y$ buffers always show very low efficiencies when a substrate temperature above about 250 °C is chosen during the In$_x$S$_y$ deposition?

- What are the optimum parameters during the MoSe$_2$ formation by selenization of Mo substrates in order to achieve MoSe$_2$ buffer layers on a TCO contact which may be able to replace Mo as back-contact material?

In order to provide answers to these questions, the present thesis is structured in the following way. In chapter 2 the production procedures of layers in CIGS solar cells are described, followed by an introduction of all characterization methods applied within the frame of the present thesis in chapter 3. Chapter 4 deals with the structural and chemical differences of CIGS solar cells containing CBD-CdS and PVD-CdS buffer layers. Structural and chemical features in cells with In$_2$S$_3$ and In$_x$S$_y$ buffers will be addressed in chapter 5. These cells show an interfacial phase formation between the buffer layer and CIGS for substrate temperatures exceeding about 250 °C. This phenomenon will be discussed in chapter 6 for various In$_2$S$_3$ deposition techniques. The growth of MoSe$_2$ as buffer layer between CIGS and the
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Mo back contact and its properties under various growth conditions will be covered in chapter 7. Finally, concluding remarks and an outlook are given in chapter 8.
Chapter 2

Production of Cu(In,Ga)Se$_2$ solar cells

A micrograph of the cross-section of a typical CIGS thin-film solar cell is shown in Fig. 1.2. Such a solar cell consists of a Mo/CIGS/buffer/i-ZnO/ZnO:Al stack grown on a substrate. This is mostly soda-lime glass (SLG), but also flexible substrates such as polymer or metal foils are applied. In the following, a short description of the deposition techniques for each of these layers is given. Only those techniques are mentioned which were applied to produce the samples studied in the frame of the present thesis.

2.1 Deposition of back contact, absorber and window layers

Mo back contact and Na barriers

Mo is commonly deposited by dc magnetron sputtering or by electron-beam evaporation. When produced by sputtering, the layer properties are varied primarily by changing the sputter power, resulting in different kinetic energies of the sputtered Mo atoms arriving at the substrate. For a high sputter power (e.g., 2 kW), the adhesion of the Mo film to the SLG substrate is enhanced compared with low-power (e.g., 0.3 kW) films. However, continuous sputtering at high sputter power may cause delamination of undesired flakes from the deposition chamber walls [56], and also Mo films at high power exhibit a larger resistivity compared with low-power films. Therefore, commonly, a Mo bilayer is applied as back contact. First, a thinner layer is deposited at high sputter power (e.g., 100 nm at 2 kW), then a thicker layer is deposited at low sputter power (e.g., 850 nm at 0.3 kW).
Within the frame of the present thesis, samples with Na diffusing from the SLG and Na-free samples have been investigated. In order to prevent Na diffusion from the SLG substrate, Al₂O₃ layers were deposited between the SLG and the Mo layers. Al₂O₃ was shown to impede Na diffusion from the SLG substrate efficiently [67]. Further materials suitable to reduce the Na diffusion from the SLG have been reported by Palm et al. [68].

CIGS absorber

All of the CIGS thin-films for the solar cells studied within the frame of the present thesis were produced by co-evaporation from the elements Cu, In, Ga and Se, either using the so-called single-layer or the so-called 3-stage process [17]. The ratio Ga/(Ga+In) ranges approximately from 20 to 35 at.% for all samples studied in the present work.

The single-layer process is the simplest technique to produce CIGS layers, since the elements are evaporated simultaneously at constant evaporation rates and substrate temperatures. The resulting CIGS films are always Cu poor. Such a process was applied by the Würth Solar GmbH & Co. KG, Marbach, Germany, which provided the CIGS/Mo/SLG and the CIGS/Mo/Al₂O₃/SLG substrates for the studies of the ALD-In₂S₃/CIGS and sputtered InₓSᵧ/CIGS interfaces presented in chapter 5. Details on this CIGS deposition process can be found in Ref. [69].

The 3-stage process consists of the following production steps:

- deposition of an (In,Ga)₂Se₃ precursor layer at low temperature (250-400 °C)

- co-deposition of Cu and Se at about 550 °C until the overall composition is Cu-rich

- co-evaporation of a small amount of In,Ga and Se until the layer shows the Cu deficiency required

Naturally, the control of the parameter for the 3-stage process is much more complicated than for the single-layer process. However, CIGS produced by the 3-stage process exhibits enhanced structural and electrical properties. For high-efficiency solar cells, the [In]/[Ga] ratio is additionally increased during the 3-stage process in order to achieve a Ga gradient, i.e., a band-gap grading as a function of depth in the CIGS films, as mentioned in section 1.2. A 3-stage process was applied by the Institut für Physikalische Elektronik (IPE), University of Stuttgart, Germany, and by the Thin-Film Physics Group, ETH Zürich, Switzerland, in order to produce samples studied in the frame of the present thesis.
2.2. Deposition methods of buffer layers

i-ZnO/ZnO:Al window and Ni-Al grid

The most common window applied in CIGS solar cells consists of two layers. The first layer, a thin i-ZnO film, is deposited by rf magnetron sputtering and has normally a thickness of about 50 nm. The second layer is the actual front contact and consists of ZnO:Al, also deposited by rf magnetron sputtering. Typical ZnO:Al thicknesses are 300-500 nm. The current collection by the window layer is commonly supported by a Ni-Al metal grid deposited on the front contact. Ni is applied to reduce the formation of a resistive Al$_2$O$_3$ barrier. The Ni and Al layers are deposited by electron-beam evaporation with thicknesses of about 50 nm and 1 µm. Although the application of a grid is beneficial for the solar-cell performance, it contributes also to a reduction of the active cell area.

2.2 Deposition methods of buffer layers

All buffer layers studied for the present thesis were produced by various colleagues from the Zentrum für Solarenergie- und Wasserstoff-Forschung (ZSW), Stuttgart, Germany, the Institut für Physikalische Elektronik (IPE), University of Stuttgart, Germany, and the Thin-Film Physics Group, Laboratory for Solid State Physics, ETH Zürich, Switzerland. If not noted otherwise, buffer layers were deposited at the Thin-Film Physics Group, ETH Zürich.

It is important to point out that all substrate temperatures given in the present thesis were measured in different laboratories and thus under different conditions. In general, errors of about 10-20 K may be assumed, and caution is advised when comparing temperature values measured by different laboratories.

2.2.1 CdS by chemical bath deposition

For the deposition of CdS by chemical bath deposition (CBD), the samples were immersed into an aqueous solution of Cd acetate (Cd(C$_2$H$_3$O$_2$)$_2$)$_4$), thiourea (SC(NH$_2$)$_2$) and ammonia (NH$_3$) at a temperature of about 70 °C for 15 min. The overall reaction can be described as [70]

\[
\text{Cd(NH}_3\text{)}^2^+ + \text{SC(NH}_2\text{)}_2 + 2\text{OH}^- \rightarrow \text{CdS} + \text{CN}_2\text{H}_2 + 4\text{NH}_3 + 2\text{H}_2\text{O}.
\]

Typical CBD-CdS layer thicknesses are about 30-60 nm.
2.2.2 CdS by evaporation of CdS powder

The deposition of CdS buffer layers grown by physical vapor deposition (PVD) was performed from a crucible containing CdS powder in a high-vacuum thermal evaporation system at $10^{-8}$ mbar and at a substrate temperature of 50 °C for 30 min. The resulting buffer layers showed thicknesses of about 50-70 nm.

2.2.3 In$_2$S$_3$ by atomic layer deposition

In$_2$S$_3$ buffer layers by atomic layer deposition (ALD) were deposited at the ZSW, Stuttgart, Germany, at temperatures ranging from 140 °C to 240 °C. Reactants in this process were indium acetylacetonate (In(CH$_3$COCHCOCH$_3$)$_3$), which was evaporated from a glass crucible at about 130 °C, and hydrogen sulfide (H$_2$S) gas. These precursors of In and S were alternatingly introduced into the reaction chamber and distributed over the substrate surface, while nitrogen (N$_2$) was used as a carrier and purging gas. The deposition duration was between 70 and 130 min, depending on the substrate temperature. For all samples, the final In$_x$S$_y$ layer thickness was determined to be approximately 30-40 nm.

2.2.4 In$_x$S$_y$ by physical vapor deposition

Co-evaporation, compound-evaporation, and sputtering are all physical vapor deposition (PVD) methods. In-S buffer layers deposited by these techniques are not merely In$_2$S$_3$, but consist of different other In-S compounds [71] (e.g., InS and In$_6$S$_7$), owing to a sulfur loss during the evaporation or sputtering process. Thus, in the present thesis, the notation "In$_x$S$_y$" is used for these In-S buffer layers.

In$_x$S$_y$ by co-evaporation of In and S powders

Elemental In and S were evaporated at constant rates in an ultra-high-vacuum system at the IPE, University of Stuttgart, Germany. Although a high-temperature S cracker cell was used, the S vapor mainly contained S molecules. Normally, excess S was provided by switching-off the In-source before the S source. The buffer-layer deposition temperature was 280 °C and the buffer layer thickness about 70 nm.

In$_x$S$_y$ by evaporation of In$_2$S$_3$ powder

In$_2$S$_3$-powder was evaporated from a boron nitride crucible heated to about 725 °C, also at the IPE, University of Stuttgart, Germany. Since the melting point of In$_2$S$_3$ is 1050 °C, a sublimation process takes place [72]. Buffer-layer deposition
temperatures between 23 and 300 °C were chosen, and the buffer-layer thicknesses ranged from 30 to 90 nm.

**In$_2$S$_3$ by sputtering from In$_2$S$_3$ targets**

Sputtered In$_2$S$_3$ layers were deposited at the ZSW, Stuttgart, Germany, in a von Ardenne CS 730S laboratory magnetron sputtering system with a base pressure of 2x10$^{-7}$ mbar. In$_2$S$_3$ buffers were sputtered from a ceramic In$_2$S$_3$ (3N) target with a diameter of 200 mm and a target-to-substrate distance of 74 mm. The In$_2$S$_3$ layers were deposited at a rate of about 20 nm/min and at a power density of 1 W/cm$^2$ using Ar (5N) as sputter gas. The pressure during the sputtering process was kept at 1x10$^{-2}$ mbar. The sputtering chamber provides three positions for the sample; a load-lock position for mounting and removing the sample, an annealing position where the sample is placed in front of a heater and the sputtering position. In the sputtering chamber, the substrates can be annealed in vacuum, before as well as after the sputtering process (pre-annealing and post-annealing). Best results have been achieved for pre-annealed samples [13]. Therefore, for all samples studied, the CIGS/Mo/SLG substrates were pre-annealed prior to the buffer layer deposition for 10 min, and the substrate temperature was measured during the sputtering process. Fig. 2.1 shows the substrate temperature as well as the according position of the sample in the sputtering chamber in dependence of the duration. The average substrate temperatures during the sputtering were 60, 230 and 340 °C, and after these values, the samples were termed.

**2.2.5 MoSe$_2$ by the selenization of single-crystalline and polycrystalline Mo substrates**

Polycrystalline Mo layers or Mo single crystals were selenized under various conditions. The parameters varied were:

- the selenization duration
- the substrate temperature during the selenization
- the Mo orientation using Mo single crystals
- the thickness of the NaF layer as Na source
- the background pressure in the selenization chamber
- the use or absence of N$_2$ as transport gas.

Polycrystalline Mo substrates were selenized for various durations ranging from 10 min to 3 h using the following methods:
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Figure 2.1: Substrate temperature and position of the sample in the sputtering chamber in dependence of the duration. The samples were termed after the average substrate temperatures during the sputtering, 60, 230 and 340 °C.

i. Selenization in a two-temperature zone quartz tubular reactor where the temperature of the Se source was 350-400 °C, and the Se vapor was transported on the substrate by a N₂ flux at a pressure of about 10 mbar.

ii. Selenization in a vacuum chamber at a pressure of about 10⁻⁷-10⁻⁶ mbar and at Se source temperatures of 300-350 °C.

Mo layers of different thicknesses were deposited on Si(001) wafers by dc-magnetron sputtering at 3x10⁻³ mbar. The Na concentration in the samples was regulated by the deposition of NaF layers with different thicknesses (5, 10 and 15 nm) on the same Si wafer, prior to the Mo deposition, thermally evaporated from NaF crystals.

Additionally, in order to study the influence of the Mo orientation on the MoSe₂ growth, Mo single crystals oriented in [100], [110] and [111] were used as substrates. These single crystals were selenized at 580 °C for 2 h using method (i) in order to obtain MoSe₂ layers with thicknesses sufficiently large for the thickness and composition measurements.
Chapter 3

Methods of characterization

3.1 Transmission electron microscopy

A transmission electron microscope consists basically of an electron source (or electron gun), condenser lenses, an objective lens, magnification or projection lenses, and a viewing screen (Fig. 3.1). In principle, the illumination system of this microscope accelerates the electrons by a potential difference of typically 80-300 kV from the gun to a specimen giving either a broad (conventional transmission electron microscopy, TEM, mode) or a focussed beam (scanning TEM mode). Additionally, apertures in the condenser lenses are used to control the beam current and the convergence of the beam hitting the specimen. In the specimen, the electrons are scattered mainly by the electrical potential in the crystal lattice. The objective lens focuses the transmitted beam in the back-focal plane, and a projection image of the specimen is formed in the image plane. The electron-diffraction pattern is located in the back-focal plane of the objective lens. Depending on the desired application, either the projection of the specimen or the diffraction pattern may be magnified on the viewing screen (or on the CCD camera/photographic film) using an appropriate configuration of magnification lenses.

TEM is a very powerful tool to study structural and chemical properties of layers and interfaces in CIGS solar cells on the angstrom scale. However, it should always be considered that it is a two-dimensional technique applied to study three-dimensional systems. Thus, the interpretation of transmission electron micrographs and also of chemical studies is not at all straightforward and becomes the more complicated the higher the resolution is.

The most important step is not the work at the microscope, but the preparation of the specimen for TEM analyzes. Therefore, the preparation step will be
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Figure 3.1: Typical set-up of a transmission electron microscope. The electron-diffraction pattern is generated in the back-focal plane of the microscope.

presented prior to the detailed description of modes and techniques available at the microscope. During the course of the present thesis, a PHILIPS CM 30 and an FEI TECNAI F30, both, operated at 300 kV, were used. An introduction to TEM and a detailed description of technical details, modes and techniques can be found in, e.g., [74]. During the course of the present thesis, only cross-section samples were prepared for TEM. This is because the main interest were the analyzes of structural and chemical properties of interfaces in CIGS solar cells.

3.1.1 Preparation of cross-section samples

Slices of 2 mm width and 4 - 6 mm length were cut out of the appropriate sample using a diamond wire saw. Slices of about 2 mm width and 4 - 6 mm length were cut out of a Si waver using a diamond scriber. Since these slices were finally embedded in tubes with an inner diameter of about 2.12 mm, their width had to be smaller than this value.
A slice of a Si wafer was then glued on top of a slice of the appropriate sample (with Si on top of the layers). The total stack thickness had to be smaller than the inner diameter of the metal tube (about 2.12 mm). To achieve the appropriate thickness, the substrate of the sample had to be ground at times. In general, the layers of interest were situated in the middle of the stack, so that they were in the center of the final TEM sample. For gluing, GATAN two-component epoxy glue was used. The standard ratio between hardener and resin was 1:10. At 120 °C, the hardening time was about 2 min.

After annealing the stack for a few minutes, it was ground so that it could easily be introduced into a tube composed of steel with an outer diameter of 3 mm and an inner diameter of about 2.12 mm. This was done to stabilize the TEM sample. The stack was embedded in the tube again with the GATAN two-component epoxy glue.

For cutting disks out of the tube, Al holders with an appropriate notch for the tubes were used. The tube was glued on the Al holder with thermo-wax and cut using a diamond wire-saw. Polishing the disks down to a thickness of about 80 - 120 µm was performed using a lapping machine on wet grinding paper.

Using a GATAN 656 dimple-grinder, a spherical-segment-shaped deepening was

Figure 3.2: Summary of the preparation of cross-section samples from CIGS thin-film solar cells.
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ground into the polished disk. The dimple-grinder consists of a specimen mount on which the glass cylinder with the polished disk was mounted, and a dimpling wheel. For the polishing procedure, a suspension of diamond particles in oil was used. The disks were dimple-ground from one side. The depth of the deepening was 70-75 µm. The remaining sample thickness in the middle of the deepening was about 25-30 µm. The counterweight was varied from 20 g in the beginning to 32 g towards the end the dimple-grinding procedure.

For the ion milling process, a GATAN 691 Precision Ion Polishing System (PIPS) was used. In this machine, two focussed Ar ion beams mill the dimple-ground sample in such a way that a hole results at the desired position. As ion-milling parameters, $3.5^\circ$ (angle between ion beam and specimen surface) and 4 kV acceleration voltage were chosen; these parameters guarantee careful ion milling of the brittle CIGS solar cell. The beam modulation was activated, since it not only reduces the local temperature on the sample but also prevents preferential etching of the adhesive between the crystal platelets and also of layers with higher etching rates (these weaker materials are shaded).

In general, the final TEM specimens are contaminated by hydrocarbonates, and also degrade owing to oxidation or other chemical processes. The complete specimen-preparation process takes about 6 - 8 h and is summarized in Fig. 3.2.

3.1.2 Conventional transmission electron microscopy

In the conventional TEM (CTEM) mode, a broad, nearly parallel electron beam with a diameter of several micrometers hits the sample. Apertures in the backfocal plane and in the image plane may be applied to increase the contrast or select an area of interest.

Selected-area electron diffraction

Inserting an aperture into the image plane of the microscope (Fig. 3.1) results in the formation of a virtual aperture in the plane of the specimen. Those electrons falling outside the dimensions of this virtual aperture will be shielded from the imaging system. Selected-area electron diffraction (SAED) is a very useful tool to acquire an electron-diffraction pattern from a certain area of interest on the specimen.

Bright-field and dark-field TEM

These techniques are useful to increase the crystallographic contrast in polycrystalline samples such as CIGS solar cells. In order to apply bright-field (BF) or
dark-field (DF) imaging, an aperture is inserted into the back-focal plane of the microscope (objective aperture, Fig. 3.1), where the electron-diffraction pattern is formed.
In bright-field TEM, the objective aperture is placed around the zero reflection in the electron-diffraction pattern. The direct, non-diffracted beam stays on the optical axis, and diffracted electrons are shielded by the objective aperture depending on its size. This generates a contrast in the image where grains which diffract electrons into regions shielded by the aperture appear dark, and the hole of the specimen appears bright.
In dark-field TEM, the objective aperture is placed around a certain reflection other than the zero reflection. In general, subsequently, the electron beam forming this reflection is tilted into the optical axis, i.e., the grains which diffract the corresponding electrons appear bright, and the hole appears dark. Instead of tilting the diffracted beam on the optical axis, annular dark-field detectors which are centered around the optical axis may as well be used to image a certain area of interest evaluating diffracted electrons.

**High-resolution TEM**

Unlike the CTEM techniques in low/medium magnification (up to about 200,000 times) that employ mass-thickness or the diffraction contrast, the high-resolution TEM (HR-TEM) technique uses the phase contrast to image lattice fringes and atomic structures. To be more precise, the HR-TEM images shown in the present
thesis are two-dimensional electron-beam interference patterns, which were generated by interference of electron waves diffracted at atomic planes of the specimen. The imaging of an atomic lattice requires its orientation in such a way that the atomic columns of this lattice are oriented parallel to the incident electron beam.

3.1.3 Analytical transmission electron microscopy using the scanning mode of the microscope

Differently from CTEM, in the scanning TEM (STEM) mode, a convergent electron beam or electron probe with few angstroms in diameter is used. This electron probe can be scanned over the surface of the specimen using a set of deflection coils. The STEM mode allows a careful probing of areas of interest on the specimen. Chemical analyses with a spatial resolution of about 1-2 nm are possible and have been performed during the course of the present thesis. However, it has to be considered that from such a small volume, the accuracy of the measurements is always limited due to poor statistics.

Electrons impinging on a specimen induce the emission of x-rays and also lose energy owing to an interaction with the electron shells of the atoms. These processes can be used to chemically analyze a certain area of interest. In addition, electron beams diffracted by atomic planes of the specimen may be detected by an annular detector in order to image the specimen.

Imaging using a high-angle annular dark-field detector

The high-angle annular dark-field (HAADF) detector is an annular detector consisting of an scintillator photomultiplier. In the FEI TECNAI F30, it is situated above the projection lenses (Fig. 3.1) and has been developed for two main aspects: single-electron sensitivity and high-angle collection. The acceptance angle is changed by varying the camera length. A general rule for the use of camera lengths is that a short camera length results in an increased chemical or Z-contrast (high collection angle, thus, elastically scattered electrons are preferably detected), while a large camera length improves the diffraction contrast in the image (small collection angle, thus, inelastically scattered electrons are preferably detected).

3.1.4 Energy-dispersive x-ray spectrometry

When electrons pass through a specimen, they interact with the electrons bound to atoms. An incident electron may collide with an inner-shell electron, which is then ejected from the atomic shell and may be detected as secondary electron (Fig. 3.4). The empty inner-shell state is subsequently occupied by another inner-shell electron from a higher energy level, and an x-ray quantum is emitted. Naturally,
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Figure 3.4: Principle of energy-dispersive x-ray spectrometry.

as a huge number of electrons impinge on the specimen per second and square nanometer, a whole cascade of x-rays is emitted from the specimen, which may be detected by an x-ray detector. The energy of a specific x-ray is equal to the energy difference between the two inner-core electron states corresponding to the transition, thus, it can be related to a specific element. Since apart from these characteristic x-rays, also, e.g., bremsstrahlung x-rays are generated, which are emitted preferably in forward direction (with respect to the incident beam), the energy-dispersive x-ray spectrometry (EDX) detector is always situated above the specimen in order to reduce the background signal in the EDX spectrum.

The x-ray detector used for the present thesis consists of a lithium-doped Si crystal with a Be window. X-rays with energies between 0 and 40 keV were detected with an accuracy of \( \pm 10 \) eV. For the acquisition of EDX spectra on CIGS thin-film solar cells, the specimens were aligned in such a way in the specimen holder that the interfaces of the solar cell (i.e., the interface between the Si wafer and the substrate of the solar cell) were parallel to the \( \alpha \)-tilting axis. Thus, an optimal orientation of the interfaces to the EDX detector could be guaranteed. Also, the specimen was not tilted in any way in order to have the interfaces aligned nearly parallel to the incident electron beam (edge-on).

**Detailed description of the EDX measurements performed for the present thesis**

Studying the chemical properties of layers and their interfaces in CIGS solar cells, EDX is the most important tool to reveal concentrations of elements in certain layers and interdiffusion processes across their interfaces. This is because most of the elements present in the cells are relatively heavy, and such elements are particularly well detected by EDX. Also, the possibility to chemically analyze an area of interest with a spatial resolution of 1-2 nm is especially useful in layers with an inhomogeneous composition and at interfaces where the concentration of
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Each element may change gradually.

One of the most interesting issues at interfaces in CIGS solar cells is how the composition changes across the interfaces. Therefore, line scans may be appropriate, i.e., EDX spectra are acquired on specific points along a line across the interfaces. However, during the course of the present thesis, it turned out that line scans are not sufficiently accurate to measure the elemental distribution across the interfaces of interest; these distributions showed fluctuations which were apparently in the same order of magnitude as the effects which should be revealed. Thus, elemental maps were acquired instead of bare line scans.

The principle of elemental mapping is shown in Fig. 3.5 considering as an example a CIGS/In$_x$S$_y$/ZnO interface. For each point of the grating shown, an EDX spectrum was acquired. Drift correction applied during the acquisition of an elemental map reduced the effects of specimen movements induced by, e.g., charging, to a minimum. For each spectrum acquired, the total number of counts under one or several peaks of x-ray signals emitted from a certain element (approximation by Gaussian curves) were calculated using the evaluation software of the FEI Tecnai F30 microscope, the Tecnai Imaging & Analysis, and displayed in the form of a map where each point has an intensity related to the number of counts extracted from the corresponding EDX spectrum. These elemental maps were saved in a bitmap-image format. It has to be pointed out that thereupon the number of counts can not be deduced anymore from the intensity; however, for a qualitative measurement of elemental distributions, this is also not necessary.

Figure 3.5: Principle of the elemental mapping of interfaces in CIGS solar cells. In the elemental maps, those areas are indicated by white frames from which four elemental distribution profiles were extracted. The arrows indicate positions where the S and Se signals appear diffuse.
From these elemental maps, elemental distribution profiles were extracted using the DigitalMicrograph software. The striking difference in accuracy between linear distribution profiles extracted from one line (i.e., a line scan) and profiles which are generated by averaging four elemental distribution profiles is apparent from Fig. 3.6. In this case, these four profiles were extracted from the white frames in the elemental maps shown in Fig. 3.5 indicated by arrows. All elemental distribution profiles shown in the present thesis were obtained by averaging four profiles.

Figure 3.6: Elemental distribution profiles, both, extracted from elemental maps acquired on a CIGS/In\textsubscript{x}S\textsubscript{y}/epoxy glue interface, obtained from one line (left) and by averaging four profiles (right). The averaged profiles show clearly an enhanced accuracy compared with the line scan (left).

But how had those lines on the elemental maps been selected from where profiles were extracted and averaged? In all cases of buffer/CIGS interfaces reported in the present thesis, sulfide compounds have been used as buffer materials (CdS or In\textsubscript{x}S\textsubscript{y}). It turned out from various EDX measurements at interfaces between CIGS and these sulfide buffers that selenium and sulfur do not interdiffuse across the buffer/CIGS interface to a measurable extent. I.e., these signals were always taken as reference for those of the other elements. The buffer/CIGS interfaces in the profiles were always estimated by the cross-over of the selenium and sulfur signals. For a line where profiles were to be extracted, the selenium and sulfur signals had to decrease abruptly at the buffer/CIGS interface. At times, the selenium and sulfur signals also appeared diffuse at the buffer/CIGS interface in the elemental map (as to be seen at some positions in Fig. 3.5). There are several possible causes for such diffuse signal distributions: contamination on the specimen surface (produced during the sample preparation), which broadens the electron probe, thus deteriorates the spatial resolution considerably; an electron probe which is not optimized (note that the beam conditions may change during the course of an
elemental mapping, lasting 2-3 h); absorption of the emitted x-rays by thick specimen areas and subsequent fluorescence effects; and drift (although drift correction by cross-correlation of HAADF images was applied) during the acquisition of the elemental maps. It was always possible to relate diffuse selenium and sulfur signals to one of the causes mentioned above.

Another criterion for those lines where elemental distribution profiles were extracted and averaged was that there, the buffer/CIGS interface is oriented nearly perpendicular to these lines. Thus, the shift of the positions of the buffer/CIGS interfaces in the averaged profiles with respect to their positions in the non-averaged profiles was minimized. In all cases, this shift was estimated to be of the same order of magnitude as the point-to-point distance of the elemental maps, which was 6 nm in most cases.

Comments on the quantification of EDX measurements

It is very tempting to simply quantify the EDX data obtained on interfaces in CIGS solar cells. However, before quantifying any TEM-EDX measurement, several issues have to be considered:

1. Quantification of EDX data is always connected with the use of standards.

2. The higher the number of different elements present in an area of interest, the worse is the accuracy of the quantification.

3. In STEM mode using a probe of a few angstroms in diameter, EDX spectra are generally acquired by exciting a very small volume of the specimen. Thus, the statistics of the measurement are always very poor.

4. For EDX measurements, the number of counts should always be as large as possible to guarantee a favorable statistics.

5. For light elements, the error of their concentrations is generally larger than for those of heavier elements, since the probability of absorption is much larger for the x-rays emitted from light elements.

6. Absorption, fluorescence and channelling effects may influence the quantification considerably.

7. For automatic calculation of concentrations from EDX spectra, it is essential to know about the evaluation procedure applied (there are several methods possible, using experimental data or theoretical approaches, and the manufacturers of microscopes and detectors often give quite poor information about the software they provide).
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In principle, it is possible to determine concentrations of elements with an accuracy of 1 at.%, according to the manufacturer of the FEI TECNAI F30 microscope. However, in the case of CIGS thin-film solar cells, no standards of CIGS layers are available. It seems impossible to produce a CIGS layer which might be used as a standard for EDX measurements in order to reach an accuracy of 1 at.% for each element in the sample (it has to be clarified that the accuracy varies strongly from element to element; e.g., the concentration of Se, a relatively heavy atom showing a rather homogeneous distribution over the CIGS layer, may be determined much more accurately than, e.g., that of oxygen - light element with low concentration in CIGS). This is because CIGS is a non-stoichiometric compound with an inhomogeneous distribution of elements (it is noteworthy that the distribution of elements are generally not comparable since each laboratory has its own CIGS recipe). Also, each interface on its own consists of compounds with at least 5-6 different elements altogether, i.e., the quantification is also complicated by the always large number of elements involved. Last but not least, CIGS and also other layers present in these solar cells are very sensitive to the electron beam, i.e., they may easily be destroyed. Thus, long acquisition times can not be chosen, and EDX measurements at interfaces in CIGS solar cells feature always a small number of counts per peak, i.e., they exhibit poor statistics (a larger number of counts may also be achieved by extending the area of acquisition, however, this would deteriorate the spatial resolution).

These are the reasons why EDX measurements obtained in the course of the present thesis were not quantified. However, at times, concentrations of certain elements were estimated from EDX data. Since (as a consequence) the results from EDX measurements in the present thesis were evaluated with respect only to their qualitative information, the distribution profiles of Cu-K, Ga-K, In-K and Se-K signals were normalized to certain "counts" values in order to reveal differences between these profiles.

3.1.5 Electron energy-loss spectrometry

Electron energy-loss spectrometry also takes advantage of the interaction of incident electrons with inner-shell electrons. As shown in Fig. 3.4 an incident electron may collide with an inner-shell electron, which is then ejected from the atomic shell. Assuming that the incident electron has an energy $E_0$, the binding energy of the bound electron is $E_B$, and $E_{\text{kin}}$ the kinetic energy of the electron ejected from the inner-shell, the energy loss of the incident electron, $\Delta E$, after the interaction with the inner-shell electron may be written as

$$\Delta E = E_0 - (E_B + E_{\text{kin}}).$$  (3.1)
When all electrons transmitted by the specimen are detected as a function of energy, a spectrum is obtained (Fig. 3.7). It contains a large peak from all electrons which have not interacted at all while passing the specimen (zero-loss peak), lower energy-losses from interactions with plasmons (the collective oscillation of the free electrons in a material) and wedge-formed peaks from the ionization of atoms by the incident electrons. In the following, the description of the EELS technique is concentrated on the inner-core losses.

The ionization edges in the spectrum obtained by electron energy-loss spectrometry (EELS, Fig. 3.7) are related to all electron-electron interactions where $E_{\text{kin}} = 0$ in equation 3.1, whereas the tails following up these edges result from electron-electron interactions with $E_{\text{kin}} \neq 0$. There are always discrete ionization edges according to the discrete inner-shell electron states.

Since multiple scattering of the incident electrons leads to large errors of measurement in the EELS spectrum, the area of acquisition should always show a very small thickness. Also, since scattering at light elements results in small energy losses, and since the intensity decreases gradually with increasing electron energy-loss, EELS is particularly well applicable for the chemical characterization of light elements.

### 3.1.6 Energy-filtered transmission electron microscopy

Since the binding energy $E_B$ can be related to a specific element, EELS can be used to determine the composition on an area of interest by evaluating the ion-
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3.2.1 Scanning electron microscopy

All plan-view scanning electron microscopy (SEM) images shown in the present thesis were obtained on a Zeiss Gemini 1530 equipped with a field-emission gun.
These SEM images are secondary-electron micrographs, and the microscope was operated by Peter Wägli, Electron Microscopy Center of the ETH Zurich, Switzerland.

3.2.2 X-ray diffraction

The x-ray diffraction (XRD) patterns shown in the present thesis were either acquired on SIEMENS D5000 diffractometers with Cu-Kα radiation, operated by Dr. David Sager (Nonmetallic Inorganic Materials, ETH Zurich, Switzerland) and Dr. Michael Wörle (Laboratory of Inorganic Chemistry, ETH Zurich, Switzerland), or on a laboratory rotating anode with Mo-Kα radiation, operated by Marije van der Klis and Prof. Dr. Bernd Schönfeld (both, Institute of Applied Physics, ETH Zurich, Switzerland).

3.2.3 Rutherford backscattering spectrometry and elastic recoil detection analysis

Both, Rutherford backscattering spectrometry (RBS) and elastic recoil detection analysis (ERDA) measurements, were performed using a 6 MV tandem accelerator at the PSI/ETH Laboratory for Ion Beam Physics, operated by Dr. Max Döbeli. RBS uses 2 MeV $^4\text{He}$ ions which are accelerated to the sample. These ions are elastically backscattered at atom cores in the sample. The incident ions lose energy mainly by the interaction with free or bound electrons, and the remaining energies of these ions after the backscattering are detected. The energy loss of the ions depends on the elements corresponding to these atom cores and on the position in the sample where the backscattering occurred. Thus, it is possible to obtain elemental depth profiles with a depth resolution of a few nm. Rutherford backscattering spectra were acquired using a silicon surface barrier detector under 165°. The collected data was simulated using the RUMP software [76].

A disadvantage of the RBS technique is that the profiles of detected elements may superimpose each other, i.e., signals from elements present in high concentration may conceal those from elements present in low concentration. Therefore, ERDA measurements were performed on some samples in addition to RBS. For the ERDA analysis, a 12 MeV $^{127}\text{I}$ beam was used under 18° incidence angle. The scattered recoils were identified by the combination of a time-of-flight spectrometer with a gas ionization chamber. In the spectra obtained and for the reduced number of elements present in the samples studied, a flight-time curve for a specific nucleus did not coincide with those of the other elements. The evaluation of these flight-time spectra was performed by Dr. Christian Kottler (Institute of Particle Physics, ETH Zurich, Switzerland).
3.2.4 Transmission and reflectance measurements

Transmission and reflectance spectra were measured using a Perkins Elmer UV-VIS Lambda 9 spectrometer, by the help of Paolo Losio (Institute for Quantum Electronics, ETH Zurich, Switzerland).

3.2.5 Current-voltage characteristics

Current-voltage (I-V) characteristics of solar cells have been recorded under standard AM1.5 illumination test conditions at ETH Zurich, at the ZSW or at the IPE by various colleagues. AM1.5 is the abbreviation for "air mass 1.5" irradiation, denoting the solar insolation on the terrestrial surface when the sun stands at an angle of 42° to the normal, thus, the path of the sunlight through the atmosphere is $\frac{1}{\cos(42°)} \approx 1.5$ times longer than for normal incidence. The irradiated power density for these standard illumination conditions is 100 W/cm², and the cell temperature is 25 °C.

Current density-voltage (j-V) characteristics were obtained from the I-V characteristics by dividing the current by the cell area. j-V characteristics feature several parameters which characterize the solar-cell performance. An example for such a characteristics is shown in Fig. 3.9. There, $j_{mp}$ and $V_{mp}$ correspond to the point of maximum power density, i.e., the largest area indicated by any (j, V) pair on
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Figure 3.9: Example for j-V characteristics of a CIGS solar cell. $j_{mp}$ and $V_{mp}$ are current-density and voltage at the maximum power point. $j_{sc}$ and $V_{oc}$ are the short-circuit current density and the open-circuit voltage.
the curve. The value \( j \) for \( V=0 \) \( \text{V} \) is called short-circuit current density (\( j_{sc} \)), and the value \( V \) for \( j=0 \) mA/cm\(^2\) is termed open-circuit voltage (\( V_{oc} \)). The fill factor (\( FF \)) of a solar cell is defined as

\[
FF := \frac{j_{mp}V_{mp}}{j_{sc}V_{oc}}. \tag{3.2}
\]

The maximum output power-density of the cell can be written as \( P_{\text{max}} = j_{mp}V_{mp} \). When \( P_{\text{in}} \) is the incident power density of the illumination, the efficiency of the solar cell is defined as

\[
\eta := \frac{P_{\text{max}}}{P_{\text{in}}} = \frac{j_{sc}V_{oc}FF}{P_{\text{in}}}. \tag{3.3}
\]

### 3.2.6 Quantum efficiency measurements

Quantum efficiency (QE) is the ratio of the number of charge carriers collected by the solar cell to the number of incident photons at a specific wavelength. QE therefore relates to the response of a solar cell to the various wavelengths in the spectrum of light. If the quantum efficiency is integrated over the whole solar spectrum, that current may be obtained which a cell produces when exposed to white light. The QE can be considered as the collection probability due to the generation profile of a single wavelength, integrated over the device thickness and normalized to the number of incident photons.

Two types of QE are often considered in the case of solar cells:

- "External" QE includes the effect of optical losses such as not absorbed light and reflection at surfaces.

- "Internal" QE refers to the efficiency which has already been corrected with respect to optical losses. By measuring the transmission and reflection of a solar device, the external QE curve can be corrected to obtain the internal QE curve.

For the present thesis, external QE spectra were acquired with chopped light at a frequency of 23 Hz without background illumination at the ZSW, Stuttgart, Germany. An operational amplifier was used as current amplifier and to apply the bias voltage (operated by Stefanie Spiering, ZSW, Stuttgart, Germany).
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Differences between chemical-bath-deposited and physical-vapor-deposited CdS buffer layers

This chapter is based on the following publication:

4.1 Background

The highest efficiencies for thin film solar cells based on Cu(In, Ga)Se\textsubscript{2} (CIGS) and CuInSe\textsubscript{2} (CIS) absorber layers have been achieved using a CdS buffer layer deposited by a CBD process. A typical CBD solution consists of dissolved Cd\textsuperscript{2+} ions, thiourea (CS(NH\textsubscript{2})) and ammonia (NH\textsubscript{3}). Ammonia has been shown to remove native oxides from the CIS surface \cite{77}. Recently, Jiang et al. \cite{62} studied CIGS surfaces and grain boundaries by means of scanning Kelvin probe microscopy and found that the chemical treatment involved in the CBD process modifies the electrical properties in the surface region of the CIGS layer. CBD was also reported to modify the surface of the CIS layer by forming an n-CdSe \cite{77} or an n-CuIn\textsubscript{x}Se\textsubscript{y} \cite{78} intermediate layer, owing to strong reaction of the Cd with the CIS absorber. Schmid et al. \cite{79} proposed a model that includes an n-type ordered vacancy chalcopyrite (OVC) layer between CIGS and CBD-CdS. These authors detected a
buried heterojunction between p-CIGS and n-OVC directly by means of electron-beam-induced current measurements. In contrast to these results, Kylner et al. \cite{80} found no evidence of an intermediate compound between CIGS and CBD-CdS. The role of the CdS buffer in the p-n junction formation will be treated further below.

Although the CBD process for CdS deposition is very attractive owing to high solar conversion efficiencies, for industrial production, an in-line vacuum deposition as, e.g., physical vapor deposition (PVD), is preferred. However, the highest efficiencies achieved by PVD-CdS buffer layers hardly exceed 13%. Always (e.g., \cite{40, 41}), a clearly poorer photovoltaic performance of as-grown solar cells with PVD-CdS buffer layers than of solar cells with CBD-CdS buffer layer has been found. Recently, Romeo et al. \cite{40} published results on electrical investigations of solar cells with in-situ and ex-situ deposited PVD-CdS buffer layers and compared them with those of standard cells with CBD-CdS buffer layers.

In the present chapter, investigations of structural and chemical properties of CBD- and PVD-CdS buffer layers and their interfaces with CIGS are presented. These results help to understand the reasons for the difference in the photovoltaic performance of solar cells produced by these two methods.

4.2 Results and discussion

In Fig. \ref{fig:j-V}, j-V characteristics of two CIGS solar cells are displayed, both, produced in the same run, however, one consisting of a CBD- and the other of a PVD-CdS buffer layer. The electrical properties, especially the open circuit voltage $V_{oc}$, differ significantly, probably owing to different interface and recombination properties.

In the plan-view SEM images in Fig. \ref{fig:SEM}, small CdS grains are visible on top of large CIGS grains. PVD-CdS grains (b) are much larger than those of CBD-CdS (a). The size of the PVD-CdS grains is approximately 70-80 nm, whereas the size of the CBD-CdS grains is too small to be determined from the SEM images. In the BF-TEM images (Fig. \ref{fig:BF-TEM}), cross-sections of the interfaces between CIGS, CdS and ZnO are shown. By TEM as by means of SEM, the PVD-CdS grains (Fig. \ref{fig:BF-TEM}b) were found to be much larger than those of CBD-CdS (Fig. \ref{fig:BF-TEM}a). The PVD-CdS grain sizes from TEM agree well with the values obtained by means of SEM (about 70 nm). For the CBD-CdS layer, grain sizes of about 10-15 nm were determined. The CBD-CdS layer thickness was about 50 nm, whereas the PVD-CdS layer thickness was about 70 nm.
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Figure 4.1: $j$-$V$ characteristics under AM1.5 illumination of solar cells with CBD-CdS and PVD-CdS buffer layer. Solar cells with CBD-CdS buffer layer always show higher efficiencies.

Fig. 4.4 shows the Cd signal from the CIGS/PVD-CdS/ZnO interface, obtained by means of EF-TEM. In contrast to prevailing views, the PVD-CdS layer shows a continuous coverage of the CIGS surface over a range of several micrometers, similar to the CBD-CdS coverage.

In Fig. 4.5, SAED patterns for both the CIGS/CBD-CdS/ZnO interface (a) and the CIGS/PVD-CdS/CIGS interface (b) are shown. For the CBD-CdS layer (a), a hexagonal crystal structure was found. In general, CBD-CdS layers on CIGS, CuInSe$_2$ (CIS) or CuGaSe$_2$ (CGS) were reported to crystallize in both, hexagonal (wurtzite, $a = 0.414$ nm, $c = 0.671$ nm [81]) and cubic (zincblende, $a = 0.582$ nm [82]) crystal structures [78, 83, 84, 85, 86, 87]. Furlong et al. [85] showed that the crystal structure of the CBD-CdS layer depends on the CIS substrate orientation. Nadenau et al. [86] found that the formation of hexagonal and cubic crystal structures of CBD-CdS depends on the substrate temperature during CBD. Thus, different CIGS deposition parameters and CBD-CdS recipes may lead to different CdS growth and crystal structures, and caution is advised not to generalize the detected crystal structure. Although wurtzite is the most stable crystal structure of CdS, the energy difference between wurtzite and zincblende is rather small [88], thus, the transition may occur with high probability. CdS layers exhibiting both crystal structures may be deposited. Also, one has to take into account that the
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Figure 4.2: Plan-view scanning electron micrographs of CdS grains on large CIGS grains. PVD-CdS layers (b) show significantly larger grain sizes than CBD-CdS (a).

Figure 4.3: Bright-field transmission electron micrograph of the CIGS/CBD-CdS/ZnO (a) and CIGS/PVD-CdS/ZnO (b) interfaces. Grain sizes are clearly larger for PVD-CdS than for CBD-CdS layers.
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Figure 4.4: Cd signal of the CIGS/PVD-CdS/ZnO interface region, obtained by means of energy-filtered transmission electron microscopy. The PVD-CdS layer shows a uniform conformal coverage of the CIGS surface.

Figure 4.5: Electron diffraction pattern for the CIGS/CBD-CdS/ZnO (a) and the CIGS/PVD-CdS/ZnO (b) interfaces. The growth of CBD-CdS on CIGS (a) is nearly coherent, whereas the growth of PVD-CdS on CIGS (b) is clearly incoherent.
SAED patterns of, e.g., [111]_cub and [00.1]_hex CdS zone axes are difficult to distinguish, i.e., they might occasionally be misinterpreted. A good lattice match of the CBD-CdS on the tetragonal CIGS layer is visible in Fig. 4.5a, since the reflections from CIGS-{112} and CdS-{01.0} planes coincide, as well as the reflections from CIGS-{132} and CdS-{10.0} planes. For the PVD-CdS layer (Fig. 4.5b), a hexagonal crystal structure was also found. However, the lattice mismatch between PVD-CdS and CIGS is quite large; only CIGS-{112} and CdS-{00.1} reflections coincide in the diffraction pattern. The difference in lattice (mis)match between CBD- and PVD-CdS may be due to the fact that the CBD-CdS layer is a mixture of CdS, Cd-OH, and Cd-O [80], which offers a range of lattice constants that apparently leads to a better lattice match to CIGS than the lattice constants of PVD-CdS. In both SAED patterns (Fig. 4.5), reflections from the hexagonal ZnO layer are also visible. For the CBD-CdS sample, the ZnO grains show arbitrary orientations (diffraction rings), which can be expected from the small CBD-CdS grain size. For the PVD-CdS sample, a preferential growth orientation in [11.0] direction of the hexagonal ZnO on the PVD-CdS layer was found.

In Fig. 4.6a, a HR-TEM micrograph of the CIGS/CBD-CdS interface corresponding to the SAED pattern in Fig. 4.5a is shown. The marked lattice spacings in the CBD-CdS layer (about 0.37 nm) and in the CIGS-layer (about 0.36 nm) agree well with the calculated values of hexagonal CdS-{10.0} planes, 0.359 nm, and of CIGS-{112} planes, 0.366 nm (calculated from a = 0.578 nm and c = 1.16 nm [90]).

The mixed notations \{hkl\} introduced in Ref. [89] are used to differentiate the first two indices from the third one: for the first two indices, permutations (inclusive sign) are allowed.

Figure 4.6: High-resolution transmission electron micrograph of the CIGS/CBD-CdS (a) and of the CIGS/PVD-CdS (b) interfaces. In (a), the interface (see arrows) runs from the right-bottom corner (CIGS) to the left-top corner (CdS). In (b), the approximate position of the interface is given by the dashed line.
As expected from the SAED patterns, the micrograph shows good lattice match of CBD-CdS on CIGS. The HR-TEM micrograph of the CIGS/PVD-CdS interface in Fig. 4.6b reveals planar strains in the PVD-CdS, visible by a high density of defects (probably stacking faults and twins), which arises from the compensation of the lattice mismatch. Defects generally contribute to recombination in the space charge region, which may lead to lower efficiencies.

Chemical properties of the CIGS/CBD-CdS (a) and CIGS/PVD-CdS (b) interfaces are shown by the linear composition profiles in Fig. 4.7. For reasons of clarity, the In and Ga signals were omitted, since they do not show any significant difference to the Se signal. Although the difference between the Cu and the Se signals, and also between the Cd and the S signals, is very small in Fig. 4.7a, the significance of these results can be assured by comparison of several linear profiles extracted from elemental mappings. In both diagrams (a and b), there is quite a clear cross-over of the Cu and Se signals with the Cd and S signals, and that is where the interface between CIGS and CdS was estimated (dashed lines). For both CIGS/CdS interfaces, Cu diffusion from the CIGS into the CdS layer is visible, since the Cu signal (■) decreases more slowly on the CdS side of the interface than the signal of Se. As mentioned by Bube [91], Cu doping of CdS increases its photoconductivity which may affect the electronic properties of the CIGS/CdS
heterojunction under illumination.
Only for the CBD-CdS sample (a), also a probable depletion of Cu and enrichment of Cd on the CIGS side of the interface is visible: the Cu signal is significantly lower than the Se signal, and the Cd signal (▲) decreases more slowly on the CIGS side of the interface than the S signal. Considering the probable Cu depletion in the case of the CBD-CdS/CIGS interface, one has to take into account that not all of the depleted Cu may diffuse from CIGS into CdS. Part of it will be dissolved in the CBD bath. Also, since CBD-CdS is not a stable compound, i.e., it consists of e.g. Cd-OH and Cd-O phases where Cd is not strongly bonded, Cd doping of the CIGS near-interface region is more likely in the case of CBD-CdS.

Compared with the CIGS/PVD-CdS interface (Fig. 4.7b), the CIGS/CBD-CdS (Fig. 4.7a) interface is not abrupt: it shows quite a large transition interfacial region (dotted lines). It appears that Cu from the CIGS layer is incorporated into the CBD-CdS layer, depleting at the CIGS side of the interface, and that Cd diffuses from CBD-CdS into CIGS, occupying Cu vacancies in the near-interface region. Nakada et al. [87] confirmed the Cu and Cd interdiffusion by means of EDX line scans. Ramanathan et al. [64] discussed the influence of Cd on CIGS during the CBD process: owing to the similar ion radii of Cd\(^{2+}\) (0.97 Å) and Cu\(^{+}\) (0.96 Å), Cd ions may act as substitutional donors on Cu sites. By means of x-ray photoelectron spectroscopy, these authors determined a Cd concentration of 20 at.% in the near-interface region on the CIGS side. Thus, this region may be inverted from \(p\)-type to \(n\)-type.

Jiang et al. [92] identified a buried junction at the CBD-CdS/CIGS interface directly by means of scanning Kelvin probe microscopy. In addition, Wada et al. [93] showed that the treatment of the CIGS surface with a Cd\(^{2+}\) aqueous solution prior to PVD-CdS deposition improves the photovoltaic performance of the appropriate solar cells significantly. The absence of Cd excess and Cu depletion on the CIGS side of the PVD-CdS/CIGS interface (Fig. 4.7b) and thus the probable absence of a type-inverted region (which would imply a buried junction) on the CIGS side of the interface may also lead to lower efficiencies in as-grown solar cells with PVD-CdS buffer layer.

4.3 Conclusion

Structural and chemical properties of CBD- and PVD-CdS/CIGS layers and interfaces were compared. PVD-CdS layers show much larger grain sizes than CBD-CdS layers, and also a higher structural defect density (probably stacking faults and twins) at the CIGS/PVD-CdS interface, owing to a larger lattice mismatch. These structural defects may affect the photovoltaic performance.

For the case of PVD-CdS, the interface to the CIGS is quite abrupt, whereas on the
CIGS side of the CBD-CdS/CIGS interface Cu depletion and Cd enrichment may have occurred. Cu in CdS increases its photoconductivity, and Cd can occupy Cu vacancies. The results of the Cu and Cd interdiffusion provide an indication of an inversion of the near-interface region from $p$-type CIGS to $n$-type. The probable absence of this inversion in solar cells with PVD-CdS buffer layers is a possible reason for their lower efficiencies compared with solar cells with CBD-CdS buffer layer.

It has to be pointed out that efficiencies similar to those of CIGS solar cells with CBD-CdS buffers have been shown to be achievable also in cells with PVD-CdS buffer layers after the complete cells had been annealed in air at 200 °C for several minutes [41, 94]. Probably, this increase in efficiency results from annealing-induced interdiffusion processes, which may change the electrochemical potential at the PVD-CdS/CIGS interfaces in such a way that the band-alignment between buffer and absorber improves, probably reducing recombination at this interface [41].
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Chapter 5

Analyses of interfaces between $\text{In}_x\text{S}_y$ buffers and Cu(In,Ga)Se$_2$ absorbers

This chapter is in part based on the following publications:


5.1 Background

Thin-film solar cells based on CIGS yield highest efficiencies with CdS buffer layers deposited by chemical bath deposition (CBD). However, there are several reasons in favor of a substitution of CdS as material and CBD as deposition method (please refer to section 1.3). Therefore, alternative buffer layers and deposition methods have been investigated.

A promising candidate for the application as buffer-layer material in CIGS solar cells is In$_2$S$_3$. CIGS solar cells containing an In$_2$S$_3$ buffer layer deposited by ALD show efficiencies of up to 16.4 % $^{95}$. This is the highest efficiency ever obtained using In$_2$S$_3$ buffers in CIGS solar cells. However, the disadvantages of the ALD technique are its low deposition rate and that its up-scaling from small
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Laboratory cells to modules with areas of 120x60 cm$^2$ is associated with high expenses and is thus uneconomical, owing to the absence of appropriate commercial ALD machines.

Apart from ALD-In$_2$S$_3$, also PVD is used to produce In$_2$S$_3$ buffer layers. CIGS solar cells with In$_2$S$_3$ buffer layers co-evaporated from In and S powder have shown efficiencies of up to 12.4 % [96]. With buffer layers evaporated from In$_2$S$_3$ powder, efficiencies of up to even 14.8 % without anti-reflection coating have been obtained [71]. Best efficiencies with powder-evaporated In-S buffer layers have been achieved at substrate temperatures of 23 °C and after additional air-annealing at 200 °C for several minutes [71]. For substrate temperatures ranging from 23 to 200 °C, as-grown solar cells with indium sulfide buffer layers have shown good photovoltaic performance which improved significantly after air-annealing. During the powder-evaporation process which is realized by heating the In$_2$S$_3$ powder to a crucible temperature of 725 °C, a substantial S-loss in the powder (due to decomposition and high vapor pressure of S) may change the In/S ratio. As a consequence, the evaporated layers are not pure In$_2$S$_3$, but consist of different indium sulfide compounds [71]. Thus, in the present chapter, the notation "In$_x$S$_y$" is used for the indium sulfide buffer layers deposited by physical vapor deposition.

In addition to ALD and powder evaporation, In$_2$S$_3$ buffer layers have also been deposited by magnetron sputtering, resulting in high efficiencies of up to 13.3% [73]. Sputtering of In$_2$S$_3$ provides a rapid deposition and is a process easy to be up-scaled. Thus, this technique meets important requirements for the industrial production of CIGS solar cells. As for powder-evaporated In$_x$S$_y$, different S concentrations (compared with the In$_2$S$_3$ stoichiometry of the targets) have been reported for various sputtered indium sulfide buffers [73]. Therefore, for these indium sulfide layers, the notation "In$_x$S$_y$" is also used.

Although a certain standard of performance has already been reached, research and development of cells with indium sulfide buffer layers is still in progress. Several parameters as, e.g., the substrate temperature during the In$_2$S$_3$ or In$_x$S$_y$ deposition, are varied. Insight into internal processes influenced by these parameter variations represents essential information which helps to improve the photovoltaic performance of these solar cells.

In the present chapter, experimental results and possible explanations will be presented on how substrate temperature, the presence of Na and air-annealing influence the interface formation between CIGS and In$_x$S$_y$ deposited by ALD, sputtering and powder-evaporation.
5.2 Interfaces between atomic-layer-deposited In$_2$S$_3$ and Cu(In,Ga)Se$_2$

At these interfaces, the influence of the substrate temperature and of Na on the In$_2$S$_3$/CIGS interface formation was studied.

5.2.1 Deposition temperature dependence

In Fig. 5.1, small In$_x$S$_y$ grains are visible on large CIGS grains. At low temperature (140 °C), the grains do not appear clearly resolved and seem to be a mixture of small and large grains. At higher temperature (240 °C), the grains are well resolved, and the variation of grain size becomes smaller, which has also been reported by Naghavi et al. [97]. As shown in Fig. 5.1, no significant increase in grain size with increasing temperature is visible. Fig. 5.2 shows BF-TEM images from interfaces of CIGS with In$_2$S$_3$ deposited at 210 °C and 240 °C. Grain sizes of approximately 20-25 nm were detected for both samples. The In$_2$S$_3$ layer

Figure 5.1: Plan-view scanning electron micrographs of small In$_x$S$_y$ grains on large CIGS grains (on SLG/Mo substrates). The In$_2$S$_3$ layers were grown at different temperatures.
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thicknesses in both samples are about 30-35 nm. The interfaces between CIGS and $\text{In}_2\text{S}_3$ (dashed curves) were determined by comparison with other micrographs from the same area.

In the SAED pattern of the 210 °C sample (Fig. 5.3), orientation relationships between the tetragonal CIGS $\{1\bar{1}2\}$ and the tetragonal $\text{In}_2\text{S}_3$ $\{10\bar{3}\}$ planes and also between the CIGS $\{\bar{1}10\}$ and the $\text{In}_2\text{S}_3$ $\{1\bar{1}6\}$ planes are visible. In contrast to the 210 °C sample, no orientation relationship was detected between CIGS and the $\text{In}_2\text{S}_3$ layer deposited at 240 °C. Apparently, this $\text{In}_2\text{S}_3$ layer has no preferred orientation, since faint, but continuous diffraction rings are visible in the SAED pattern (the rings have been outlined by drawn rings as a guide to the eye, also, the reflections attributed to the $\text{In}_2\text{S}_3$ layer have been marked by squares).

The HR-TEM images from the CIGS/$\text{In}_2\text{S}_3$ interface of both, the 210 °C and the 240 °C samples (Fig. 5.4), show an abrupt interface. Also for both samples, twice of the detected lattice spacing of CIGS $\{112\}$ planes (0.34 nm) agrees well with the spacing of $\text{In}_2\text{S}_3$ $\{103\}$ planes (0.68 and 0.66 nm) [90, 98]. In contrast to the 210 °C $\text{In}_x\text{S}_y$/CIGS interface, at 240 °C, the $\text{In}_x\text{S}_y$/CIGS interface is extended by an additional layer of about 10 nm thickness. Probably, this layer is responsible for the fact that the 240 °C $\text{In}_2\text{S}_3$ layer does not show a preferred orientation. At an $\text{In}_2\text{S}_3$ deposition temperature of 240 °C, at some positions, an intermediate layer was not found. It is assumed that for deposition temperatures higher than 240 °C, the thickness of the layer may increase and become continuous. The nature of this layer will be further addressed in chapter 6.

Linear elemental distribution profiles, extracted from EDX elemental mappings
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Figure 5.3: Selected-area electron diffraction patterns from the interface of CIGS with In$_2$S$_3$ layers grown at 210 °C and 240 °C. While there is a clear orientation relationship visible between In$_2$S$_3$ {103} and CIGS {112} planes in the 210 °C sample, such an orientation relationship is not visible for the 240 °C sample. Circles: CIGS, squares: In$_2$S$_3$. The diffraction rings from the In$_2$S$_3$ layer are barely visible in the original image, thus, they were outlined by drawn circles.

Figure 5.4: High-resolution transmission electron micrograph from the interface of CIGS with In$_2$S$_3$ layers grown at 210 °C and 240 °C. While there is a good lattice match between In$_2$S$_3$ and CIGS for the 210 °C sample, a new phase appears between CIGS and In$_2$S$_3$ in the 240 °C sample.
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Figure 5.5: Linear elemental distribution profiles across CIGS/In$_2$S$_3$ interfaces, extracted from EDX elemental mappings. Cu and Ga diffusion from CIGS into In$_2$S$_3$, Cu depletion and In enrichment on the CIGS side of the interface. All effects increase with increasing In$_2$S$_3$ deposition temperature.
on CIGS/In$_2$S$_3$ interfaces, are shown in Fig. 5.5 for the 170 °C, the 210 °C and the 240 °C samples. The dashed lines indicate the positions of the CIGS/In$_2$S$_3$ interfaces, given by the crossover of the Se and the S signals; these two elements did not show any significant change in any of the samples investigated, thus Se and S are considered to interdiffuse only to a negligible extent. The linear profiles reveal a strong Cu and a slight Ga diffusion from CIGS into In$_x$S$_y$. On the In$_2$S$_3$ side in the very vicinity of the CIGS/In$_2$S$_3$ interfaces, the Cu and Ga signals decrease much more gradually than the Se signal. The extent of their diffusion increases with increasing deposition temperature. 

In addition to the Cu and Ga diffusion, an obvious depletion of Cu and an enrichment of In are visible on the CIGS side of the interface, especially in the case of the 240 °C sample. Apparently, depletion and enrichment of the elements are also enhanced with increasing deposition temperature of the In$_2$S$_3$ layer. Py et al. [99] investigated the interdiffusion in the CuS-Cu$_2$S-In$_2$S$_3$ system and suggested that Cu diffuses into the In$_2$S$_3$ spinel phase, occupying both vacancies and In sites. Such a Cu diffusion and occupation process may also occur on the In$_2$S$_3$ side of the interface, in addition to the Cu depletion and In enrichment on the CIGS side of the interface, which indicates that In might occupy Cu vacancies. Cu ions in the In$_2$S$_3$ buffer layer may change its electrical properties strongly. The $p$-$n$ junction formation between CIGS and In$_2$S$_3$ may be deteriorated, if excess Cu is present in the In$_2$S$_3$ buffer layer. At a sufficiently high temperature, an interface layer may form, as it is the case for the 240 °C sample.

For easier comparison, Cu-K linear elemental distribution profiles for samples with In$_2$S$_3$ layers deposited at 170 °C, 210 °C and 240 °C are shown in Fig. 5.6. It was found that the integrals under the Cu-K profiles are approximately the same for all samples investigated, i.e., it is always the same amount of Cu that shows a different distribution across the CIGS/In$_2$S$_3$ interface for different In$_2$S$_3$ deposition temperatures. Assuming a Cu concentration of 25 at.% on the CIGS side of the interface and an In$_2$S$_3$ buffer, the Cu concentration in the In$_x$S$_y$ layer can be estimated to be about 5, 8 and 10 at.% for the 170 °C, 210 °C and 240 °C samples.

In order to verify that the Cu distribution profiles shown in Fig. 5.6 can be traced back to Cu diffusion from CIGS into In$_2$S$_3$, these Cu-K signals (in number of counts) in dependence of the position $x$ across the CIGS/In$_2$S$_3$ interface were simulated using the thin-film solution of Fick’s second law $\frac{\partial}{\partial t} c(x, t) = D \frac{\partial^2}{\partial x^2} c(x, t)$

$$c_{Cu}(x, t) = \frac{Q_{Cu}}{2 \sqrt{\pi D_{Cu} t}} \exp \left( -\frac{x^2}{4 D_{Cu} t} \right)$$

(5.1)

Here, $c_{Cu}$ is the concentration of Cu (in counts), $Q_{Cu}$ is the total amount of diffused Cu (in signals/nm if "counts" is considered to be signals/nm$^2$; since the distribution profiles of the Cu-K, In-K, Ga-K and Se-K signals are normalized to a certain
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Figure 5.6: Linear Cu-K elemental distribution profiles across CIGS/In\textsubscript{2}S\textsubscript{3} interfaces, for different deposition temperatures. The integrals under the Cu-K profiles are the same for all samples investigated. Local maxima of the Cu-K profiles appear inside the In\textsubscript{2}S\textsubscript{3} layer.

"counts" value, this unit can be considered arbitrary, anyway), and $D_{\text{Cu}}$ is the diffusion constant of Cu in In\textsubscript{2}S\textsubscript{3}. For these simulations, $D_{\text{Cu}}$ is considered independent of the position $x$. The time of diffusion, $t$, was equated with the deposition duration of the ALD-In\textsubscript{2}S\textsubscript{3} layers of about 2 h.

The Cu distribution profiles and their simulations are shown in Fig. 5.7. As it appears, the measured profiles can be well approximated by the simulations based on eq. 5.1 with the exception of the local maxima. The parameters $Q_{\text{Cu}}$ and $D_{\text{Cu}}$ used for these simulations are summarized in Table 5.1. The amount of diffused Cu, $Q_{\text{Cu}}$, and the diffusion constant of Cu in In\textsubscript{2}S\textsubscript{3}, $D_{\text{Cu}}$, both increase with increasing temperature, as expected.

Although these simulations are only a rough approach, the diffusion constant $D_{\text{Cu}}$ may be estimated to be in the order of $1 \times 10^{-16}$-$1 \times 10^{-15}$ cm$^2$/s.

Table 5.1: The parameters $Q_{\text{Cu}}$ and $D_{\text{Cu}}$ used for the simulation of Cu-K elemental distribution profiles across CIGS/In\textsubscript{2}S\textsubscript{3} interfaces for various substrate temperatures.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Temperature</th>
<th>$Q_{\text{Cu}}$ (signals/nm)</th>
<th>$D_{\text{Cu}}$ (cm$^2$/s)</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>170 °C</td>
<td>2700</td>
<td>$1 \times 10^{-16}$</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>210 °C</td>
<td>5500</td>
<td>$6 \times 10^{-16}$</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>240 °C</td>
<td>7700</td>
<td>$1 \times 10^{-15}$</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
Figure 5.7: Linear Cu-K elemental distribution profiles across CIGS/In$_2$S$_3$ interfaces, for different deposition temperatures, and their simulations using the thin-film solution of Fick’s second law. The measured profiles can be well approximated by the simulations based on eq. 5.1, with the exception of the local maxima.
Local maxima of the Cu-K linear elemental distribution profiles inside the In$_2$S$_3$ layer are visible in all samples studied (Figs. 5.6 and 5.7). These maxima are not artifacts of the measurements, but can be interpreted in the following way: Cu diffuses from the CIGS into the In$_2$S$_3$ layer, occupying vacancies and In sites, and In diffuses into the CIGS layer, occupying Cu vacancies. Generally, Cu ions show a much higher mobility than In ions, thus, it can be assumed that Cu diffuses more rapidly into In$_2$S$_3$ than In into CIGS, which would lead to a Cu depletion on the CIGS side of the interface and to an enrichment of Cu on the In$_2$S$_3$ side of the interface, forming a local maximum. Considering also the occupation of Cu vacancies by In ions, these assumptions would imply the inversion of the near-interface region of CIGS from $p$-type to $n$-type.

From the present results, the following interpretation of CIGS/ALD-In$_x$S$_y$ interfaces with respect to the In$_2$S$_3$ deposition temperature was developed. With increasing deposition temperature, Cu, Ga and In interdiffusion becomes more enhanced, which leads to an inversion of the near-interface region of CIGS from $p$-type to $n$-type. The inverted region becomes broader with increasing deposition temperature, which seems to have a beneficial effect on the junction formation. Thus, the cell performance improves. At deposition temperatures above approximately 210-220 °C, in addition, an intermediate phase is forming between CIGS and In$_x$S$_y$, probably a Cu-In-S compound. Also Ga may be involved in small amounts. This intermediate phase may have a detrimental effect on the cell performance, since it changes the junction formation. It is assumed that with further increasing deposition temperature, the intermediate layer becomes broader and continuous, thus further deteriorating the cell performance.

5.2.2 Influence of Na

In order to investigate the influence of Na on the In$_2$S$_3$ buffer layer growth, also a solar cell with Al$_2$O$_3$ layer between SLG and Mo was produced. Al$_2$O$_3$ was shown to impede Na diffusion from the SLG substrate effectively [67]. In addition, reference cells with CdS buffer layer were produced with and without Na. For both, the In$_2$S$_3$ and the CdS samples, the solar-cell efficiencies were found to be significantly lower for cells without Na (Table 5.2). The CIGS absorber growth is strongly affected by the Na available in the system, as already reported by several authors [55, 67, 100, 101, 102]. These authors found a decrease in open-circuit voltage and fill factor for cells without Na, which is consistent with the present results shown in Table 5.2. External QE spectra of CIGS solar cells with CdS and In$_2$S$_3$ buffer layers, with and without Na are shown in Fig. 5.8. The QE for solar cells with In$_2$S$_3$ buffer layer is significantly higher in the blue wavelength range than for solar cells with CdS
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Figure 5.8: External quantum efficiency curves of solar cells with CdS and In$_2$S$_3$ buffer layers, with and without Na. The difference between the cells with CdS buffer is not significant, which is consistent with the $j_{sc}$ values (Table 5.2). The difference between the In$_2$S$_3$ cells is significant, though, in a broad interval between 500 and 1000 nm.

Figure 5.9: Plan-view scanning electron micrographs of small In$_2$S$_3$ grains on large CIGS grains. The In$_2$S$_3$ grain sizes are significantly larger for cells containing Na.
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buffer layer. This is expected owing to the larger band gap energy of In$_2$S$_3$ (2.7-2.8 eV) [97], than that of CdS (2.4-2.5 eV) [30]. However, only in the case of In$_2$S$_3$ buffer layers, the QE at wavelengths between approximately 500 and 1000 nm is significantly larger for cells containing Na than for Na-free cells. This is consistent with the larger short-circuit current density for cells containing Na (Table 5.2). In the case of CdS buffer layers, the QE of solar cells with and without Na barrier for the interval between 500 and 1000 nm do not differ significantly, which again agrees with the short-circuit current densities of the respective solar cells (Table 5.2) and also with earlier reports [55, 67, 100, 101, 102]. Further measurements are necessary in order to explain the enhanced carrier collection in cells with In$_2$S$_3$ buffer layer containing Na. In Fig. 5.8, there is no significant difference between the Na free and Na containing In$_2$S$_3$ sample at a wavelength of approximately 370-400 nm (which corresponds qualitatively to the band-gap energy). Maybe, the resolution of the QE measurements is not sufficient to measure the changes in the In$_2$S$_3$ band-gap energy due to Na incorporation.

In Fig. 5.9, plan-view SEM images of small ALD-In$_2$S$_3$ grains on top of large CIGS grains are shown. The sample without Na consists of much smaller In$_2$S$_3$ grains than the sample with Na.

The cross-section BF-TEM image from a Na free sample with an In$_2$S$_3$ buffer layer deposited at 210 °C (Fig. 5.10) shows significantly smaller In$_2$S$_3$ grain sizes (10-15 nm), than those of the sample containing Na. The layer thickness (about 40 nm) is approximately the same (compare with Fig. 5.2).

No differences are visible in the SAED pattern (Fig. 5.11) and the HR-TEM image (Fig. 5.12): also for the sample without Na, the interface shows the same orientation relationships and good lattice match of In$_2$S$_3$ on CIGS (compare with Figs. 5.3 and 5.4). There is also no intermediate phase visible between CIGS and In$_{x}S_{y}$.

The linear elemental profiles extracted from the elemental mappings of the Na free CIGS/ALD-In$_2$S$_3$ interface are shown in Fig. 5.13. There is a difference between cells with and without Na in the diffusion of Cu and Ga from CIGS into In$_{x}S_{y}$.

Table 5.2: The photovoltaic properties of cells, with CdS and In$_2$S$_3$ buffer, with and without Na. The values are averages obtained from three to five cells.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Buffer, with/without Na</th>
<th>$\eta$ (%)</th>
<th>$V_{oc}$ (mV)</th>
<th>FF (%)</th>
<th>$J_{sc}$ (mA cm$^{-2}$)</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>CdS, without Na</td>
<td>7.9 ± 0.2</td>
<td>544 ± 2</td>
<td>58 ± 2</td>
<td>25.2 ± 0.5</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>CdS, with Na</td>
<td>12.6 ± 0.2</td>
<td>649 ± 1</td>
<td>76 ± 2</td>
<td>25.7 ± 0.4</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>210 °C In$_2$S$_y$, without Na</td>
<td>8.7 ± 0.1</td>
<td>603 ± 7</td>
<td>69 ± 1</td>
<td>20.9 ± 0.5</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>210 °C In$_2$S$_y$, with Na</td>
<td>12.6 ± 0.3</td>
<td>686 ± 3</td>
<td>74 ± 2</td>
<td>24.8 ± 0.3</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
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Figure 5.10: Bright-field transmission electron micrographs of the interface between CIGS and In$_2$S$_3$ (grown at 210 °C, Na free). Grain sizes are significantly smaller than in the 210 °C sample without Al$_2$O$_3$ layer between SLG and Mo (Fig. 5.2).

Figure 5.11: Selected-area electron diffraction pattern from the interface between CIGS and In$_2$S$_3$ (grown at 210 °C, Na free). There is no difference in comparison with the sample containing Na (Fig. 5.3).
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Figure 5.12: High-resolution transmission electron micrograph from the interface between CIGS and In$_2$S$_3$ (grown at 210 °C, Na free). There is no difference in comparison with the sample containing Na (Fig. 5.4).

Figure 5.13: Linear elemental distribution profiles across interfaces between CIGS and In$_2$S$_3$ (grown at 210 °C, Na free), extracted from EDX elemental mappings. Cu and Ga diffusion from CIGS into In$_2$S$_3$ as well as Cu depletion and In enrichment on the CIGS side of the interface are visible.
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Fig. 5.14 shows that the diffusion is clearly enhanced in cells without Na. No difference was detected between the In-K linear elemental distribution profiles. The present results show that the amount of Cu diffusing from CIGS into In$_2$S$_3$ is enhanced in a sample without Na. This implies that Na (if present) may occupy those sites in the In$_2$S$_3$ layer, which can also be occupied by Cu atoms. Barreau et al. [103] for PVD-In$_2$S$_3$ and Naghavi et al. [95, 104] for ALD-In$_2$S$_3$ suggested as well that Na occupies both In sites and vacancies in the In$_2$S$_3$ spinel phase.

From the present results, the following interpretation of the effects of Na on the CIGS/ALD-In$_2$S$_3$ heterojunction can be drawn. There is an interdiffusion of Cu, Ga and In between CIGS and In$_2$S$_3$ during the buffer layer growth (see also results on the temperature dependence, p. 58). In addition, also Na diffuses into In$_2$S$_3$. Na and Cu both occupy In sites and vacancies in the defective In$_2$S$_3$ tetragonal spinel structure. Cu-In-S, In-Na-S and Na-S phases might form in case of excessive diffusion. Also Ga-containing compounds may be formed, however, only to a small extent since from the EDX measurements, the Ga concentration appears to be considerably smaller than the Cu concentration. If Na is not available, more Cu can diffuse from CIGS into In$_2$S$_3$. Depending on the Cu content, different Cu-In-S phases may be formed, which are n-type (e.g., CuIn$_5$S$_8$ for low Cu concentrations) or p-type (e.g., CuInS$_2$ for large Cu concentrations). A similar consideration has been published by Barreau et al. [103]. A large Cu concentration in the In$_2$S$_3$ layer may deteriorate the n-type conductivity and the optical properties of the In$_2$S$_3$ buffer layer, and thus the short-circuit current density of the solar cell.
It is assumed that the diffusion of Cu, Ga and Na into CdS is not as strong as the corresponding diffusion into In$_2$S$_3$ (since there is not such a large density of vacancies as in In$_2$S$_3$), thus, the charge-carrier concentration of the buffer layer is not largely changed.

5.3 Sputtered In$_{x}$S$_{y}$ layers and their interfaces with Cu(In,Ga)Se$_2$

In this section, photovoltaic parameters of cells with sputtered In$_{x}$S$_{y}$ buffers will be presented, followed by compositional, structural and optical characterization of sputtered In$_{x}$S$_{y}$ layers on Si and Suprasil substrates. At In$_{x}$S$_{y}$/CIGS interfaces, the effects of the substrate temperature on the In$_{x}$S$_{y}$/CIGS interface formation was studied.

5.3.1 Photovoltaic properties of the solar cells

The photovoltaic properties of all solar cells studied are summarized in Table 5.3. The efficiencies in dependence of the substrate temperature show a maximum at

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Substrate temperature</th>
<th>$\eta$ (%)</th>
<th>$V_{oc}$ (mV)</th>
<th>FF (%)</th>
<th>$J_{sc}$ (mA cm$^{-2}$)</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>60 °C</td>
<td>6.9 ± 0.6</td>
<td>473 ± 38</td>
<td>55.4 ± 0.4</td>
<td>26.3 ± 0.5</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>230 °C</td>
<td>11 ± 1</td>
<td>615 ± 41</td>
<td>68 ± 2</td>
<td>26.4 ± 0.3</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>340 °C</td>
<td>1.9 ± 0.6</td>
<td>412 ± 31</td>
<td>25 ± 7</td>
<td>18 ± 4</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Table 5.4: Compositions of sputtered In$_{x}$S$_{y}$ buffers deposited at 60, 230 and 340 °C, as obtained by EDX. Since no standards were used, these values are comparable only relatively. The statistical error for each of these measurements was approximately ± 1 at.%.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Sample</th>
<th>[In] (at.%</th>
<th>[S] (at.%</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>60 °C</td>
<td>49</td>
<td>51</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>230 °C</td>
<td>49</td>
<td>51</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>340 °C</td>
<td>44</td>
<td>56</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
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Figure 5.15: External quantum efficiencies of the 60 °C, the 220 °C and the 340 °C samples.

about 230 °C and a very low efficiency for the 340 °C sample (as also revealed by earlier optimization experiments [73]). In addition, the quantum-efficiency curves (Fig. 5.15) indicate a reduced carrier collection for the 340 °C sample, compared with those of the 60 °C and 230 °C samples. These results resemble those for solar cells with In$_2$S$_3$ buffer layers deposited by ALD [105, 106]. There, the solar-cell performance improves with increasing substrate temperature, up to a value of about 230 °C; from this temperature on, the efficiencies decrease with increasing substrate temperature.

Since cells with both, sputtered In$_x$S$_y$ and ALD-In$_2$S$_3$ buffer layers show very similar properties, in the present section, the structural and chemical properties of sputtered In$_x$S$_y$ layers and their interfaces to CIGS absorbers will now be compared with corresponding results obtained from ALD-In$_2$S$_3$ samples (see previous section).

5.3.2 Studies of sputtered In$_x$S$_y$ layers

In order to determine the composition of In$_x$S$_y$ films deposited at various temperatures, In$_x$S$_y$ layers were sputtered on Si substrates at 60 °C, 230 °C and 340 °C and then studied by means of EDX. These temperatures are similar to the deposition temperatures of the In$_x$S$_y$ layers on CIGS/Mo/SLG stacks studied by means of plan-view SEM and cross-section TEM (pp. 74ff). As shown by Table 5.4, the S concentration in the In$_x$S$_y$ layers increases with increasing substrate temperature. It has to be pointed out that these values are comparable only on a relative basis,
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because no standards were used for the EDX measurements. Since the partial pressure of sulfur increases with increasing temperature, it is probable that the reactivity of sulfur also increases, and that for this reason, the sulfur concentration in the film deposited is higher at elevated temperatures. Thus, it may be that the 60 and 230 °C layers rather consist of InS, whereas the 340 °C sample exhibits mainly an In$_2$S$_3$ stoichiometry.

The XRD patterns shown in Fig. 5.16 were acquired on those In$_x$S$_y$ layers measured by EDX. The use of Si as substrate material provided a possibility to calibrate intensities and angles. For the 60 °C and the 230 °C layers, the XRD patterns show broad peaks, which may be related to atomic planes of the tetragonal β-In$_2$S$_3$, but also to those of the orthorhombic InS crystal structure. These broad peaks indicate very small grains of the In$_x$S$_y$ layers. In contrast, the XRD pattern of the 340 °C layer shows various narrow peaks, which can be related to tetragonal β-In$_2$S$_3$ [107], cubic α-In$_2$S$_3$ [98], and orthorhombic InS [108]. The β-In$_2$S$_3$ and α-In$_2$S$_3$ phases exhibit preferred growth along [103] and [111] directions. According to the In-S phase diagram [72], the cubic α-In$_2$S$_3$ phase forms at temperatures between about 414 °C and 750 °C, whereas β-In$_2$S$_3$ is the low-temperature phase. The β-In$_2$S$_3$ structure is reported to be of spinel-type with statistically distributed In vacancies on tetrahedral interstices of the S sublattice [72, 98]. The presence of the InS phase can be traced back to a partial S loss during the sputtering process.
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Naturally, preferential orientations and crystal structures of In$_x$S$_y$ layers on Si can not directly be compared with those on CIGS substrates. However, the more pronounced peaks for elevated substrate temperatures (shown in Fig. 5.16) can be explained by a higher surface energy for the sputtered In$_x$S$_y$, resulting in more perfect crystallization. These results obtained by XRD will be compared with optical, SEM and TEM measurements further below.

Transmission and reflectance measurements were performed on In$_x$S$_y$ films on Suprasil substrates deposited in the same run as the In$_x$S$_y$ layers on Si substrates (measured by EDX and XRD). The absorption coefficients in dependence of the wavelength were estimated using the relationship

\[
\alpha(\lambda) = \frac{1}{d} \ln \left( \frac{T(\lambda)}{1 - R(\lambda)} \right)
\]

(5.2)

which can be derived from Lambeer-Beer’s Law

\[
I = I_0 \exp (-\alpha d)
\]

(5.3)

by putting \( I := T \) and \( I_0 := (1 - R) \), neglecting reflections at the substrate/In$_x$S$_y$ interfaces. Here, \( \alpha \) is the absorption coefficient and \( \lambda \) the wavelength of the incident radiation, \( d \) the thickness of the In$_x$S$_y$ film, \( T \) the transmission, \( R \) the reflectance, \( I \) the measured intensity after transmission and \( I_0 \) the intensity prior to the transmission.

Furthermore, according to Pankove et al. [109], the following relationship is valid for semiconductors with direct or indirect band gap:

\[
\alpha(E) = A \frac{(E - E_g)^m}{E}
\]

(5.4)

where \( E \) is the energy of the transmitted light, \( A \) and \( m \) are constants and \( E_g \) is the band-gap energy. The value of the constant \( m \) depends on whether the optical transition is a direct (\( m=0.5 \)) or an indirect (\( m=2 \)) one.

But which value of \( m \) is the most appropriate one for these In$_x$S$_y$ layers studied? In the literature, various authors found In$_2$S$_3$ thin films to show direct [59, 110, 111, 112] as well as indirect [60, 113] optical transitions (the transition type does not depend on the deposition technique). The scarce results on optical measurements of InS suggest an indirect optical transition [114]. It seems as if both, direct and indirect optical transitions, can be found in In$_x$S$_y$ thin-films, but the nature of these transitions can not be unambiguously revealed.

For the present results, the absorption coefficients of all In$_x$S$_y$ layers were well described by the model for an indirect band gap (\( m=2 \)). The \( E_g \) values for the
three $\text{In}_x\text{S}_y$ layers were graphically estimated from plots of $(\alpha E)^{1/2}$ in dependence of $E$, according to eq. 5.4. These graphs are shown in Fig. 5.17. The extracted values of $E_g$ for the 60 °C, 230 °C and 340 °C $\text{In}_x\text{S}_y$ layers were 1.9 eV, 2.0 eV and 2.2 eV (with an error of about ±0.05 eV). In case of a direct transition model ($m=0.5$), these values would give 2.3 eV, 2.4 eV and 2.6 eV. Apparently, the band-gap energy increases with increasing substrate temperature. This behavior may be related to the change in the crystal structure indicated by the XRD measurements. Also, Kim et al. [113] found the band-gap energy of $\text{In}_2\text{S}_3$ layers to increase with increasing sulfur concentration. The same behavior was revealed for the sputtered $\text{In}_x\text{S}_y$ layers studied here (Table 5.4), probably also due to the changes in the crystal structure.

The differences in grain sizes indicated by the XRD patterns are confirmed by the plan-view SEM images of the $\text{In}_x\text{S}_y/\text{CIGS/Mo/SLG}$ samples (Fig. 5.18). Small $\text{In}_x\text{S}_y$ grains are visible on large CIGS grains. For the 340 °C sample, $\text{In}_x\text{S}_y$ grain sizes of about 20-80 nm were found, whereas for the 60 °C (not shown here) and the 230 °C samples, the $\text{In}_x\text{S}_y$ grains were too small to be resolved in the SEM image.
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Figure 5.18: Plan-view scanning electron micrographs of $\text{In}_x\text{S}_y$/CIGS/Mo/SLG stacks deposited at 230 °C and 340 °C. For 340 °C, $\text{In}_x\text{S}_y$ grain sizes were about 20-80 nm, whereas for 60 °C (not shown here) and the 230 °C, the $\text{In}_x\text{S}_y$ grains were too small to be resolved.

Figure 5.19: Bright-field transmission electron micrographs of the interfaces of CIGS with $\text{In}_x\text{S}_y$ layers grown at 60, 230 and 340 °C. All three samples show inhomogeneous $\text{In}_x\text{S}_y$ layer thicknesses, varying between 25 and 100 nm. For the 340 °C sample, a layered structure is found in the buffer.
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5.3.3 Studies of In$_x$S$_y$/CIGS interfaces

As revealed by the BF-TEM images in Fig. 5.19, the In$_x$S$_y$ layers of the samples investigated all seem to cover the CIGS contiguously. However, all three samples show inhomogeneous In$_x$S$_y$ layer thicknesses, varying between 25 and 100 nm. For the 340 °C sample, a layered structure is found in the buffer (Fig. 5.19). This structure is formed by a high density of planar defects in the buffer layer, directly at the interface to CIGS, as shown by the HR-TEM image in Fig. 5.20. The interplanar distances in this buffer do not correspond to the crystal structures of any In$_x$S$_y$ phase, thus, a question mark was added behind the notation “In$_x$S$_y$”. Such a defect-containing layer was also found at an interface between ALD-In$_2$S$_3$ deposited at 240 °C and CIGS (see previous section), however, appearing only as intermediate layer between the tetragonal CIGS and β-In$_2$S$_3$ structures. For further details on these interfacial phases forming at sputtered In$_2$S$_3$/CIGS and ALD-In$_2$S$_3$/CIGS interfaces, please refer to chapter 6.

For the 60 °C and the 230 °C samples, such defects were not found in the buffer.
layers (Fig. 5.20). In contrast to the 340 °C sample, very small grain sizes of about 5 nm can be estimated from the HR-TEM images of the 60 °C and 230 °C samples (Fig. 5.20). This result was already suggested by the XRD and SEM measurements (Figs. 5.16 and 5.18). While the In$_x$S$_y$/CIGS interfaces of the 60 °C and the 340 °C samples appear abrupt, the according interface of the 230 °C sample seems to be rather diffuse. By means of SAED acquired on the In$_x$S$_y$/CIGS interfaces (Fig. 5.21), a tetragonal β-In$_2$S$_3$ crystal structure was revealed for the 230 °C sample (the pattern of the 60 °C sample, not shown here, is very similar to that of the 230 °C sample).

Linear elemental distribution profiles, extracted from EDX elemental mappings on CIGS/In$_x$S$_y$ interfaces, are shown in Fig. 5.22 for the 60 °C, 230 °C and 340 °C samples. The dashed lines indicate the positions of the CIGS/buffer interfaces, given by the crossover of the Se and the S signals; these two elements did not show any significant change in any of the samples investigated, thus Se and S are considered to interdiffuse only to a negligible extent. For the 60 °C and the 230 °C samples, the linear profiles reveal a Cu and a Ga diffusion from CIGS into In$_x$S$_y$. On the In$_x$S$_y$ side of the CIGS/In$_x$S$_y$ interfaces, the Cu and Ga signals decrease much more gradually than the Se signal. The extent of their diffusion increases with increasing deposition temperature. In addition to the Cu and Ga diffusion, an obvious depletion of Cu and an enrichment of In are visible on the CIGS side of the interface, especially in the case of the 230 °C sample. Apparently, depletion and enrichment of the elements are also enhanced with increasing deposition temperature of the In$_x$S$_y$ layer. A similar result has been obtained at ALD-In$_2$S$_3$/CIGS interfaces (see previous section 5.2.1).
Figure 5.22: Linear elemental distribution profiles, extracted from EDX elemental mappings on In$_x$S$_y$/CIGS interfaces. Cu and Ga diffusion from CIGS into In$_x$S$_y$ and Cu depletion on the CIGS side of the interface are revealed. Only for the 340 °C sample, also enhanced In enrichment on the CIGS side of the interface was found. All effects increase with increasing In$_x$S$_y$ deposition temperature.
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Assuming a Cu:In ratio of 1 on the (not depleted) CIGS side of the interface and a In:S ratio of 2:3 on the buffer side of the interface, the Cu concentration in the buffer can be estimated to about 7 at.% for the 60 °C sample and to about 13 at.% for the 230 °C sample, neglecting Ga diffusion. For the 340 °C sample, a much larger Cu depletion than for the 60 °C and 230 °C samples was found (Fig. 5.22). Unfortunately, it is not clear how thick the Cu-depleted layer on the CIGS side of the interface is. Apparently, the width of this depleted layer is larger than about 200 nm.

It has to be taken into account that Cu may not only diffuse from CIGS into the buffer layer; in addition, Cu may also diffuse from the CIGS side of the CIGS/buffer interface to the Mo back contact. This conclusion is supported by the fact that the number of depleted Cu atoms on the CIGS side of the interface (as far as can be estimated from Fig. 5.22) is much larger than the number of Cu atoms diffused into the buffer layer. It is also remarkable that for the 340 °C sample, the Cu concentration in the buffer layer seems to be larger than on the CIGS side of the interface (Fig. 5.22). Probably, such a strong Cu diffusion is not only driven by the substrate temperature; furthermore, also gradients of chemical potentials or strains indicated by the planar defects shown by Fig. 5.20 are possible causes.

Local maxima of the Cu-K linear elemental distribution profiles inside the $\text{In}_2\text{S}_3$ layer are visible in all samples studied (Fig. 5.22). These maxima are again not artifacts of the measurements, but can be interpreted in a similar way as the local maxima of the ALD-$\text{In}_2\text{S}_3$ samples (see previous section).

From the present results, the following interpretation of sputtered $\text{In}_x\text{S}_y$/CIGS interfaces with respect to the $\text{In}_x\text{S}_y$ deposition temperature was developed. With increasing deposition temperature, Cu, Ga, and In interdiffusion becomes more enhanced, which leads to a Cu-depleted and In-enriched near-interface region of CIGS. There, an inversion from $p$-type to $n$-type is probable. This region becomes broader with increasing deposition temperature, which seems to have a beneficial effect on the junction formation. Thus, the cell performance improves up to temperatures of about 230 °C. This behavior is similar to that assumed for ALD-$\text{In}_2\text{S}_3$/CIGS interfaces.

The considerable deterioration of the solar-cell performance for the 340 °C sample compared with the 230 °C sample can be related to the formation of CuIn$_5$S$_8$. Please refer to chapter 6 for details.
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### 5.4 Interfaces between In\textsubscript{x}S\textsubscript{y} evaporated from In\textsubscript{2}S\textsubscript{3} powder and Cu(In,Ga)Se\textsubscript{2}

The CIGS solar cells with In\textsubscript{x}S\textsubscript{y} buffers evaporated from In\textsubscript{2}S\textsubscript{3} powder were air-annealed at a temperature of 200 °C and for durations ranging from 15 to 50 min. Prior to and after the air-annealing step, the completed solar cells were analyzed by current-voltage (j-V) characterizations under standard AM1.5 illumination test conditions.

At these In\textsubscript{x}S\textsubscript{y}/CIGS interfaces, the influence of air-annealing at 200 °C for several minutes was studied.

Photovoltaic parameters of the cells investigated are summarized in Table 5.5. For the two cells with In\textsubscript{x}S\textsubscript{y} layers deposited at 23 °C, air-annealing at 200 °C for 15 min increased the efficiency significantly, from 7.7 to 11.8 %.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Sample</th>
<th>η (%)</th>
<th>V\textsubscript{oc} (mV)</th>
<th>j\textsubscript{sc} (mA cm\textsuperscript{-2})</th>
<th>FF (%)</th>
<th>buffer thickness (nm)</th>
<th>annealing time (min)</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>23 °C, as-grown</td>
<td>7.7</td>
<td>420</td>
<td>28.0</td>
<td>65</td>
<td>70</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>23 °C, annealed</td>
<td>11.8</td>
<td>593</td>
<td>28.9</td>
<td>69</td>
<td>70</td>
<td>15</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>200 °C, as-grown</td>
<td>6.1</td>
<td>605</td>
<td>20.7</td>
<td>48</td>
<td>30</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>200 °C, annealed</td>
<td>3.7</td>
<td>309</td>
<td>26.4</td>
<td>46</td>
<td>90</td>
<td>50</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>300 °C, annealed</td>
<td>0.01</td>
<td>20</td>
<td>1.4</td>
<td>27</td>
<td>70</td>
<td>30</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

samples consist of identical CIGS substrates produced in the same run; therefore, the influence of air-annealing on the In\textsubscript{x}S\textsubscript{y}/CIGS interface could be directly studied. The effect of annealing may be attributed to the reduction of the number of anion defects, i.e., the occupation of Se or S vacancies by oxygen \[115\]. Change of the pinning position of the Fermi level at the heterojunction interface significantly affects junction properties and hence the photovoltaic parameters.

The two cells with In\textsubscript{x}S\textsubscript{y} layers deposited at 200 °C substrate temperature are not directly comparable, since the CIGS and Mo layers of these cells were deposited in different runs, and the buffer layers show different thicknesses (Table 5.5). These cells were analyzed to image features of the CIGS/In\textsubscript{x}S\textsubscript{y} interface and measure effects of annealing also at elevated substrate temperatures higher than 23°C. The solar cell with an In\textsubscript{x}S\textsubscript{y} buffer layer deposited at a substrate temperature of 300 °C showed an efficiency of practically 0 %. Air-annealing of this cell for 30 min did not change this value.
For all solar cells investigated, continuous In$_x$S$_y$ layers and good coverage of the CIGS layer was found. The grain sizes of the In$_x$S$_y$ layers are very small, approximately 5-15 nm, depending on the In$_x$S$_y$ layer thicknesses and substrate temperatures.

BF-TEM images of the 23 °C In$_x$S$_y$ layers in the as-grown (a) and annealed (b) state and their interfaces with CIGS and ZnO are shown in Fig. 5.23. The In$_x$S$_y$ layers are about 70 nm thick. For the annealed sample, on the In$_x$S$_y$ side of the CIGS/In$_x$S$_y$ interface, an interfacial layer appears (indicated by dashed lines).

This interfacial layer is also visible in the HR-TEM image of the interface between CIGS and 23 °C In$_x$S$_y$ of the annealed solar cell (Fig. 5.24). However, it was not possible to determine the structure of this interfacial layer by SAED, since it was too thin (approximately 10-20 nm), and thus the excitation volume was too small.

It was also impossible to determine the crystallographic structures of the as-grown and annealed In$_x$S$_y$ layers by SAED; the reflections and diffraction rings of the SAED pattern (not shown) can be related to tetragonal In$_2$S$_3$ [98], orthorhombic InS, and monoclinic In$_6$S$_7$ [108]. This is an indication that the powder-evaporated In$_x$S$_y$ layers may consist of several indium sulfide compounds. Based on measurements of interplanar distances of the resolved lattices in Fig. 5.24, possible In$_x$S$_y$ phases are In$_2$S$_3$, InS, and In$_6$S$_7$ as well. No orientation relationship can be identified between the {112} planes of the tetragonal CIGS and planes of the In$_x$S$_y$ layer. A possible mixture of several indium sulfide compounds was also found for In$_x$S$_y$.
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Figure 5.24: High-resolution transmission electron micrographs of (a) as-grown and (b) air-annealed ($200^\circ\text{C}, 15\text{ min}$) $\text{In}_x\text{S}_y$/CIGS interfaces. These $\text{In}_x\text{S}_y$ layers were deposited at $23^\circ\text{C}$. As in the bright-field transmission electron micrograph in Fig. 5.23b, an interfacial layer can be identified.

buffer layers deposited at $200^\circ\text{C}$ (see Fig. 5.25 for a typical HR-TEM image of these layers). This air-annealed solar cell showed an efficiency of 3.7 %. Planar defects (e.g., twins), such as those visible in Fig. 5.25, have been reported by Fitzgerald et al. [116] for InS crystals. Interplanar distances of the resolved lattices may again be related to $\text{In}_2\text{S}_3$, InS, and $\text{In}_6\text{S}_7$.

However, for one solar cell with an $\text{In}_x\text{S}_y$ buffer layer deposited at $200^\circ\text{C}$ (as-grown), a homogeneous $\text{In}_2\text{S}_3$ phase and a tetragonal crystal structure were found.
5.4. Interfaces between In$_x$S$_y$ evaporated from In$_2$S$_3$ powder and CIGS

(Fig. 5.26). The CIGS grain shown is oriented in [110], the In$_2$S$_3$ grain in [331] direction. There is a clear orientation relationship between the {112} planes of the tetragonal CIGS and {103} planes of the In$_2$S$_3$ layer, a result that is found also at 210 °C-ALD-In$_2$S$_3$/CIGS interfaces (section 5.2.1 on ALD-In$_2$S$_3$ buffers, p. 58).

Probably, the S-loss in the In$_2$S$_3$ powder during the evaporation and thus the In/S ratio of different In$_x$S$_y$ layers varies considerably, leading to a variation in the In$_x$S$_y$ composition and crystal structure.

Elemental distribution profiles of the as-grown (a) and annealed (b) CIGS/23 °C-In$_x$S$_y$ interfaces are shown in Fig. 5.27. The Ga-K and the O-K signals were omitted since they do not show any significant difference from the Se-K and the Zn-K signals. The positions of the ZnO/In$_x$S$_y$ and In$_x$S$_y$/CIGS interfaces (dashed lines) are given by the crossovers of the Zn and S as well as the S and Se signals. Zn and S as well as S and Se profiles did not show any significant change in any of the samples, thus they are considered to interdiffuse only to a negligible extent. The elemental distribution profiles (Fig. 5.27) reveal a substantial Cu diffusion from CIGS into In$_x$S$_y$. Such a diffusion behavior (with various amounts of diffusing Cu) has also been reported for interfaces between co-evaporated In$_x$S$_y$ and CIGS [117], and for ALD-In$_2$S$_3$/CIGS interfaces (Ref. 95 and section 5.2.1 on ALD-In$_2$S$_3$ buffers). It is remarkable that already for a substrate temperature of 23 °C, a considerable amount of Cu diffuses from CIGS into In$_x$S$_y$. Assuming a Cu concentration of 25 at.% on the CIGS side of the interface and an InS stoi-
Figure 5.27: Elemental distribution profiles across (a) as-grown and (b) air-annealed (200 °C, 15 min) ZnO/In$_x$S$_y$/CIGS interfaces. These In$_x$S$_y$ layers were deposited at 23 °C. The air-annealed sample shows a significant Cu depletion on the CIGS side of the interface.
chiometry, the Cu concentration in the $\text{In}_x\text{S}_y$ layer can be estimated to be about 8 at.%. Probably, this Cu diffusion is not driven by temperature, but induced by a gradient of the chemical potential between the CIGS and the $\text{In}_x\text{S}_y$ layers.

It is known that tetragonal $\text{In}_2\text{S}_3$ has a spinel-type crystal structure and contains a large density of vacancies which may be occupied by diffusing Cu atoms. Apart from vacancies, Cu may also replace In on the In sites in $\text{In}_2\text{S}_3$ \cite{99}.

Based on studies of phase changes by electron microscopy, Fitzgerald et al. \cite{116} suggested that crystals of InS and $\text{In}_6\text{S}_7$ may often be non-stoichiometric; probably, these crystals tend to be sulfur-rich. Nishino et al. \cite{114} also mentioned point defects in InS. Thus, other $\text{In}_x\text{S}_y$ phases apart from $\text{In}_2\text{S}_3$ probably also allow for extensive Cu diffusion owing to their crystal structures.

Compared with the as-grown 23 °C sample (Fig. 5.27a), the 23 °C sample air-annealed at 200 °C for 15 min shows a significant Cu depletion on the CIGS side of the interface (Fig. 5.27b). Here, the Cu depletion is assumed to be induced by air-annealing; therefore, the Cu distribution profile is different from that shown in Fig. 5.27a. Also, the concentration of Cu in $\text{In}_x\text{S}_y$ seems to be larger for the as-grown 23 °C sample (Fig. 5.27a) than for the 23 °C sample air-annealed at 200 °C (Fig. 5.27b). Apparently, Cu may not only diffuse from CIGS into $\text{In}_x\text{S}_y$ but also from the near interface region in the CIGS layer to the CIGS/Mo interface, including some of the Cu already diffused into $\text{In}_x\text{S}_y$ during the $\text{In}_x\text{S}_y$ growth.

Since the BF-TEM and HR-TEM images in Figs. 5.23b and 5.24b indicate an interfacial layer between CIGS and $\text{In}_x\text{S}_y$, it is assumed that a Cu-depleted layer was formed, similar to the one postulated by Schmid et al. \cite{79}. Probably, air-annealing induces the formation of a compositionally graded interface between the buffer and CIGS, improving the photovoltaic performance of the solar cell.

Copious Cu diffusion from CIGS into $\text{In}_x\text{S}_y$ and a significant Cu depletion on the CIGS side of the interface were also found for the sample with an $\text{In}_x\text{S}_y$ buffer deposited at 200 °C, air-annealed at 200 °C for 50 min (Fig. 5.28). These results reveal Cu distribution profiles across the $\text{In}_x\text{S}_y$/CIGS interface similar to those shown in Fig. 5.27b and thus, the effect of annealing is also present after deposition at an elevated substrate temperature.

### 5.5 Conclusions

Structural and chemical properties of interfaces between CIGS and $\text{In}_x\text{S}_y$ layers deposited by ALD, sputtering and powder-evaporation were investigated by means of BF-TEM, HR-TEM, SAED, and EDX.
Figure 5.28: Elemental distribution profiles across ZnO/In$_x$S$_y$/CIGS interfaces. The In$_x$S$_y$ layers were deposited at 200 and 300 °C, and the cells were air-annealed at 200 °C for 50 and 30 min. For both samples, again, a significant Cu depletion on the CIGS side of the interface is revealed.
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Influence of Na on the interface formation between ALD-In$_2$S$_3$ and CIGS

QE spectra revealed smaller carrier collection and short-circuit current densities for Na free cells. No microstructural differences for cells with and without Na were found. However, there is a significant difference in the interdiffusion between CIGS and In$_2$S$_3$. Cu and Ga diffusion from CIGS into In$_2$S$_3$ are clearly enhanced in the Na free solar cells. These results indicate that both Cu and Na diffuse into the In$_2$S$_3$ layer, occupying In sites and vacancies. Probably, the enhanced Cu diffusion from CIGS into In$_2$S$_3$ for Na free solar cells deteriorates the electrical and optical properties of the CIGS/In$_2$S$_3$ interface and the In$_2$S$_3$ buffer layer, which lowers the overall performance of the solar cells.

Temperature dependence of the interface formation between In$_x$S$_y$ and CIGS

For ALD-In$_2$S$_3$ and sputtered In$_x$S$_y$ samples, the best cell efficiencies were obtained for a deposition temperature of about 210-230 °C. At these temperatures, orientation relationships between atomic planes of CIGS and In$_x$S$_y$ indicate reduced strains at these In$_x$S$_y$/CIGS interfaces and therefore probably also reduced recombination. Results from EDX measurements suggest interdiffusion of Cu, Ga and In across In$_x$S$_y$/CIGS interfaces of the ALD-In$_2$S$_3$ and sputtered In$_x$S$_y$ samples. Cu depletion and In enrichment are visible on the CIGS side of these interfaces, and these effects seem to be enhanced with increasing substrate temperature. Local maxima of the Cu signal on the In$_x$S$_y$ side are induced probably not only by the substrate temperature but mainly by gradients of chemical potentials at ALD and sputtered In$_x$S$_y$/CIGS interfaces.

The Cu depletion and In enrichment may indicate the presence of a Cu-depleted (In-rich) Cu-(In,Ga)-Se$_2$ layer on the CIGS side of the interface. A similar Cu-depleted layer, also referred to as ordered-defect chalcopyrite layer, has been postulated by Schmid et al. for CBD-CdS buffered CIGS cells. The presence of such a layer at the In$_x$S$_y$/CIGS interfaces of ALD-In$_2$S$_3$ and sputtered In$_x$S$_y$ samples suggests a buried $p$-$n$ junction in the CIGS absorber, which may considerably improve the band alignment between CIGS and In$_x$S$_y$ and thus the solar-cell performance. Probably, the width of this Cu-depleted layer increases with increasing temperature, as the Cu depletion and In enrichment are more enhanced at elevated temperature. This may explain why the efficiencies for both, ALD-In$_2$S$_3$ and sputtered In$_x$S$_y$ samples, increase with increasing deposition temperature until about 210-230 °C. Reasons for the deteriorated solar-cell performance at temperatures above about 250 °C will be given in chapter 6.
In contrast to the ALD-In$_2$S$_3$ and sputtered In$_x$S$_y$ samples, for solar cells with powder-evaporated In$_x$S$_y$ buffers, the highest efficiencies have been achieved at room temperature. It has to be taken into account that both, the ALD-In$_2$S$_3$ and sputtered In$_x$S$_y$ samples, were produced by the ZSW on Würth Solar CIGS absorbers, whereas the powder-evaporated samples were provided by the IPE. Thus, it is possible that varying compositional properties of these different CIGS absorbers affect the $p$-$n$ junction formation between In$_x$S$_y$ and CIGS considerably, which may at least partly explain these different optimum deposition temperatures.

Similarly as for the ALD-In$_2$S$_3$ and sputtered In$_x$S$_y$ samples, also for the powder-evaporated In$_x$S$_y$ samples, extended Cu diffusion from CIGS into In$_x$S$_y$ was found. This is also the case for the as-grown $23 \, ^\circ\text{C}$ sample where such extended Cu diffusion seems to be unlikely owing to the low substrate temperature (this is the case even considering an effectively higher substrate temperature of about $60 \, ^\circ\text{C}$ due to influences from the In$_2$S$_3$ source in the vacuum chamber). Apparently, this Cu diffusion is not driven mainly by temperature, but induced by a gradient of the chemical potential between CIGS and In$_x$S$_y$. It seems as if, owing to the large number of vacancies in In$_x$S$_y$, a substantial amount of Cu always diffuses from CIGS into In$_x$S$_y$ during the In$_x$S$_y$ deposition process, independent of the deposition temperature or the deposition technique.

**Influence of air-annealing on powder-evaporated In$_x$S$_y$/CIGS interfaces**

For complete solar-cells with powder-evaporated In$_x$S$_y$ buffers deposited at substrate temperatures of $23 \, ^\circ\text{C}$, $200 \, ^\circ\text{C}$ and $300 \, ^\circ\text{C}$, air-annealing at $200 \, ^\circ\text{C}$ for several minutes leads to a strong Cu diffusion from CIGS into In$_x$S$_y$ and a significant Cu depletion on the CIGS side of the interface. Air-annealing may reduce the number of anion defects and induces the formation of a compositionally graded In$_x$S$_y$/CIGS interface. Similarly to ALD-In$_2$S$_3$ and sputtered In$_x$S$_y$ samples, a Cu-depleted and In-rich Cu-(In,Ga)-Se layer on the CIGS side of the interface may form, induced by the air-annealing, improving the band alignment between CIGS and In$_x$S$_y$ and thus the solar-cell performance.
Chapter 6

Interfacial phase formation between In\textsubscript{x}S\textsubscript{y} buffers and Cu(In,Ga)Se\textsubscript{2}

This chapter is in part based on the following publications:

- D. Abou-Ras, D. Rudmann, G. Kostorz, S. Spiering, M. Powalla, and A.N. Tiwari, "Microstructural and chemical studies of interfaces between Cu(In, Ga)Se\textsubscript{2} and In\textsubscript{2}S\textsubscript{3} layers", J. Appl. Phys. 97(8) no. 084908 (2005).

- D. Abou-Ras, G. Kostorz, A. Strohm, H.W. Schock, and A.N. Tiwari, "Interfacial layer formations between Cu(In, Ga)Se\textsubscript{2} and In\textsubscript{x}S\textsubscript{y} layers", J. Appl. Phys. 98(12) no. 123512 (2005).

For various In\textsubscript{x}S\textsubscript{y}-buffered CIGS thin-film solar cells, their efficiencies decrease gradually when the deposition temperature is above about 250 \textdegree C (Refs. [95, 106, 73, 118], and also Tables 5.3 and 5.5). This behavior is apparently independent of the deposition technique. In the following, beginning with In\textsubscript{x}S\textsubscript{y} evaporated from In\textsubscript{2}S\textsubscript{3} powder at 300 \textdegree C, possible reasons for this behavior will be given.

6.1 Phase identification

In contrast to the In\textsubscript{x}S\textsubscript{y} layers deposited by powder evaporation at 23 \textdegree C (shown in Fig. 5.23), for a corresponding film deposited at 300 \textdegree C, a layered structure is revealed (Fig. 6.1). The In\textsubscript{x}S\textsubscript{y} layer thickness is approximately 70 nm. The HR-TEM image of the In\textsubscript{x}S\textsubscript{y}/CIGS interface (Fig. 6.2) shows a large density of planar defects in the buffer layer. Since this layered structure is present everywhere in the buffer layer, the crystal structure seems to be completely different from the In\textsubscript{x}S\textsubscript{y}
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Figure 6.1: Bright-field transmission electron micrograph of a ZnO/In$_x$S$_y$/CIGS interface. This In$_x$S$_y$ layer was deposited at 300 °C by powder evaporation, and the completed cell was air-annealed at 200 °C for 30 min. The buffer has a layered structure.

crystal structures found in the 23 °C and 200 °C samples (Figs. 5.24, 5.25, and 5.26). Apparently, there is an orientation relationship between the CIGS $\{112\}$ planes and the layered structure in the buffer (Fig. 6.2).

By means of SAED (Fig. 6.2), the phase of the buffer layer deposited at 300 °C was identified as CuIn$_5$S$_8$, which is an $n$-type semiconductor with a direct band-gap energy of 1.5 eV [119]. Its spinel-type cubic crystal structure contains a large number of vacancies. The role of the band alignment between CIGS and CuIn$_5$S$_8$ is not yet clear; however, these vacancies and the defects of the CuIn$_5$S$_8$ layer mentioned above may both act as recombination centers at the $p$-$n$ junction of the solar cell. It is already known from studies on CuInS$_2$-based solar cells [120] that the electronic properties of the heterojunction deteriorate as soon as the CuIn$_5$S$_8$ phase segregates in the films. Thus, it may be assumed that a CuIn$_5$S$_8$ interfacial layer could be the reason for a severe deterioration of the photovoltaic properties (Table 5.5).

As for the powder-evaporated In$_x$S$_y$ layer deposited at 300 °C, a layered structure is visible in sputtered In$_x$S$_y$ deposited at 340 °C in the BF-TEM image of the ZnO/In$_x$S$_y$/CIGS cross-section (Fig. 5.19). The HR-TEM image of the In$_x$S$_y$/CIGS interface (Fig. 6.3) also shows a large density of planar defects in the buffer layer as well as an orientation relationship between the CIGS $\{112\}$ planes and the layered structure in the buffer. And just as for the powder-evaporated sample, the phase of the sputtered In$_x$S$_y$ buffer deposited at 340 °C was identified.

90
6.1. Phase identification

Figure 6.2: Left: High-resolution transmission electron micrograph of a powder-evaporated In$_x$S$_y$/CIGS interface. This In$_x$S$_y$ layer was deposited at 300 °C by powder evaporation, and the completed cell was air-annealed at 200 °C for 30 min. A large density of planar defects is revealed in the buffer layer. Right: Selected-area electron diffraction pattern from the interface shown in the high-resolution transmission electron micrograph. The structure of the buffer layer deposited at 300 °C was identified as that of CuIn$_5$S$_8$. The reflections related to CuIn$_5$S$_8$ are outlined by circles.

Figure 6.3: Left: High-resolution transmission electron micrograph of an In$_x$S$_y$/CIGS interface. This In$_x$S$_y$ layer was deposited at 340 °C by sputtering. A large density of planar defects is revealed in the buffer layer. Right: Selected-area electron diffraction pattern from the interface shown in the high-resolution transmission electron micrograph. The phase of the buffer layer deposited at 340 °C was identified as CuIn$_5$S$_8$. The reflections related to CuIn$_5$S$_8$ are outlined by circles.
by means of SAED as CuIn$_5$S$_8$ (Fig. 6.3).

Planarly strained layers similar to the CuIn$_5$S$_8$ layers shown in Figs. 6.2 and 6.3 have also been found at interfaces between CIGS and ALD-In$_2$S$_3$ deposited at a substrate temperature of 240 °C and between CIGS and In$_x$S$_y$ deposited by co-evaporation at 280 °C (Fig. 6.4). It is probable that also at these interfaces, CuIn$_5$S$_8$ formed, since the atomic planes in the intermediate layer for the ALD sample and those for the buffer layer in the co-evaporated sample (Fig. 6.4) exhibit similar interplanar distances as the CuIn$_5$S$_8$ layers identified in Figs. 6.2 and 6.3. Also, elemental distribution profiles across the ALD-In$_2$S$_3$/CIGS and co-evaporated In$_x$S$_y$/CIGS interfaces (Figs. 5.5 and 6.5) reveal similarities with those for CuIn$_5$S$_8$/CIGS interfaces (Figs. 5.22 and 5.28). Assuming a Cu:In ratio of 1 on the (not depleted) CIGS side of the interface and a In:S ratio of 5:8 on the buffer side of the interface, the Cu concentration in the co-evaporated In$_x$S$_y$ buffer can be estimated to about 11 at.% (Fig. 6.5).

Thus, it may be assumed that a CuIn$_5$S$_8$ layer forms at interfaces between CIGS and In$_x$S$_y$ deposited by any technique at substrate temperatures higher than about 250 °C. A possible, simple model for the CuIn$_5$S$_8$ formation will be given in the following section. It has to be pointed out that all measurements have been per-
6.2. Model for the CuIn$_5$S$_8$ formation

What is needed for the formation of CuIn$_5$S$_8$ during the deposition of In$_x$S$_y$ on CIGS? Obviously, Cu diffusion from CIGS into the buffer is one of these requirements. Cu diffusion is found for all In$_x$S$_y$/CIGS interfaces studied here, probably induced by a gradient of the chemical potential between In$_x$S$_y$ and CIGS, and intensified by the substrate temperature. The vacancies present in the various In$_x$S$_y$ phases may be partially responsible for this gradient of the chemical potential. Generally, Cu shows a high mobility and tends to diffuse from CIGS into diverse buffer materials, also, e.g., into CdS as shown in chapter 4.

The ternary Cu-In-S system with the existing binary and ternary phases, as well as a tentative quasi-binary phase diagram of Cu$_2$S-In$_2$S$_3$ (from Ref. [121]) are shown in Fig. 6.6. According to this phase diagram, CuIn$_5$S$_8$ may form already for very low Cu concentrations, in co-existence with the In$_3$S$_3$ phase. For samples with In$_x$S$_y$ buffers deposited by ALD, sputtering and powder evaporation, the Cu
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Figure 6.6: Left: The ternary Cu-In-S system with the existing binary and ternary phases, showing the binary join Cu$_2$S-In$_2$S$_3$ and the triangle Cu-Cu$_2$S-CuInSe$_2$. Right: Tentative diagram of the temperature-concentration relations along the join Cu$_2$S-In$_2$S$_3$ at moderate pressure(s) (from Ref. [121]).

concentration in In$_x$S$_y$ was always estimated to be quite large, about 5 - 11 at.% depending on the deposition temperature. However, a large Cu concentration in In$_x$S$_y$ does not seem to be sufficient for the formation of CuIn$_5$S$_8$. This phase could not be revealed by SAED or HR-TEM in any sample with an In$_x$S$_y$ buffer produced at temperatures up to about 230 °C (it has to be pointed out that the temperatures given here were measured by different methods in different laboratories, thus, these values have to be considered with care). Obviously, substrate temperatures above about 230 °C are another requirement for the formation of CuIn$_5$S$_8$, besides the Cu diffusion. From the results obtained in the present work, a temperature threshold of about 250 °C can be estimated which has to be overcome in order to form CuIn$_5$S$_8$. This value agrees well with results obtained by Adurodija et al. [122], who sulfurized Cu-In at various temperatures and found CuIn$_5$S$_8$ to form predominantly between 250 °C and 400 °C. Above 400 °C, CuIn$_2$S$_2$ was revealed as principal phase by these authors.

As mentioned above, CuIn$_5$S$_8$ exhibits a spinel-type cubic crystal structure, showing a large density of vacancies on the tetrahedral and octahedral cation sites [123]. The crystal structure of the mineral spinel, MgAl$_2$O$_4$, is shown in Fig. 6.7. The tetrahedral sites, occupied by Mg, and the octahedral sites, occupied by Al, are
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Figure 6.7: The crystal structure of the mineral spinel, MgAl$_2$O$_4$. Mg atoms reside on tetrahedral, Al atoms on octahedral sites. Oxygen atoms occupy the edges of the cubic crystal structure (by courtesy of I. Hartenbach, Institut für Anorganische Chemie, Universität Stuttgart, Germany).

highlighted. The lattice constant $a$ of the CuIn$_5$S$_8$ cubic structure is $a = 10.69$ Å [124], almost identical to that of the cubic, vacancy-defective spinel-type In$_{2.8}$S$_4$ ($a = 10.73$ Å [125]), an In$_x$S$_y$ phase stable at room temperature [72]. According to Ohmuro et al. [126], the In$_{2.8}$S$_4$ (or In$_2$S$_3$, as called by these authors) crystal structure exhibits in average $\frac{8}{3}$ vacancies per unit cell on the tetrahedral sites of the lattice, which may be occupied by Cu in order to form the stoichiometric spinel-type CuIn$_5$S$_8$. Phase transformation between CuIn$_5$S$_8$ and In$_{2.8}$S$_4$ is facilitated by the similarity of the crystal structures. In addition, the crystal structures of all known In$_x$S$_y$ modifications as well as those of monoclinic In$_6$S$_7$ and orthorhombic InS (summarized in Table 6.1) show similarities since phase transformations between these structures are simply based on ordering or disordering in the defective spinel structures [72]. i.e., the crystal structures of these In$_x$S$_y$ phases are all similar to the cubic CuIn$_5$S$_8$ structure, even though not as plainly as for cubic In$_{2.8}$S$_4$.

As revealed by the XRD measurements of sputtered In$_x$S$_y$ layers (Fig. 5.16), a layer deposited at 340 °C exhibited tetragonal $\beta$-In$_2$S$_3$, cubic $\alpha$-In$_2$S$_3$ and orthorhombic InS crystal structures. $\beta$-In$_2$S$_3$ and cubic $\alpha$-In$_2$S$_3$ show preferential growth in [103] and [111] directions. It is interesting to note that the interplanar distances $d_{206}$ of $\beta$-In$_2$S$_3$ (3.11 Å), $d_{111}$ of $\alpha$-In$_2$S$_3$ (3.10 Å) and $d_{222}$ of CuIn$_5$S$_8$ (3.08 Å) are similar.

$^1$In$_{2.8}$S$_4$ is sometimes (e.g., [98]) also referred to as $\alpha$-In$_2$S$_3$
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Table 6.1: The crystal structures of CuIn$_5$S$_8$ and various In$_x$S$_y$ phases existing according to the equilibrium In-S phase diagram [72] for sulfur concentrations ranging from 49 to 70 at.% and temperatures up to 450 °C. The In$_x$S$_y$ phases are listed with decreasing sulfur concentration.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Phase</th>
<th>Crystal structure</th>
<th>lattice constants</th>
<th>Comments</th>
<th>References</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>CuIn$_5$S$_8$</td>
<td>cubic</td>
<td>$a = 10.69 \text{ Å}$</td>
<td>-</td>
<td>[124]</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>In$_2$S$_4$</td>
<td>cubic</td>
<td>$a = 10.73 \text{ Å}$</td>
<td>at temperatures above 414 °C also named α-In$_2$S$_3$</td>
<td>[125]</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>α-In$_2$S$_3$</td>
<td>cubic</td>
<td>$a = 5.37 \text{ Å}$</td>
<td>stable between 414 and 750 °C</td>
<td>[72, 98]</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>β-In$_2$S$_3$</td>
<td>tetragonal</td>
<td>$a = 7.62 \text{ Å}$, $c = 32.4 \text{ Å}$</td>
<td>-</td>
<td>[98]</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>In$_6$S$_7$</td>
<td>monoclinic</td>
<td>$a = 9.08 \text{ Å}$, $b = 3.89 \text{ Å}$, $c = 17.2 \text{ Å}$, $\alpha = 90^\circ$, $\beta = 101.9^\circ$, $\gamma = 90^\circ$</td>
<td>-</td>
<td>[108]</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>InS</td>
<td>orthorhombic</td>
<td>$a = 3.93 \text{ Å}$, $b = 4.43 \text{ Å}$, $c = 10.6$</td>
<td>-</td>
<td>[108]</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

To each other. Also, $d_{206}$ of β-In$_2$S$_3$ is again similar to both, $d_{112}$ of CuGaSe$_2$ (3.21 Å [127]) and $d_{112}$ of CuInSe$_2$ (3.34 Å [90]). As shown by the results presented in Figs. 5.3 and 5.4 orientation relationships between CIGS {112} and β-In$_2$S$_3$ {103} planes were found for ALD-In$_2$S$_3$ samples, and between CIGS {112} and CuIn$_5$S$_8$ {111} planes for powder-evaporated and sputtered In$_x$S$_y$ samples (Figs. 6.2 and 6.3). These similarities in crystal structure may facilitate CuIn$_5$S$_8$ formation when sputtered In$_x$S$_y$ is deposited on CIGS at 340 °C.

At least partial texture in [103] for the β-phase or in [111] orientation for the α-phase at temperatures above 250 °C have been reported for In$_2$S$_3$ thin-films deposited by various techniques other than sputtering, e.g., evaporation from In and S powders [128], ALD [111], and spray pyrolysis [129]. Thus, it may be concluded that for In$_x$S$_y$ layers deposited by any technique, the In$_x$S$_y$ phases present in these layers exhibit crystal structures which may be easily transformed into cubic CuIn$_5$S$_8$, provided Cu is present to a sufficient extent and the energy introduced by the substrate temperature is larger than the activation energy of the CuIn$_5$S$_8$ formation.
Based on the considerations above, the following model for the CuIn$_5$S$_8$ formation during the In$_x$S$_y$ deposition on CIGS absorbers at temperatures above 250 °C can be drawn. In the early stages of the In$_x$S$_y$ buffer deposition, In and S atoms or molecules arrive on the CIGS surface. Ordering of these atoms or molecules occurs according to the surface energy available. Na, oxygen and hydroxides may be present on the CIGS surface prior to the In$_x$S$_y$ deposition. These impurities may be present in In$_x$S$_y$ to small extents. After several monolayers of In$_x$S$_y$ have formed, a gradient of the chemical potential between CIGS and In$_x$S$_y$ develops which induces the diffusion of Cu (and Ga to a small extent) from CIGS into In$_x$S$_y$. Probably, Cu (and Ga) vacancies in the CIGS lattice can be occupied by In diffusing from In$_x$S$_y$ into CIGS. A Cu-depleted and In-enriched layer forms on the CIGS side of the interface. In the In$_x$S$_y$ layer, Cu occupies In sites and vacancies. Various In$_x$S$_y$ phases may be present in this layer, and their crystal structures are not changed by the incorporation of Cu as long as the substrate temperature during the In$_x$S$_y$ deposition does not exceed a certain threshold (which is assumed to be about 250 °C). If sufficient thermal energy is provided, a phase transformation from Cu-doped In$_x$S$_y$ to CuIn$_5$S$_8$ occurs. This phase transformation is facilitated by the fact that the crystal structures of various In$_x$S$_y$ phases are similar to that of the cubic CuIn$_5$S$_8$ phase, and probably most easily induced for Cu-doped In$_{2.8}$S$_4$, owing to the almost identical crystal structure. Apparently, there is a large lattice mismatch between CIGS and CuIn$_5$S$_8$ atomic planes. E.g., the difference between $d_{222} = 3.08$ Å for CuIn$_5$S$_8$ and $d_{112} = 3.34$ Å for CuInSe$_2$ indicates a mismatch of about 8%. As a consequence, planar strains are revealed in the CuIn$_5$S$_8$ layer, visible by a high density of defects (Figs. 6.2, 6.3 and 6.4), which arises from the compensation of the lattice mismatch. Similar planar defects were found at a PVD-CdS/CIGS interface (Fig. 4.6); these planar defects probably also arise from a substantial lattice mismatch between CIGS and PVD-CdS atomic planes. However, in contrast to PVD-CdS, the crystal structure of CuIn$_5$S$_8$ was reported to exhibit a large number of vacancies. These vacancies and planar defects at the interface to CIGS may enhance recombination of the generated charges. For substrate temperatures slightly above the threshold temperature of the CuIn$_5$S$_8$ formation, the amount of Cu diffused from CIGS into the growing In$_x$S$_y$ layer may not be sufficient for the transformation of the complete Cu-doped In$_x$S$_y$ layer into CuIn$_5$S$_8$. This seems to be the case for the ALD-In$_2$S$_3$ layer grown at 240 °C (Fig. 5.4). As revealed by comparison of the linear distribution profiles across the CIGS/In$_2$S$_3$ interface of this sample (Fig. 5.5) with those of samples where In$_x$S$_y$ was deposited at temperatures higher than 240 °C (by sputtering at 340 °C, Fig. 5.22 and by co-evaporation at 280 °C, Fig. 6.5), the concentration of Cu in the buffer is considerably lower for the ALD sample produced at 240 °C. Therefore, CuIn$_5$S$_8$ may form only as intermediate layer between CIGS and In$_2$S$_3$.
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(or more generally In$_x$S$_y$) for substrate temperatures slightly above the threshold temperature of the CuIn$_5$S$_8$ formation. Only for still higher temperatures, sufficient amounts of Cu are provided in order to transform the complete Cu-doped In$_x$S$_y$ layer into CuIn$_5$S$_8$.

This model presented above is summarized in Fig. 6.8.

Figure 6.8: Schematics of the formation of Cu-doped In$_x$S$_y$ and CuIn$_5$S$_8$ during the deposition of In$_x$S$_y$ by any technique on CIGS. 1. During the initial stage of the In$_x$S$_y$ deposition, Na as well as oxide and hydroxide phases are present on the Cu-depleted CIGS surface (vacancies are indicated by filled circles). 2. When In$_x$S$_y$ has formed with a certain layer thickness, Cu, Ga and Na diffuse from CIGS into In$_x$S$_y$, occupying In sites and vacancies. From In$_x$S$_y$, In diffuses into CIGS, occupying Cu and Ga vacancies. 3. A Cu-depleted, In-enriched layer forms between CIGS and Cu-doped In$_x$S$_y$ (which is also Na- and Ga-doped to a smaller extent). The thickness of this intermediate layer increases with increasing substrate temperature. 4. Above a certain temperature threshold, CuIn$_5$S$_8$ forms from In$_x$S$_y$:Cu, first as intermediate layer between the Cu-depleted CIGS and the remaining In$_x$S$_y$:Cu, with further increasing temperature completely replacing In$_x$S$_y$:Cu.
Chapter 7

MoSe$_2$ as buffer-layer material in Cu(In,Ga)Se$_2$ solar cells

This chapter is based on the following publications:


7.1 Background

As introduced in section 1.4, a profound understanding of the reaction kinetics of the MoSe$_2$ formation is vital for the development of low resistance electrical back contacts for high efficiency CIGS solar cells. The possible application of MoSe$_2$ as a buffer layer may be demonstrated by considering as an example the interface between the CIGS absorber and a transparent conductive oxide (TCO) as back contact.

TCO may be applied as back-contact material in order to develop multi-junction tandem solar cells which require suitable semi-transparent "bi-facial" cells. Haug et al. [131] assessed various TCOs and suggested that indium tin oxide (ITO) and SnO$_x$:F can be used to form a quasi-ohmic contact with CIGS, since the CIGS
layers grown on these TCOs showed somewhat non-rectifying $I-V$ characteristics. One approach is to apply a TCO layer as a back contact directly to the CIGS absorber. Efficiencies of up to 14.9% have been reported for solar cells with ITO back contact \[132\]. However, it was shown that the efficiency depends crucially on the CIGS deposition recipe \[132\], and also that Ga$_2$O$_3$ formation between CIGS and ITO deteriorates the current transport \[133\]. In addition, Terheggen et al. \[134\] identified the formation of Ga$_2$O$_3$ between ZnO:Al and CIGS.

A second, more convenient approach in order to obtain the flexibility to use any CIGS growth recipe is to find a suitable buffer layer between CIGS and TCO. To achieve this, the capability of the MoSe\(_2\) layer of providing low resistance quasi-ohmic contact on alternative back contact materials can be exploited. A very thin MoSe\(_2\) layer may be grown on the TCO back contact, e.g., on an ITO layer, acting as a tunnelling quasi-ohmic contact. Thus, the ohmic contact formation is independent of the CIGS deposition recipe, and in addition, the MoSe\(_2\) layer acts as a buffer between ITO and CIGS, preventing gallium oxide formation at the ITO/CIGS interface.

In this chapter, an investigation of the reaction kinetics of the MoSe\(_2\) formation as well as chemical and structural properties of MoSe\(_2\) layers obtained by direct selenization of Mo with Se vapor under various conditions will be presented, in order to define optimum parameters for the growth of a MoSe\(_2\) buffer on any metal/semimetal back contact.

### 7.2 The MoSe\(_2\) growth

In the present section, all MoSe\(_2\) layers were obtained by selenizing Mo/Si substrates using method (i) (section 2.2.5). This selenization method with high Se source temperature was chosen, since it resulted in sufficiently large MoSe\(_2\) thicknesses in order to obtain reduced errors of their measurements.

#### 7.2.1 Identification of the Mo-Se phase

Since separate XRD, SAED, HRTEM or EDX measurements delivered ambiguous results on the identification of the Mo-Se compound as MoSe\(_2\), all of the measurements presented in this subsection were performed on the same Mo layer selenized at 580 °C and a non-selenized Mo layer as a reference. Therefore, a Mo layer about 175 nm thick was deposited on a Si wafer. Samples were cut from this wafer and selenized for various durations at 580 °C. The thicknesses of the MoSe\(_2\) layers formed on Mo were determined by means of RBS.
Fig. 7.1a shows the RBS pattern obtained for a Mo/Si substrate selenized for 60 min at 580 °C. The simulated Mo layer thickness of 115 nm and the MoSe$_2$ layer thickness of 300 nm are confirmed by the BF-TEM image (Fig. 7.1b). The original Mo layer thickness was approximately 175 nm. The thickness of 300 nm for MoSe$_2$ formed from about 60 nm Mo corresponds to the change in molar density (see Fig. 7.2). The hexagonal structure of MoSe$_2$ with $a = 0.328$ nm and $c = 1.29$ nm consists of Se-Mo-Se sheaths perpendicular to the c-axis (Fig. 7.3).

Figure 7.1: (a) Rutherford backscattering spectrum of a selenized Mo layer on Si, and its simulation obtained by the RUMP software. (b) Bright-field transmission electron micrograph of the Si/Mo/MoSe$_2$ interface; the dashed line gives the position of the Mo surface prior to the selenization process.

The XRD measurements (Fig. 7.4a) indicate that the sputtered Mo layer shows a cubic crystal structure with a preferential growth orientation in [110]. From the selenized Mo substrate, two peaks were obtained, 10.0 and 11.0, which correspond to hexagonal MoSe$_2$ and to no other Mo-Se compound (powder XRD patterns of several Mo-Se compounds were simulated and compared with the measurement). The fact that there are only two peaks in the XRD pattern indicates also that the Mo-Se compound has a preferential orientation with respect to the Mo substrate, and in the case of MoSe$_2$ that the average orientation of the c-axis would be parallel to the Mo surface.

The SAED pattern in Fig. 7.4b was obtained from the sample shown in Fig.
Figure 7.2: The molar density of Mo is much larger in the bcc crystal structure of elemental Mo than in the hexagonal MoSe$_2$ crystal structure.

Figure 7.3: The hexagonal crystal structure of the 2H-MoSe$_2$ phase. Its Se-Mo-Se sheaths are oriented perpendicular to the c-axis. The Mo atoms exhibit tetrahedral coordinations (the tetrahedra are indicated by dotted lines).
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Figure 7.4: (a) X-ray diffraction pattern of a Mo layer on Si and a selenized sample; the 110 peak of Mo and the 10.0 and 11.0 peaks of MoSe$_2$ are visible. (b) Electron diffraction pattern of the cross-section sample shown in Fig. 7.1b: 00.2 and 00.4 reflections as well as 10.0 and 11.0 rings of MoSe$_2$ are visible.

7.1b, i.e., a cross-section sample of the Mo/Mo-Se compound interface. Since only planes parallel to the incident electron beam produce reflections on the SAED pattern, the fact that 00.2 and 00.4 reflections of MoSe$_2$ are visible and that there are 10.0 and 11.0 rings, indicates again that the Mo-Se compound is most probably MoSe$_2$, and that in this case the average orientation of the c-axis is parallel to the Mo surface.

Finally, the Mo/Mo-Se interface was investigated by HR-TEM (Fig. 7.5a). The Mo-Se compound in this figure can be identified as MoSe$_2$ since the measured distance between every second layer in the magnified section, 1.35 nm, compares well with the lattice constant $c = 1.29$ nm of the MoSe$_2$ hexagonal structure [135]. The MoSe$_2$ layer shows the c-axis parallel to the Mo surface, as suggested by the XRD and the SAED measurements. By means of an EDX line scan across the Mo/Mo-Se compound interface (Fig. 7.5b), the Mo-Se compound was also identified as MoSe$_2$ in the Mo-Se region: the Se signal is twice as large as the Mo signal. It is possible to relate the signal ratio of the two elements to their concentration ratio, since the interaction cross-sections of the electrons with both elements are quite similar.

7.2.2 Reaction kinetics of the MoSe$_2$ formation

For Mo substrates selenized at a temperature of 580 °C, which provided sufficient MoSe$_2$ layer thicknesses, and in the case where the c-axis of the MoSe$_2$ layer is parallel to the Mo surface, the diffusion length of the Se through the already formed MoSe$_2$ layer can be deduced from the MoSe$_2$ thickness ($d$) dependence on
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Figure 7.5: (a) High-resolution transmission electron micrograph of the Mo/MoSe$_2$ interface; in the magnified part, the distance of the layers corresponds to the \(c\)-value of the hexagonal MoSe$_2$ crystal structure. (b) Line scan obtained by energy-dispersive x-ray spectrometry applied on the cross-section sample shown in Fig. 7.1 on the MoSe$_2$ side of the interface, the Se signal is twice as large as the Mo signal.

the selenization duration (\(t_{\text{sel}}\)), assuming always equilibrium Se concentration at the surface. According to the results from RBS, BF-TEM and EDX, a MoSe$_2$ layer with homogeneous composition and uniform layer thickness is formed. This implies that there is a stable reaction front between the MoSe$_2$ and the Mo layer, moving at a speed controlled by the diffusion of Se in MoSe$_2$. The diffusion constant \(D\) of Se in MoSe$_2$ may thus be estimated from

\[
<d^2> = 2D t_{\text{sel}}
\]

(7.1)

where \(<d^2>\) is the mean value of the square of diffusion length given by the MoSe$_2$ layer thickness and \(t_{\text{sel}}\) is the selenization duration. In Fig. 7.6 the MoSe$_2$ thickness (\(d\)) is plotted versus the selenization duration (\(t_{\text{sel}}\)) for a substrate temperature of 580 °C. The measured values agree well with the dashed curve which gives the \(d(t_{\text{sel}})\) square root dependence with \(D = 5 \times 10^{-14}\) cm$^2$/s. Such a parabolic behavior for the MoSe$_2$ growth by selenization of Mo precursors was also found by other authors (e.g., [136, 137]).

Unfortunately, the selenization duration is not precisely known owing to low heating and cooling rates, and also the error of the temperature measurement is ap-
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Figure 7.6: The MoSe$_2$ layer thickness $x$ versus the selenization duration $t_{\text{sel}}$, obtained at a substrate temperature of 580 °C; the dashed curve gives the $d(t_{\text{sel}})$ square root dependence with $D = 5 \times 10^{-14}$ cm$^2$/s. Owing to the uncertainty of the temperature measurement, only an estimate of the diffusion constant was possible.

proximately ±10 K. These sources of error contribute to an error of the MoSe$_2$ layer thickness of about 40 nm for a substrate temperature of about 580 °C (see section 7.3.1). Nevertheless, the diffusion constant of Se in MoSe$_2$ at 580 °C can be estimated to be in the range of $10^{-14}$-$10^{-13}$ cm$^2$/s.

7.2.3 Influence of the $c$-axis orientation on the MoSe$_2$ growth kinetics and on its mechanical and electrical properties

For further considerations of the MoSe$_2$ growth and influences thereon by various parameters, the procedure of the MoSe$_2$ formation by selenization of Mo precursors will be described. When Se atoms or molecules arrive on the Mo surface they react with Mo to form a Mo-Se compound. In polycrystalline Mo layers, Se reacts with Mo not only on the Mo surface but diffuses also into grain boundaries, forming MoSe$_2$ there (Fig. 7.7). It is important to note that the deposition of Se on Mo implies a reaction of both elements, thus, the growth rate of the Mo-Se compound may at least partly be determined by the reaction kinetics. According to the equilibrium phase diagram of the Mo-Se system [138], only two stable Mo-Se compounds exist: MoSe$_2$ and Mo$_3$Se$_4$. If excess supply of Se is given during the selenization, generally, only MoSe$_2$ as reaction product is found, as, e.g., by Dutrizac et al. [136] who studied the reaction of Se vapor with molybdenum metal
Figure 7.7: Polycrystalline Mo layer, selenized at 580 °C for 60 min. MoSe$_2$ formed not only on the Mo surface, but also at grain boundaries.

at temperatures ranging from 430 to 562 °C. When Se is available only at limited concentrations, predominantly Mo$_3$Se$_4$ forms [139].

An important issue for the MoSe$_2$ growth is the MoSe$_2$ c-axis orientation (i.e., the orientation of the Se-Mo-Se sheaths, Fig. 7.3) with respect to the Mo surface. Several authors have reported different c-axis orientations for different growth conditions (e.g., [140]). I.e., the c-axis may be oriented in average parallel (as shown in Fig 7.5a) or perpendicular to the Mo surface. When a MoSe$_2$ layer with a certain thickness has already formed on Mo, Se atoms or molecules have to diffuse through this MoSe$_2$ layer to the MoSe$_2$/Mo interface in order to contribute to further MoSe$_2$ growth. In case of MoSe$_2$, its crystal structure has a strong influence on the diffusion of Se; obviously, its diffusion is facilitated when the Se-Mo-Se sheaths are oriented perpendicular, i.e., when the MoSe$_2$ c-axis is oriented parallel to the Mo surface (as already mentioned in section 7.2.2), since Se atoms or molecules may diffuse through the channels of the MoSe$_2$ crystal structure to the MoSe$_2$/Mo interface. For a c-axis orientation perpendicular (i.e., the Se-Mo-Se sheaths are oriented parallel) to the Mo surface, the Se diffusion through MoSe$_2$ is impeded (see Fig. 7.8). Depending on the substrate temperature during selenization, Se atoms or molecules may be re-evaporated from the surface before they are able to diffuse into the MoSe$_2$ layer. As will be shown further below, this behavior leads to a self-limiting process where the MoSe$_2$ thickness achievable under certain growth conditions is limited by the diffusion rate of Se through the MoSe$_2$ layer.
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Apart from the MoSe$_2$ growth kinetics, the $c$-axis orientation affects also mechanical and electrical properties of the MoSe$_2$, e.g., when this layer is applied as buffer between CIGS and any back contact. Along the $c$-axis, van-der-Waals bonding is found between the Se-Mo-Se sheaths (Fig. 7.2), whereas perpendicular to the $c$-axis, parallel to the basal planes of the hexagonal MoSe$_2$ structure, the bonding is of covalent type. I.e., the adhesion is deteriorated when MoSe$_2$ forms with a $c$-axis in average perpendicular to the Mo surface. This may lead to delamination between Mo/MoSe$_2$ and CIGS, as it often occurs when mechanical stress is applied on a SLG/Mo/MoSe$_2$/CIGS stack. Mechanical stress is unavoidable, e.g., in the frame of specimen preparation for TEM (see section 3.1.1).

For hexagonal MoS$_2$ single crystals, Evans et al. [141] found that the conductivity perpendicular to the $c$-axis is larger by two orders of magnitude than parallel to the $c$-axis. El-Mahalawy et al. [142] suggested that a similar electrical property can be assumed for MoSe$_2$, since the 2H-MoS$_2$ crystal structure is similar to that of hexagonal MoSe$_2$. Thus, the conductivity across a MoSe$_2$ layer is considerably affected by its average $c$-axis orientation.

As an example, an interface between CIGS deposited at 580 °C and Mo is shown in Fig. 7.9. A MoSe$_2$ intermediate layer is revealed (formed during the deposition of CIGS) with its Se-Mo-Se sheaths oriented preferentially parallel to the Mo surface. In the example shown, the preferential orientation of the MoSe$_2$ layer to the Mo surface does not provide a good adhesion and electrical contact of the CIGS/MoSe$_2$/Mo interface. However, the role of a MoSe$_2$ buffer layer between CIGS and any back contact is to act as a quasi-ohmic tunnel junction (see section 1.4). Therefore, the MoSe$_2$ layer should exhibit a thickness sufficiently small for tunnelling. In order to achieve an optimum electronic junction between CIGS...
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![Figure 7.9: Bright-field transmission electron micrograph of the Mo/MoSe$_2$/CIGS interface, showing that the sheets of the layered MoSe$_2$ structure are oriented preferentially parallel to the Mo surface.](image)

...an the back contact, and hence a good solar-cell performance, an intermediate MoSe$_2$ layer with as c-axis oriented perpendicular to the Mo surface and a thickness limited by the reduced Se diffusion through MoSe$_2$ may be more desirable than a MoSe$_2$ layer with a c-axis oriented parallel to the Mo surface leading to a considerably large MoSe$_2$ thickness.

### 7.3 Influences of various parameters on the MoSe$_2$ formation

As outlined in the previous section, it is important to identify and control those parameters which are responsible for a MoSe$_2$ growth with the c-axis oriented parallel to the Mo surface. It was reported that various parameters may affect the MoSe$_2$ growth. Nishiwaki et al. [140] showed that the MoSe$_2$ formation and c-axis orientation depend on the state of Mo prior to selenization and on the medium of selenization - pure Se vapor or Se mixed with In- and Cu-species can make a difference. Palm et al. [68] pointed out that the oxygen concentration in Mo prior to selenization has a considerable impact on the MoSe$_2$ formation. In the present section, the effects of the Se source temperature, the substrate temperature, the Mo orientation and the Na concentration will be reported. Fundamental experiments...
were conducted where Mo-coated Si wafers were selenized under these various conditions. Compared with glass substrates, Si provides an easier evaluation of the MoSe$_2$ layer properties and avoids substrate related ambiguities. The samples selenized and measured by RBS, ERDA, XRD and TEM are listed in Table 7.1.

7.3.1 MoSe$_2$ orientations at substrate temperatures of 450 °C and 580 °C

All Mo/Si substrates presented in this subsection were selenized by use of method (i) (section 2.2.5). Fig. 7.10 shows the temperature dependence of the MoSe$_2$ layer thickness. A selenization duration of 40 min was chosen to achieve relatively large MoSe$_2$ layer thicknesses. For substrate temperatures lower than about 550 °C, the MoSe$_2$ layers reach a rather small thickness of about 10-30 nm, whereas the MoSe$_2$ layer thickness increases strongly for substrate temperatures higher than about 550 °C. It appears that for these two temperature ranges (below and above about 550 °C), different processes dominate the MoSe$_2$ growth. Assuming the rates of these processes proportional to differences in thickness $d$, the activation energies can be estimated to be about 0.4 eV for the dominating process below 550 °C and 2.5 eV for the dominating process above 550 °C.

For a sample with MoSe$_2$ produced at 580 °C, the XRD measurements (Fig. 7.4a)
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Table 7.1: Selenization conditions, MoSe$_2$ thicknesses and c-axis orientations with respect to the Mo surface of samples studied by RBS, ERDA, XRD and TEM. The MoSe$_2$ thicknesses were determined by means of RBS and ERDA, the MoSe$_2$ c-axis orientations by means of XRD and TEM. Those orientations which were not confirmed by XRD or TEM measurements are indicated by question marks.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Sample</th>
<th>Duration (min)</th>
<th>Method</th>
<th>MoSe$_2$ thickness</th>
<th>c-axis orientation</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Mo single crystal, 100, selenized at 580 °C</td>
<td>120 (i)</td>
<td></td>
<td>1500</td>
<td>parallel</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Mo single crystal, 110, selenized at 580 °C</td>
<td>120 (i)</td>
<td></td>
<td>1700</td>
<td>parallel</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Mo single crystal, 111, selenized at 580 °C</td>
<td>120 (i)</td>
<td></td>
<td>1300</td>
<td>parallel</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Mo/Si, selenized at 580 °C</td>
<td>180 (i)</td>
<td></td>
<td>516</td>
<td>parallel</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Mo/Si, selenized at 580 °C</td>
<td>60 (i)</td>
<td></td>
<td>300</td>
<td>parallel</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Mo/Si, selenized at 580 °C</td>
<td>60 (ii)</td>
<td></td>
<td>18</td>
<td>perpendicular?</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Mo/5nm NaF/Si, selenized at 580 °C</td>
<td>60 (ii)</td>
<td></td>
<td>18</td>
<td>perpendicular?</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Mo/10nm NaF/Si, selenized at 580 °C</td>
<td>60 (ii)</td>
<td></td>
<td>18</td>
<td>perpendicular</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Mo/15nm NaF/Si, selenized at 580 °C</td>
<td>60 (ii)</td>
<td></td>
<td>18</td>
<td>perpendicular?</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Mo/Si, selenized at 450 °C</td>
<td>60 (i)</td>
<td></td>
<td>10</td>
<td>perpendicular</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Mo/Si, selenized at 450 °C</td>
<td>60 (ii)</td>
<td></td>
<td>5</td>
<td>perpendicular</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Mo/5nm NaF/Si, selenized at 450 °C</td>
<td>60 (ii)</td>
<td></td>
<td>11</td>
<td>perpendicular?</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Mo/10nm NaF/Si, selenized at 450 °C</td>
<td>60 (ii)</td>
<td></td>
<td>21</td>
<td>perpendicular?</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Mo/15nm NaF/Si, selenized at 450 °C</td>
<td>60 (ii)</td>
<td></td>
<td>21</td>
<td>perpendicular</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
show some texture of both the Mo and the MoSe$_2$ layers, indicating at least partial epitaxial growth of both layers in the present samples (on Si substrate). With increasing temperature, the different thermal expansions of Mo and MoSe$_2$ probably lead to a change in the lattice mismatch and thus a change of the preferred c-axis orientation. For a substrate temperature of 450 °C, selenization for 10, 20, 30, 40 and 60 min always resulted in the same MoSe$_2$ layer thickness of about 10 nm. This indicates that the c-axis orientation of the MoSe$_2$ layer might be perpendicular to the Mo substrate for a substrate temperature of 450 °C, and thus the MoSe$_2$ growth rate is very small owing to the small diffusion rates of Se through the MoSe$_2$ layer.

It has been shown that selenization of Mo at 580 °C results in a MoSe$_2$ orientation with the c-axis parallel to the Mo surface (Fig. 7.5a). Fig. 7.11a shows the BF-TEM image of the interface between MoSe$_2$ formed at 450 °C and Mo. The layered structure of the MoSe$_2$ covers the Mo substrate uniformly and has a thickness of about 10 nm. The Se-Mo-Se sheaths of the layered structure are oriented preferentially parallel to the Mo surface. The HR-TEM image of this MoSe$_2$/Mo interface (Fig. 7.11b) shows that the measured distance between every second sheath of the MoSe$_2$ layer, 1.29 nm, agrees well with the lattice constant $c$ of the hexagonal 2H-MoSe$_2$ structure, $c = 1.29$ nm [135]. Direct comparison of

Figure 7.11: (a) Bright-field transmission electron micrograph of the interface between MoSe$_2$ formed at 450 °C and Mo. (b) High-resolution transmission electron micrograph of the same interface. (c) High-resolution transmission electron micrograph of the interface between MoSe$_2$ formed at 580 °C and Mo (the same sample as shown in Fig. 7.5a).
the orientations of the \( c \)-axes of MoSe\(_2\) layers grown at 450 °C (Figs. 7.11a and b) and at 580 °C (Fig. 7.11c, the same sample as shown in Fig. 7.11a) reveals a change from perpendicular to parallel with respect to the Mo surface.

Mallouky et al. [143] found that also for sputtered MoSe\(_2\), the \( c \)-axis orientation depends on the substrate temperature: for lower substrate temperatures, the \( c \)-axis was perpendicular, for higher ones it was parallel to the substrate. Even if those MoSe\(_2\) layers were formed by dc diode sputtering and not by selenization of Mo substrates, a similar temperature behavior may be assumed also for these sputtered MoSe\(_2\) films.

Nishiwaki et al. [140] deposited CIGS on Mo/SLG substrates at various temperatures and found that the thickness of the intermediate MoSe\(_2\) layer formed between CIGS and Mo increased with increasing substrate temperature, particularly gradually for temperatures above 550 °C (similarly to the behavior shown in Fig. 7.10). These results may indicate that the change in orientation found for the MoSe\(_2\)/Mo/Si samples also occurs for CIGS/MoSe\(_2\)/Mo/SLG stacks, i.e., for CIGS solar cells.

### 7.3.2 Dependence on the Mo orientation

The XRD patterns of the Mo single crystals (oriented in [100], [110] and [111]) selenized at 580 °C (Fig. 7.12) reveal a pronounced texture of MoSe\(_2\) in [11.0]. Also, it is clear from these measurements that the MoSe\(_2\) orientation is independent from the orientation of the Mo single crystals. To understand this, it has to be considered that the MoSe\(_2\) growth is based on a reaction of Se with Mo, rather than a deposition of Se atoms or molecules on the Mo surface. Thus, the Mo orientation needs not to influence the MoSe\(_2\) texture. The RBS measurements of these samples show a very thick MoSe\(_2\) layer on top of the single-crystalline Mo substrates (see Table 7.1). The MoSe\(_2\) thicknesses are between 1.3 and 1.7 µm. On the contrary, for polycrystalline Mo, the selenization at 580 °C for 3 h using method (i) (section 2.2.5) led to a MoSe\(_2\) thickness of about 500 nm (see Table 7.1). Fig. 7.13a shows a HR-TEM micrograph of oriented MoSe\(_2\) sheaths, grown on single crystal Mo with [110] orientation, which have a much more pronounced preferential orientation than those of the MoSe\(_2\) grown on polycrystalline Mo shown in Figs. 7.5a and 7.11. Considering the very small grain sizes of polycrystalline Mo (several nm), its surface roughness can be assumed to be much larger than that of Mo single crystals. This increased surface roughness may result in a less pronounced MoSe\(_2\) texture with the \( c \)-axis parallel to the Mo surface, thus reducing the Se diffusion through the layered MoSe\(_2\) structure and leading to smaller MoSe\(_2\) thicknesses. The interface between the MoSe\(_2\) and the single crystal Mo is abrupt, as revealed by the HR-TEM micrograph shown in Fig. 7.13b.
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Figure 7.12: X-ray diffraction patterns of Mo single crystals selenized at 580 °C; these patterns reveal a pronounced orientation of MoSe$_2$ in [11.0], irrespective of the Mo orientations. The peaks from MoSe$_2$ are marked with stars.

Figure 7.13: (a) High-resolution transmission electron micrograph of a MoSe$_2$ layer formed at 580 °C on single crystal Mo; the preferred orientation of the MoSe$_2$ layer is much more pronounced than that of MoSe$_2$ grown on polycrystalline Mo under the same conditions. The arrow indicates the direction to the interface, its orientation is given by the bar (b) High-resolution transmission electron micrograph of the interface between MoSe$_2$ and Mo oriented in [110]; the interface is indicated by a dashed line.
7.3.3 Effect of Na

As already mentioned in sections 1.5 and 5.2.2, Na affects the growth of several layers in CIGS solar cells and thus also the solar-cell performance. Considering the importance of the MoSe$_2$ layer and of its orientation, it is interesting to reveal whether Na has any impact on the MoSe$_2$ growth. While the selenization experiments for the previous sections was conducted by use of method (i), for the effect of Na, a selenization method with a considerably lower background pressure and also lower Se source temperature was chosen (method (ii), section 2.2.5). Thus, similar conditions as for the CIGS deposition in an MBE machine were obtained. The considerably smaller thickness of MoSe$_2$ layers in Mo/Si stacks selenized at 580 °C using method (ii) (see Table 7.1) may be traced back to the substantially lower Se source temperature in this process (section 2.2.5).

The RBS measurements reveal that for the Si/Mo and Si/NaF/Mo stacks selenized at 580 °C, the MoSe$_2$ thicknesses are considerably larger for the Na-free samples (see Table 7.1). The XRD patterns in Figs. 7.14a and b show the only peaks which can be related to MoSe$_2$ and indicate that the preferential growth of MoSe$_2$ in [10.0] and [11.0] is suppressed when Na is present in the samples. As mentioned above, the preferential MoSe$_2$ growth in [10.0] and [11.0] may facilitate the diffusion of Se through the already formed MoSe$_2$, thus leading to larger MoSe$_2$ thicknesses.

For the Si/Mo and Si/NaF/Mo stacks selenized at 450 °C, the XRD patterns in Fig. 7.14c show the only peaks which can be related to MoSe$_2$ and may indicate that, with increasing NaF thickness, the preferred orientation in [00.1] for MoSe$_2$ layers grown at 450 °C becomes more pronounced, i.e., the average orientation of the c-axis of the MoSe$_2$ layer appears to be perpendicular to the Mo surface. Also, the MoSe$_2$ layer thicknesses increase with increasing Na concentration (see Table 7.1).

HR-TEM images from MoSe$_2$/Mo interfaces of the MoSe$_2$/Mo/NaF(15nm)/Si stacks grown at 450 and 580 °C (Fig. 7.15) confirm the results obtained by XRD and show that for both samples, the c-axes of the MoSe$_2$ layers are in average perpendicular to the Mo surface. Also, the spacings between the layered structures of the MoSe$_2$ layers in both samples agree well with those of the 2H-MoSe$_2$ crystal structure. The 450 °C sample exhibits considerably larger Mo grain sizes (about 80-100 nm) than the 580 °C sample (about 10-20 nm), which may explain why only for the 450 °C sample, the XRD patterns in Fig. 7.14 indicate a preferential growth in [00.1], i.e., with a c-axis orientation in average perpendicular to the Mo surface (for very small Mo grains, the Mo surface roughness is quite enhanced, and thus, the XRD pattern of this sample indicates no preferential growth for the MoSe$_2$ layer, although its c-axis orientation is in average perpendicular to the Mo surface,
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Figure 7.14: (a) and (b) XRD patterns of Si/Mo and Si/NaF/Mo stacks selenized at 580 °C. (c) and (d) XRD patterns of Si/Mo and Si/NaF/Mo stacks selenized at 450 °C. These patterns show the only peaks which can be related to MoSe$_2$ and to Mo $\{100\}$ planes in a range from 5 to 90°.

as, e.g., shown for the 580 °C sample in Fig. 7.15). The MoSe$_2$ layer thickness of the 450 °C sample is everywhere about 20 nm, whereas the 580 °C sample shows MoSe$_2$ layer thicknesses varying between 4 and 20 nm.

For further considerations, it is important to point out that for the Na-containing samples, Na is probably present on the surface of the Mo layer prior to the MoSe$_2$ formation since the Mo/NaF/Si stacks are heated to 450 and 580 °C prior to the selenization, which may induce the dissociation of NaF into Na and F ions. Na normally shows a high mobility, especially along grain boundaries of the Mo layer. Bodegård et al. [144] provided an explanation for this behavior: Mo easily oxidizes, and Mo oxide phases are present at the Mo grain boundaries. These oxides, mainly MoO$_3$, may act as intercalation hosts for Na and thus may be responsible for the rapid diffusion and high solubility of Na in Mo thin films.

ERDA measurements on MoSe$_2$/Mo/NaF(15nm)/Si stacks grown at 450 and 580 °C (Fig. 7.16) reveal the presence of Na in these MoSe$_2$ layers. This suggests that Na diffuses from Mo into MoSe$_2$ during the MoSe$_2$ growth. From these ERDA
Figure 7.15: High-resolution transmission electron micrographs of MoSe$_2$/Mo interfaces. The Mo/NaF/Si stacks of these samples were selenized at 450 and 580 °C, and the NaF films had a thickness of 15 nm. The MoSe$_2$ layer thickness of the 450 °C sample is about 20 nm over the whole specimen, whereas the 580 °C sample shows MoSe$_2$ layer thicknesses ranging from 4 to 20 nm.

Figure 7.16: Depth profiles of Mo, Se, Na, and oxygen of MoSe$_2$/Mo/NaF(15nm)/Si stacks grown at 450 and 580 °C, obtained by elastic recoil detection analysis. By means of these measurements, the MoSe$_2$ layer thicknesses were determined to be 40 and 20 nm for samples grown at 450 and 580 °C (however, these thicknesses were much more accurately determined by means of TEM to be 20 nm and 4-20 nm; see Fig. 7.15.)
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Table 7.2: Elemental concentrations in MoSe$_2$ and Mo layers of MoSe$_2$/Mo/15nm NaF/Si and MoSe$_2$/Mo/Si stacks grown at 450 and 580 °C, extracted from flight-time spectra obtained by elastic recoil detection analysis.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Sample</th>
<th>[O] (at.%) in MoSe$_2$</th>
<th>[O] (at.%) in Mo</th>
<th>[Na] (at.%) in MoSe$_2$</th>
<th>[Na] (at.%) in Mo</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>MoSe$_2$/Mo/Si grown at 450 °C</td>
<td>17</td>
<td>4</td>
<td>-</td>
<td>-</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>MoSe$_2$/Mo/15nm NaF/Si grown at 450 °C</td>
<td>5</td>
<td>3</td>
<td>5</td>
<td>1</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>MoSe$_2$/Mo/Si grown at 580 °C</td>
<td>3</td>
<td>5</td>
<td>-</td>
<td>-</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>MoSe$_2$/Mo/15nm NaF/Si grown at 580 °C</td>
<td>14</td>
<td>10</td>
<td>&lt;1</td>
<td>1</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

measurements (summarized in Table 7.2), the Na concentrations in the MoSe$_2$ layers can be estimated to be about 5 at.% for the 450 and below 1 at.% for the 580 °C samples. Why the Na concentration is significantly larger in the 450 °C sample is not yet understood. It may be that at elevated temperatures, NaF dissociates, and both, Na and F ions, tend to diffuse along grain boundaries to the surface of the sample where they evaporate at a rate determined by the substrate temperature. Fluorine may evaporate to a much larger extent than Na. This assumption is supported by the fact that fluorine could not be found in the samples by means of ERDA measurements, thus, it is assumed that F is present in the samples only to a negligible extent ($\leq 0.01$ at.%).

Apart from Na, also oxygen is found in these MoSe$_2$/Mo/NaF(15nm)/Si and also in the MoSe$_2$/Mo/Si stacks (Table 7.2) at considerable concentrations. For the samples grown at 450 °C, the oxygen concentration in the MoSe$_2$ and Mo layers is larger in the Na-free sample. This enhanced oxygen concentration may be one reason for the significantly smaller MoSe$_2$ thickness in case of the Na-free MoSe$_2$/Mo/Si stack: MoO$_x$ formed at Mo grain boundaries and on the Mo surface may reduce considerably the amount of metallic Mo which may be selenized, i.e., it impedes the MoSe$_2$ growth kinetics.

But why is the MoSe$_2$ layer thickness for the 450 °C samples larger when Na is present? Apparently, Na may be more easily oxidized than Mo, thus increasing the amount of metallic Mo available for selenization.
For the MoSe$_2$/Mo/NaF(15nm)/Si and MoSe$_2$/Mo/Si stacks grown at 580 °C, exactly the opposite behavior as at 450 °C is found: the oxygen concentration in the MoSe$_2$ and Mo layers is larger in the Na-containing sample. This behavior gives, as in the case of the 450 °C sample, one reason for the significantly smaller MoSe$_2$ thickness in case of the stack with Na.

From the results obtained by RBS, XRD and HR-TEM (Table 7.1, Figs. 7.14 and 7.15), it appears that at 580 °C, the presence of Na affects a MoSe$_2$ growth with the c-axis of 2H-MoSe$_2$ oriented perpendicular to the Mo surface. Morales et al. [145] reported about a distortion of the 2H-MoSe$_2$ crystal structure induced by the intercalation of Na. By means of XRD measurements on Na-intercalated MoSe$_2$ crystals, these authors identified a phase transformation from 2H-MoSe$_2$ to 1T-Na$_{x}$MoSe$_2$ (0.3 ≤ x ≤ 0.8) upon the intercalation of Na (the lattice constant c increased from 1.29 nm to 1.51 nm). For the MoSe$_2$ layers shown in Fig. 7.15 such a phase transition can not be revealed. As already mentioned, the spacings of the layered structures of the MoSe$_2$ layers studied by means of TEM all agree well with those of the 2H-MoSe$_2$ crystal structure. Probably, the Na concentrations in the MoSe$_2$/Mo/NaF(15nm)/Si stacks are not sufficient to change the lattice constant c to a measurable extent. Still, the intercalating Na certainly may destabilize the 2H-MoSe$_2$ structure, which may explain the change in c-axis orientation from perpendicular to parallel with respect to the Mo surface.

The results obtained by XRD, HR-TEM and ERDA (Figs. 7.14, 7.15 and 7.16) indicate that the Mo/NaF(15nm)/Si stack selenized at 450 °C exhibits larger Mo grains and also a larger MoSe$_2$ layer thickness, compared with the 580 °C sample. That large oxygen concentrations lead to small Mo grain sizes has also been found by Scofield et al. [146]. It may be assumed that since Mo oxide phases are present at the Mo grain boundaries, a larger oxygen concentration leads to an increase of the grain-boundary density in Mo, i.e., to a decrease of the average grain size. In addition, Palm et al. [68] showed that Cu(In,Ga)(S,Se)$_2$ absorbers formed on oxygen-rich Mo exhibited much thinner MoSe$_2$ layers, compared with those formed on oxygen poor Mo, which agrees well with the results presented here.

From Figs. 7.14b and d it is apparent that Mo grows in part preferentially in [100] direction when Na is present. It is not clear how Na may influence the texture of Mo, which regularly shows a preferential growth in [110] direction. According to the equilibrium Mo-Na phase diagram [138], an intermetallic Mo-Na phase does not exist. However, Martin et al. [147] reported that for Na-doped MoO$_3$, the coordination of Mo changes from octahedral to tetrahedral upon Na doping, i.e., the incorporation of Na in the MoO$_3$ lattice induces a phase transformation. Similar processes may also occur for MoO$_4$ - or generally MoO$_x$ - phases, if present at Mo grain boundaries for the MoSe$_2$/Mo/NaF/Si stacks. Such a phase transformation...
may be one explanation for the partly preferential growth of Mo in [100] direction for Na-containing samples as found by means of XRD.

It is interesting to note that for 2H-MoS$_2$, which exhibits a crystal structure similar to 2H-MoSe$_2$, Na intercalation also resulted in a considerable increase of the lattice parameter $c$, as revealed by Somoano et al. [148]. Moreover, the results shown by these authors indicate a large increase of the free electron density and a rise of the Fermi level induced by the intercalation of Na in 2H-MoS$_2$. This way, the electron-hole interaction is effectively screened by the increased electron density, and the excitons are disrupted. Therefore, these intercalated compounds can be considered to be metallic in nature [149].

Such a semiconductor-metal transition upon Na intercalation may also occur in 2H-MoSe$_2$ since both, 2H-MoSe$_2$ and 2H-MoS$_2$, exhibit similar energy-band structures (owing to similar crystal structures). This possible transition needs to be taken into account when characterizing the role of MoSe$_2$ as buffer layer between CIGS and any back contact.

## 7.4 Conclusions

The formation of MoSe$_2$ was studied on polycrystalline Mo layers and Mo single crystals in dependence of the substrate temperature, the Mo orientation and the Na concentration. For all MoSe$_2$, a hexagonal crystal structure was found. A MoSe$_2$ layer formed at 580 °C showed a homogeneous composition with the $c$-axis oriented parallel to the Mo substrate. For a substrate temperature of 580 °C, the diffusion constant of Se through MoSe$_2$ was estimated.

For substrate temperatures lower than about 550 °C, the MoSe$_2$ layer thickness remains rather small, whereas for substrate temperatures higher than 550 °C, the MoSe$_2$ layer thickness increases strongly with increasing temperature. It was shown that a MoSe$_2$ layer formed at 450 °C has a $c$-axis oriented preferably perpendicular to the Mo surface, whereas at 580 °C, the $c$-axis is oriented preferably parallel to the Mo surface. The smaller MoSe$_2$ layer thickness at 450 °C can be explained by a Se diffusion through MoSe$_2$ reduced by a $c$-axis orientation perpendicular to the Mo surface.

The orientation of the Mo substrate has no influence on the preferred orientation of MoSe$_2$. Also, Na was shown to induce a MoSe$_2$ growth with the $c$-axis oriented perpendicular to the Mo surface at 580 °C. For the 450 °C samples, it appears that Na reduces the oxygen concentration in Mo, probably because Na is more easily oxidized than Mo. Thus, the amount of metallic Mo is enhanced, which may lead to the larger MoSe$_2$ thicknesses found for samples with Na. In addition, both, the MoSe$_2$ layer thickness and the Mo grain size, are affected by the oxygen
concentration in Mo prior to the selenization.

First solar cells on ITO back contact with intentionally grown MoSe$_2$ intermediate layers showed clearly a better photovoltaic performance than without the MoSe$_2$ intermediate layer, and efficiencies of up to 11.8\% were achieved in substrate configuration (Fig. 7.17). In addition, Matheis et al. [150] reported 13.4\% efficiency solar cells on MoSe$_2$/ZnO:Al back contact. These and the present results indicate that MoSe$_2$ layers can be used as buffer layer for quasi-ohmic contact and to develop high-efficiency CIGS solar cells on, e.g., a TCO back contact.

Figure 7.17: $j$-$V$ characteristics under AM1.5 illumination of CIGS solar cells in substrate configuration with ITO/MoSe$_2$ back contact (a and b) and with ITO back contact (c). To form an intentionally grown MoSe$_2$ intermediate layer on ITO back contact, for cell (a) the Mo was selenized at 450 °C, for cell (b) at 580 °C for 30 min. Cell (c) was processed in the same run as cell (b), but covered during the selenization. The processing of these solar cells and the $I$-$V$ measurements were kindly performed by D. Brémaud, Thin-Film Physics group, ETH Zurich, Switzerland.
Chapter 8

Concluding remarks and outlook

During the course of the present thesis, interfaces between CIGS and various buffer layers, as well as the growth of MoSe₂ as buffer-layer material between CIGS and any metal/semimetal back contact have been studied. In the following, a summary of the outcome and considerations on possible further studies of these layers and interfaces will be given.

- Within the scope of the present work, only the structural and chemical properties of CIGS/buffer interfaces have been studied. On the impacts of microstructural and chemical features at these interfaces (such as the formation of a Cu-depleted (and Cd- or In-enriched) Cu-(In,Ga)-Se layer) on the electronic properties of the $p$-$n$ heterojunction certain assumptions have been made. Confirmation of these assumptions may be provided by measurements of the electrical properties of CIGS/buffer interfaces by means of, e.g., STM, SKPM or EBIC measurements (see section 1.6).

- Cu diffusion from CIGS into the buffer layer is a process which has been found to have occurred for all CIGS/buffer interfaces studied, not only for the CIGS/CdS and CIGS/InₓSᵧ interfaces presented here but also for CIGS/ZnSe and CIGS/Zn(O,S) interfaces (not shown here). The impact of Cu on the electrical and optical properties of the buffer is clear only in the case of CdS. Bube et al. [91] reported that Cu doping of CdS increases its photoconductivity which may affect the electronic properties of the CIGS/CdS heterojunction under illumination. For co-evaporated InₓSᵧ thin films, it was shown by Barreau et al. [103] that Cu reduces the band-gap energy of InₓSᵧ considerably. However, it is not clear how this reduction affects the solar-cell performance. In general, no information on the influence of Cu on the $p$-$n$ heterojunction formation in CIGS/buffer systems is available. Further studies are thus necessary.
- As revealed at interfaces between CIGS and In$_x$S$_y$ deposited by various techniques, for substrate temperatures during the In$_x$S$_y$ deposition above about 250 °C, CuIn$_5$S$_8$ forms instead of In$_x$S$_y$. Since this formation has been found for different deposition methods, it appears to be a general phenomenon for CIGS/In$_x$S$_y$ interfaces, independent of the deposition technique. Although the present assumptions based on structural and chemical analyses were sufficient to rationalize why the cells with CuIn$_5$S$_8$ show very bad solar-cell efficiencies, it would still be necessary to reveal the electrical properties of the CuIn$_5$S$_8$ layers and CIGS/CuIn$_5$S$_8$ interfaces of these cells. Furthermore, it was found that for interfaces between CIGS and In$_2$S$_3$ layers deposited by spray-ion layer gas reaction [151] - a non-vacuum technique, in contrast to ALD, evaporation or sputtering) - at 300 °C, no CuIn$_5$S$_8$ layer formed at the CIGS/In$_2$S$_3$ interface (results not shown in the present thesis). This result may indicate that impurities (such as oxygen) may affect the CuIn$_5$S$_8$ growth considerably and possibly impede its formation.

- Oxygen as impurity plays an important role in all of the buffer layers and CIGS/buffer systems studied in the frame of the present thesis. Barreau et al. [103] showed that oxygen leads to an increase in the band-gap energy of co-evaporated In$_x$S$_y$ layers. Oxide phases in Mo and MoSe$_2$ layers appear to have a considerable impact on the growth of these layers, as mentioned in chapter 7 of the present thesis. Oxide phases have also been identified in CBD-CdS buffers (e.g., [152]), however, it is not yet clear how these phases affect the electrical properties of the CdS layer and thus the solar-cell performance. Further studies are thus required.

- The MoSe$_2$ growth under variation of divers parameters has been investigated. It is now partly understood how the substrate temperature affects the MoSe$_2$ growth and that the Mo orientation does not play any role. However, in order to apply MoSe$_2$ as buffer between CIGS and any metal/semimetal, variations of further parameters have to be performed and studied in order to control these in a base-line production: the influence of Cu, In and Ga on the MoSe$_2$ growth as well as the effects of the Se source temperature and the presence of Na. Although the latter parameter has already been studied in the present thesis, it is still not clear how Na influences the structural and electrical properties of MoSe$_2$. Also, different Na precursors or different ways to introduce Na into the system may lead to different properties of the MoSe$_2$ layer.
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### Abbreviations and symbols

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Abbreviation</th>
<th>Description</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>$\alpha$</td>
<td>absorption coefficient</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>A</td>
<td>constant</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>ALD</td>
<td>atomic layer deposition</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>AM</td>
<td>air mass</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>AES</td>
<td>Auger electron spectrometry</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>BF</td>
<td>bright field</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>CBD</td>
<td>chemical bath deposition</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>CCD</td>
<td>charge-coupled device</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>CGS</td>
<td>CuGaSe$_2$</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>CIGS</td>
<td>Cu(In, Ga)Se$_2$</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>CIS</td>
<td>CuInSe$_2$</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>CL</td>
<td>cathodoluminescence</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>CTEM</td>
<td>conventional transmission electron microscopy</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>d</td>
<td>thickness</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>$d_{hkl}$</td>
<td>lattice spacing</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>dc</td>
<td>direct current</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>D</td>
<td>diffusion constant</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>DF</td>
<td>dark field</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>$\eta$</td>
<td>efficiency</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>E</td>
<td>energy</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>$E_{\text{CB}}$</td>
<td>conduction-band energy</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>$E_g$</td>
<td>band-gap energy</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>$E_F$</td>
<td>Fermi energy</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>$E_{\text{VB}}$</td>
<td>valence-band energy</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>EBIC</td>
<td>electron-beam induced current</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>ED</td>
<td>electron diffraction</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>EDX</td>
<td>energy-dispersive x-ray spectrometry</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
EELS  electron energy-loss spectrometry
EF    energy filtered
FEG   field-emission gun
FF    fill factor
I     transmitted intensity
I₀    initial intensity
IPE   Institut für Physikalische Elektronik, University of Stuttgart, Germany
ITO   indium tin oxide
j     current density
j_sc  short-circuit current density
PIPS  precision ion polishing system
PL    photoluminescence
ρ     density
rf    radio frequency
R     reflectance
SAED  selected-area electron diffraction
SIMS  Secondary ion-mass spectrometry
SKPM  scanning Kelvin probe microscopy
STEM  scanning transmission electron microcopy
STM   scanning tunnelling microscopy
t     time
τsel  selenization duration
T     transmission
TCO   transparent conducting oxide
TEM   transmission electron microcopy
UPS   ultra-violet photoelectron spectrometry
V     voltage
V_{oc} open-circuit voltage
XPS   x-ray photoelectron spectrometry
ZSW   Zentrum für Solarenergie- und Wasserstoff-Forschung, Stuttgart, Germany
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